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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the steady-state relationship between foreign income 
and expenditures, import prices and U.S. exports for unmilled wheat. Specifically, the 
study aims to estimate implicit dynamic import-export demand schedules based on a 
two-stage utility maximization framework to quantify the short-run and long-run effects 
of foreign income and foreign total expenditures on U.S. unmilled wheat export 
demand. Dynamic econometric models are based on Vector Autoregresive (VAR) and 
Error Correction Models (ECMs). The appropriateness o f the theoretical model, 
empirical specifications and forecasting performance are throughly tested.
Annual data collected form the United Nations from 1962-1995 were used. The 
equilibrium model is estimated in logarithmic form using the Constant Elasticity of 
Substitution (CES) functional form. However, the CES formulation, should test whether 
or not weak-separabi 1 ity and homotheticity hold at both stages. If the variables are 
stationary dynamics can be incorporated through VARs; if the variables are non- 
stationary, then a system of ECMs may be specified.
Six countries we included in the analysis: Colombia, Venezuela. Japan. Korea, 
the Philippines and Morocco. The stochastic properties of each series was determined 
using the Phillips-Perron and the KPSS tests for units roots. At the first stage, for all 
countries except Morocco, no steady-state relationship between foreign income and total 
imports of unmilled wheat was found. The import demand in VAR form satisfied weak- 
separability, but homotheticity was assumed. For Morocco one cointegration vector was
XIV
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found indicating a dynamic effect o f income and prices on import demand; furthermore, 
long-run separabilit>' and homotheticity were satisfied.
At the second stage, no cointegration relationship were found for Colombia. 
Venezuela, Japan and Morocco. Once again the restriction of weak-separability among 
exporting sources was satisfied when the export demand function was estimated in VAR 
form, however, homotheticity was assumed. For Korea and the Philippines one 
cointegration vector was found indicating a dynamic effect o f relative prices and total 
imports on U.S. export demand. For both countries the theoretical long-run restrictions 
of weak-separability and homotheticity were satisfied. For all countries, at both stages, 
the test for parameter constancy, model specification and forecasting performance 
support the appropriateness of dynamic specifications.
XV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Wheat plays a unique role in the world agricultural economy. It is a key staple that 
is used in a wide range o f food products and as a livestock feed in developed and 
developing countries. It is also one of the most widely traded agricultural commodities, 
measured both in absolute terms and in terms o f the proportion of production imported and 
exported. While many countries produce some wheat, most are also involved in wheat 
trade. Harwood and Bailey (1990) argue that this is due to several factors, including 
climatic restrictions on where and when wheat can be produced; wide year-to-year swings 
in wheat production due to weather fluctuations; and differences in wheat types that have 
led to a complex system of price premiums and discounts, and to specialized markets.
Although most countries are involved in the wheat market, a handful o f countries 
account for most of the world’s production, consumption and trade. Five countries account 
for most of the world’s wheat exports (Figure I). The United States exported an average 
of 34 million metric tons or 32 percent of the world total over the 1985-1988 period, 
followed by the European Union (EU) (27 percent), Canada (18 percent), Australia (13 
percent), and Argentina (4 percent). Harwood and Bailey ( 1990) state that the exports of 
these countries grew substantially over the 1960-88 period in response to strong growth in 
world demand.
The world’s major importers have included the former Soviet Union (16 percent); 
the EU (13 percent) if intra-EU trade is included; China (11 percent); Egypt (6 percent); 
and Japan (6 percent) for the period 1985-88 (Figure 2). In addition, the United States has
1
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E U. Canada Asutralia Argentina
Country
Figure 1. Major World Wheat Exporters’ Share o f World Exports. 
1985-88 Average.
U.S.S.R. E.U. China Egypt Japan S.Korea
Country
Figure 2. Major World Wheat Importers’ Share of World Imports, 
1985-88 Average.
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3been the world’s largest wheat stockholder, holding an average of 25 percent o f world 
wheat stocks.
Product Differentiation in Wheat Export Markets
Product differentiation has been considered essential in wheat export markets. For 
instance, Grennes, Johnson and Thursby (1978) have noted the lack o f perfect 
substitutability among the wheat varieties of different countries in producing bread, pastry 
products, and other processed goods. Grains are divided into classes and sub-classes 
according to shape, texture, color of kernel, and source. Quality variations have been 
shown (Bale and Ryan, 1977) to be significant in determining the demand for different 
varieties of wheat.
Theoretical underpinnings to explain the demand for products based on product 
differentiation were provided originally by Lancaster in 1966. He developed a framework 
in which a consumer’s demand for products is conditioned by his knowledge and 
perception of the attributes contained in the products. This framework, in which products 
are consumed for their attributes and consumer utility is assumed to be derived from the 
characteristics o f the goods rather than from the goods themselves, was called the 
characteristic approach to consumer preferences.
Later, Lancaster ( 1980) extended his framework to account for monopolistically 
competitive market structures, which include most of the traded commodities in the world. 
In this extended version of the characteristics approach^ the demand for a commodity is 
a function of its own characteristics. However, these characteristics would include not only 
quality (size, condition, grade, uniformity, color, variety) but also market conditions
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4(delivery time, credit terms, reliability o f suppliers), and cultural, historical, or political ties 
between trading partners (Lord, 1991). In this extended framework, importers perceive 
commodity exports from alternative countries as embodying different proportions of 
characteristics.
Commodities become vertically differentiable when all characteristics of the 
varieties o f the product differ uniformly, and all individuals have the same preference 
ranking, i.e., product types differ only in quality and all importers have the same preference 
ordering. In contrast, commodities become horizontally differentiable when all 
characteristics of the varieties of the product differ, but not uniformly, and all agents have 
different preference rankings, i.e., importers differ in their choice even though product 
qualities may be the same (Lord, 1991; Davis, 1995).
Once commodities are differentiated, the importer may prefer to utilize diverse 
suppliers o f a commodity, rather than rely on only one. The diversity approach to consumer 
preferences establishes that the availability of a commodity from several sources is an 
important consideration because it ensures “safe” supplies. As a result, even if the exports 
of two different countries have the same bundle of characteristics, they still can be 
imperfect substitutes due to differences in availability associated with place o f origin (Lord, 
1991).
A fundamental difference between the characteristics and the diversity approach 
lies in the way preferences are structured. The characteristics approach assumes that each 
consumer has a most preferred product and that these most preferred products are uniformly 
distributed among all consumers. Diversification of supplies in this view arises solely from
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3aggregation of demand curves o f individuals having different preferences among products. 
For instance, in the international trade context, each buyer in a particular geographic market 
would be dependent on a single supplying country; thus, diversification o f exporters in that 
market is a reflection of buyer aggregation.
In contrast, the diversity approach explains the desire for supplier diversification 
at the level o f individual consumer through convexity of indifference curves (Deaton and 
Muellbauer, 1980). Economic theory ascertains that consumers prefer a mixture of 
products (an interior solution) over any single product (a comer solution) whose quantity 
alone would not yield the same level of satisfaction. In international trade, the convexity 
o f an importer's indifference curves would reflect a country's desire for diversification of 
supply sources. However, preference for diversity does not explain the reasons why an 
importer differentiates between the same commodity originating from two different 
suppliers. What it does provide is an explanation of the observed diversification of products 
that are near substitutes for one another.
In order to reconcile both approaches. Lord (1991) expanded Lancaster's definition 
of most preferred product, including diversity as a characteristic. He introduced the new 
concept of commodity type. A commodity type is formed by the consumer's choice of 
characteristics from a variety of products. In Lord's view, differentiation o f a commodity 
exists at the level of the exporter. It arises from differences in the proportion of 
characteristics associated with each exporter and not from physical differences associated 
with the products themselves. Therefore, each exporter is associated with a different set of 
supply characteristics.
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6In order to operationalize this framework. Lord (1989, 1991) made several 
important behavioral assumptions about importers and exporters interacting in commodity 
trade. First, importers are assumed to perceive commodity exports from different countries 
as embodying different bundles of characteristics. Therefore, importers perceive that each 
exporter sells a unique product that is called a differentiated commodity. Second, importer 
preferences are based on the characteristics o f commodities. Finally, each importer has a 
subjective preference ordering for a given combination of characteristics. This final 
assumption assures that each importer has an ideal “blend of differentiated commodities" 
that is most preferred.
This desired blend of characteristics is called a commodity type. In order to attain 
this commodity type, the importer chooses differentiated commodities from different 
sources. In this framework, imports are therefore a commodity type composed of 
differentiated commodities that belong to a commodity class. If these assumptions hold, 
then implicit export demand schedules can be used to estimate the demand for 
differentiated commodities (Lord, 1991).
The demand for internationally traded differentiated commodities can be expressed 
in either explicit or implicit schedules. An explicit schedule attempts to measure directly 
the demand for characteristics of an exported good. But since prices for particular 
characteristics are not directly observable, their estimation has been based on structural 
hedonic price schedules. In this approach, the price of a commodity is used as a measure 
of its characteristics, and that price is related in an empirical manner to the measurable 
characteristics of the commodity (Lancaster, 1966 ; Ladd and Martin, 1976). For instance.
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7Wilson and Preszier (1993) have argued that a basic element o f  competition in international 
wheat markets relates to price and quality differentials among wheat from different 
exporting countries. They point out that price differentials are explained by either 
differences in export quality only (e.g. protein) or, by differences in export quality and 
importer’s taste and preferences.
The implicit approach stresses differences among suppliers, rather than in product 
characteristics, and does not separate the characteristics o f a commodity. The measurable 
characteristics are considered together, in their reduced form, by the total quantity exported 
of the good, and the observed price is used as a measure o f all its characteristics. The 
outcome of this process yields a Marshalian demand system where quantity exported is 
related to its price. This implict approach is equivalent to the traditional or standard 
approach, but the notion underlying it is different: export demand represents demand for 
the characteristics o f the exporter rather than for the product itself. These characteristics, 
as mentioned before, include quality, marketing conditions, and cultural, historical, or 
political ties between trading partners.
The focus of this study is on using the characteristics approach. Instead o f actually 
estimating the demand for the individual characteristics o f exported goods, the analyses 
centers in the construction of implicit demand schedules in the development of import and 
export demand functions.
Demand Estimation with Product Differentiation
The key assumption in the standard approach is that certain factors cause a product 
to be differentiated by country o f origin; however, as mentioned before, those factors are
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8ignored in empirical analyses when estimating implicit demand functions (Lord, 1991: 
Davis and Kruse. 1993 ; Haniotis, 1990; Lin and Makus. 1991). On the other hand, hedonic 
price schedules explicitly incorporate those factors into estimation of the model (Larue, 
1991; Veeman. 1989; Wilson. 1989; Ladd and Martin. 1976). Because implicit demand 
schedules will be used in the development of import and export demand functions, the 
question arises as to whether both approaches generate valid representative demand 
systems.
The term “representative agent demand system" refers to aggregate demand 
equations that are derived from maximizing a representative agent's utility function (Davis. 
1995). Representative agent demand systems are. therefore, a priori aggregate preference 
orderings that generate a demand for each variety o f product as a function o f prices and 
total expenditures, without relying on any type o f aggregation scheme. This is the 
methodology o f choice in modeling import demand, even though it is known that the 
restrictions o f individual demand theory need not hold in the aggregate (Kirman, 1992; 
Stoker. 1993).
Davis (1995) showed that the assumption o f horizontal product differentiation 
yields a representative agent demand system if the products under analysis are combinable 
(two varieties can be combined to form another variety). If varieties are combinable. an 
“ideal variety" can be obtained which maximizes the agent's utility. Because each variety 
is demanded, combinable horizontal product differentiation yields an a priori representative 
agent demand system without any further distributional assumptions. Consequently, a
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9differentiated commodity, such as unmilled wheat imports, yields a representative agent 
demand system.
For econometric estimation, it is also necessary to differentiate between implicit
and explicit demand schedules. Following Davis, the explicit approach or Lancaster-Ladd
model, has the following form:
V(p, m, r) = max [u*(q*) : q* = g(q , r) A p.q = m] for q > 0
= max [u (q, r) : p.q = m] for q > 0.
The left-hand side is the conditional indirect utility function associated with the conditional
utility maximization problem and possesses all normal properties, p  and q a ien  vectors of
prices and quantities, respectively, and m is expenditure. The vector r  may be considered.
among others, as demographic variables or characteristics of the q vector. At this level of
abstraction, r  can represent any variable(s) beyond the control o f  the consumer but which
influence demand. Applying Roy's identity to the conditional indirect utility function
yields:
q i = D ; (p, m, r) i = l,..., n. (1)
For the Lancaster-Ladd model, the r vector is interpreted as a vector of
characteristics of the varieties in the demand system. This model explicitly incorporates the 
characteristics that cause the varieties to be differentiated and, therefore, is consistent with 
the assumption of product differentiation.
On the other hand, the Standard or implict model assumes that the representative 
consumer’s utility function is weakly separable into the desired partition and that the
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aggregate product u*(q*) is differentiated by country o f origin. The second stage 
optimization problem is then:
V(p*, m*) = max [u* = u*(q*) : p*.q* = m*j. (2)
The left-hand side o f equation 2 is the conditional indirect utility function and possesses 
the normal properties of an utility index. The n* vectors p*  and q* represent prices and 
quantities, respectively. u*(q*) is the subutility function and m * is the total expenditure 
committed to the product. Again applying Roy’s identity, the indirect utility function 
yields:
q ■* = Dj*(p*, m*) i = 1 , n (3)
which is the conditional Marshallian demand system. Equation 3 does not specify the type 
o f product differentiation. The crucial distinction between equations 1 and 3 is that the 
former includes the characteristic vector r whereas the latter does not. which may be 
inconsistent with product differentiation.
Based on the previous discussion, Davis (1995) emphasized that the assumption 
of product differentiation, per se, does not necessarily lead to a representative demand 
system. Only when conditions for combinable horizontal product differentiation exist will 
the representative agent model generate a valid system o f demands for each variety: 
however, it is not the Standard demand system described by equation 3 but the Lancaster- 
Ladd demand system depicted in equation 1.
In order to reconcile both approaches, the auxiliary assumptions necessary and/or 
sufficient to make the Standard demand system and the Lancaster-Ladd demand systems 
observationally equivalent must be established. From a theoretical standpoint, Davis
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(1995) suggests that there are two cases under which the approaches are equivalent. The 
first case is if  the characteristic vector r is constant over the sample (e.g. protein levels or 
protection levels in wheat remain the same overtime). Characteristics constancy will ensure 
that, from an estimation standpoint, the vector r will be subsumed in the mapping D,. The 
second case is if  the utility fimction u(q ,r) in equation 1 is weakly separable with respect 
to the elements of r (i.e. demand estimation is independent of vector r). This condition has 
been called J-separability by Triplet (1983) and Davis (1995).
Davis (1995) has also shown that model mispecification by the omission of the 
relevant variables r can affect the estimated standard demand system described by equation 
3 in two ways: the regressors may be correlated with the error term and the parameters may 
appear to vary. Because data on r are not typically available, it is difficult to test for J- 
separability. However, tests for characteristic constancy, based upon a Lagrangian 
Multiplier test, have been developed to determine if mispecification exists.
Two-Stage Utility Maximization Models
The most prevalently used methodology in estimating import and export demand 
models for agricultural commodities has been the two-stage utility maximization model. 
In the context o f a trade allocation model, a two-stage maximization process has been 
considered an appropriate way to describe the importer’s preference ordering for 
commodities from different countries (Heien and Pick, 1991; Duffy, Wohlgenant and 
Richardson, 1990; de Goiter and Meilke, 1987; Sarris, 1983).
At the first stage, total expenditure is allocated over broad groups of goods (Alston 
et al, 1990). Therefore, the first stage encompasses the decision o f  how much to consume
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of a commodity Q and all other goods (yV„), subject to prices and an income constraint. At 
the second stage, group expenditures are allocated over individual commodities. In Lord's 
framework, this is equivalent to choosing how much to consume of the differentiated 
commodity, 0 ,,.... Q„, in order to achieve a desired commodity type, subject to the amount 
allocated for imports of O at the first level, and the relative prices o f products from different 
sources.
Most of the previous work in estimating implicit demand schedule models presented 
in the literature has followed a two-stage utility maximization approach, basically a static 
Armington specification' (Alston et al., 1990 ; Babula, 1987 ; Davis and Kruse, 1993 ; 
Duffy, Wohlgenant and Richardson. 1990 ; Haniotis, 1990 ; Ito. Chen and Perterson, 1990). 
In general, the export demand equation could be expressed as:
In Xjj = a,+ Y. Yij In (Py / Pj) + Pi In (M / Pj) for j= 1 , n. (4)
where X ,j is exports from country i to country j, a  , = a constant. P , , =  the export price 
from country i to country j, Pj= is the import price of the commodity depending only on the 
within-group prices and M is total imports of country j at the first stage. Equation (4) is 
homogeneous of degree zero in all prices and total expenditure. However, it is not possible 
in general to impose the theoretical restriction of symmetry' and adding up (Deaton and 
Muellbauer, 1980). An Armington specification assumes the following:
1) Yij = 0  for all i * j, which ensures weak-separabi 1 ity.
2 ) p, = 1 for all i, j which ensures homotheticity.
3) Equality of own-price coefficients or Yu~Yjj “  for all i, j.
For a detailed description see Lanclos, 1989.
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Under these restrictions, the system of demands does satisfy the theoretical 
restrictions of symmetry and adding up, and Y,,= -G is the elasticity of substitution. Alston 
et al. (1990) pointed out that weak-separability of the direct utility function over broad 
groups of goods is a necessary and sufficient condition for the second stage o f a two-stage 
budgeting procedure. Therefore, satisfaction derived from consumption o f commodity Q 
must be weakly separable from satisfaction derived from consumption o f the composite 
good Nq. Separability at the first stage ensures independent decision-making at each level, 
meaning that substitution can take place between goods Q and N ,^ but not between Q, and 
Nq. A s  a result, changes in income and prices may produce inter-sectoral substitution 
between Q and N ;^ while changes in relative prices o f Q, can bring about only intra sectoral 
substitution between differentiated products.
In addition to separability between Q and N„, several other assumptions are made. 
Labor supply decisions are assumed separable from all other commodities. Likewise, 
intertemporal separability is also implied. Finally, in order to operationalize standard 
models, researchers abstract from the problem of aggregation over consumers and over 
different varieties of products (Alston et al. 1990 footnote 2). A traditional Armington 
specification for the export demand at the second stage could be expressed as:
Wi = k “*(Pij/Pj)-“, (5)
where W, = (X.^ "^  / Mj) is the market share and o = is the constant elasticity o f substitution 
parameter. Equation (5) ensures that market shares of individual exporters depend only on 
relative prices and not on the size of the market. The following assumptions are implied by 
(5):
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1. The marginal rate o f substitution between any two exporters in a given market 
is independent of that o f any other market (markets are weakly separable);
2. The elasticity of substitution between any two exporters competing in a market 
is the same as that between any other pairs competing in that market;
3. Each exporter’s share is unaffected by changes in the size of the market as long 
as relative prices o f that market remain unchanged, and there is no special 
preference except for price.
4. The within-group utility function is homothetic.(export demand has a unitary 
elasticity with respect to the level of expenditure at the first stage).
These assumptions imply that an importer’s market share is independent of changes 
in the size o f the market as long as relative prices in that market remain unchanged. It also 
assumes that the quantity of imports demanded by a market can be allocated to different 
competitive sources with different prices, and will not be affected by other import markets. 
Consequently, all expenditure elasticities within a group are equal and unitary and import 
market shares change only in response to relative price changes.
Two important concerns have been levied about using this framework. The first one 
is whether the actual data from international trade satisfy the homothetic and separability 
assumptions at the second stage. Most research data satisfy the separability assumption with 
the two-stage budget process tests (Babula, 1987 ; Duffy, Wohlgenant and Richardson, 
1990; Penson and Babula, 1988 ; Winters, 1984). On the other hand, using non-parametric 
and parametric tests, Alston et al. (1990) rejected the joint assumptions of separability and 
homotheticity for international cotton and wheat markets using static specifications.
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Beyond functional form and weak-separability, the second criticism deals with the 
conceptual framework itself. Many agricultural commodities are used as inputs in a 
production process. Davis and Jensen (1994) argue that the use o f utility-based models to 
estimate import demand functions for commodities (used as inputs, not final products) may 
be inappropriate and may yield biased elasticity estimates. They point out that 
unconditional elasticities (first stage) derived from utility theory are not "structural" 
parameters (elasticity estimates), but instead reduced form estimates, which in turn 
preclude appropriate hypothesis testing. Furthermore, conditional elasticities (second stage) 
do not encompass all o f  the price effects captured by unconditional elasticities and may lead 
to biased inferences.
They argue that the correct approach is to obtain second stage elasticity estimates 
using a profit maximization framework in which commodities are treated as inputs and not 
final products. Nonetheless, they stipulate two conditions in which both approaches are 
observationally equivalent at the second stage. These conditions are 1) the own-price 
aggregate input demand elasticity is approximately unitary, and 2 ) the cost share is small. 
If either of these two conditions hold, the error resulting from applying conditional utility 
maximization is small and, conditional elasticities are approximately equal to unconditional 
elasticities. However, economic theory suggests that unconditional demand elasticities at 
the first stage are more inelastic because of fewer substitutes. For our case, the 
unconditional own-price elasticity would be more inelastic than the relative-price 
conditional elasticity. As a result, caution must be exercised when using second-stage 
elasticity estimates if the cost share is not small.
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Dynamic Aspects of Demand
When changes in explanatory variables do not exert full effect on dependent trade 
variables within the same period, a static solution is deemed inappropriate. Non- 
instantaneous adjustment in either supply or demand give rise to observations that can 
represent deviations from equilibrium. Eventually, if all changes in the explanatory 
variables cease, the dependent variable of a given relationship is expected to converge to 
its equilibrium state after a number of periods. Thus, actual observations can then be 
considered to be related to their equilibrium states in a predictable way. Dynamic 
specifications aim to describe the observed behavior of the variables as an adjustment to 
long-run equilibrium states.
Distributed lag models and recursive systems have been widely used to incorporate 
some dynamic elements". Dynamic models have been estimated using are of the following 
three methods:
1. No assumption of the relationship among regression coefficients is made. No 
restrictions are imposed on the distribution of the lag effect o f prices on the 
quantity demanded.
2. Assume a general form for the distribution of the lag and estimate the para­
meters. Koyck (1954) initially suggested that the form of the distribution of the 
lag may be approximately assumed and then the specific characteristics o f the 
distribution estimated.
See Griliches for a survey.
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3. Develop an explicit dynamic model which implies the distributed lag only 
incidentally. This approach is similar to Nervole’s (1958) partial adjustment 
model, in which current values of the independent variables adjust only a fixed 
fraction within one particular period.
Zellner and Palm (1974) made an important methodological contribution to 
dynamic modeling, whereby economic information other than past performance was 
allowed to help explain the behavior of a related series. This idea uses economic theory 
and the stochastic properties of economic data to jointly determine model structure. The 
ability to enhance time series type models using economic theory gained increasing 
popularity during the early 1980's with the introduction of vector autoregressive (VAR) 
models by Litterman (1979) and Sims (1980).
In the early eighties. Granger (1981) introduced the concept of cointegration. The 
concept o f steady state equilibrium is important for economic forecasting. The presence 
of cointegration implies the co-movement of economic series over time. These series share 
some common factors, and show short run dynamics through error-correction mechanisms. 
However, the most important aspect is their long run equilibrium relationships. 
Cointegration theory introduces inference and probability concepts, which are consistent 
with the stochastic properties of aggregate economic time series.
The incorporation of dynamics to trade through the adoption of error-correction 
mechanisms is a recent development (Robertson and Orden, 1990; Orden and Fisher, 1991; 
Zapata, 1994; and Johnson, 1994). One of the reasons for this popularity is that economic 
theory suggests long-term co-movement between some economic time series. Lord (1991)
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specifies dynamic demand and supply models incorporating developments in time series 
analysis, cointegration and error-correction models based on Granger's (1988) work.
Lord specifically derives dynamic systems of equations to characterize data- 
generating processes of international commodity trade, and to derive the steady-state 
solutions. These dynamic specifications are appealing because they maintain the 
endogenous-exogenous relationships suggested by economic theory in a data coherent 
approach. This is a relevant issue given the data recording and measurement errors 
associated with international financial statistics (Scobie and Johnson. 1975). In Chapter II, 
Lord’s derivations are introduced in a more appropriate context.
There are several important distinctions between what this project proposes and 
what has been done previously. This study will incorporate dynamics and time series 
econometrics through Vector Autoregressive Models (VAR) and/or Error Correction 
Models (ECMs) within a two-stage utility maximization framework. The restrictive 
assumption that importer's market shares are independent of changes in the size of the 
market, as long as relative prices in that market remain unchanged, is more intuitive within 
a dynamic framework. Likewise, this dissertation expands work by Lord (1991) and 
Johnson (1994), which are based on the two-step approach of Engle and Granger (1987), 
by specifying a system of equations, as suggested by Johansen (1988), to estimate ECMs. 
Recent developments in cointegration suggest dynamic specifications may be more 
appropriate to estimate long-run relationships. Likewise, the selection o f the lag structure 
will be based on data-coherent properties using statistical selection criteria. Concerns of 
mispecification in ECMs will also be addressed.
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Problem Statement
Export success for U.S. agricultural products is partially determined by economic 
conditions in international markets. If a goal of the U.S. government is to encourage long- 
run growth in the agricultural sector, it must explore the steady-state relationship between 
foreign income and consumption of U.S. agricultural products. Economic theory suggests 
that rising incomes abroad give foreign consumers greater access to a wider variety of 
food products.
Therefore, relevant economic information is needed to assist market agents in 
evaluating the potential impact and magnitude that changes in economic activity have on 
export demand for U.S. wheat. Because estimated elasticities o f export demand models 
often have been used to examine policy alternatives and to formulate trade policy, the 
effectiveness of using these estimates in policy formulation hinges on the appropriate 
conceptual and empirical specification of the underlying model. A parsimonious dynamic 
econometric model will result in a valuable contribution in quantifying the effect of 
economic activity in selected world markets for U.S. wheat exports.
Justification
As the twenty-first century approaches, the economies of the world are becoming 
more and more interdependent. It is now recognized that the performance of the U.S. 
agricultural sector is highly dependent on international trade. This dependency is expected 
to continue to grow because the expansion of export markets is considered essential to the 
prosperity of U.S. agriculture. Historically, excess supplies have acted as a deterrent to
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productivity and growth in the agricultural sector. Consequently, a healthy farm economy 
requires, not only appropriate farm programs, but also a strong trade component.
Emerging economies in Latin America, Southeast A sia India and China are key 
markets for U.S. agricultural products. A freer international trade environment, brought 
about by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the resulting World Trade 
Organization (WTO) and other regional trade agreements, is expected to increase foreign 
income and, therefore, future U.S. exports. Drabenstott and Barkema (1995) and Barkema
(1996) argue that even though consumer products dominate the world marketplace, bulk 
commodities still dominate U.S. exports. Consumer products now account for 45 percent 
o f world agricultural trade but make up less than a third of U.S. agricultural exports. Wheat, 
wheat products, and com have been the most important commodities exported within the 
group of grains and feeds. The value of unmilled wheat exports has totaled over four 
billion dollars from 1992 to 1994 and over 5 billion dollars in 1995 (Table 1).
In order to achieve compliance with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) and comply with budgetary considerations, the Federal Agriculture and 
Improvement Act of 1996 (FAIR) significantly reduced domestic and export-oriented 
support programs. With farmers and firms depending more on international markets and 
less on government programs, forecasting the effects of foreign economic activity on export 
markets under this new domestic and world trade environment have become a relevant 
issue. Appropriate forecasting can be used to improve resource allocation and risk 
management, reduce price and income instability, and, therefore, increase profitability.
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Table 1. U.S. E.xports of Selected Agricultural Commodities. October- 
Septemben 1991-1995*.
Year
Wheat
Unmilled
Wheat
Flour
Wheat and 
wheat Products
Com Grain
Sorghum
Barley Rice
1991 2.867.305 191.178 3.089.949 4.872.032 627.055 152.951 747.395
1992 4.323.426 164.798 4.525.713 4.605.404 836.242 219.580 756.764
1993 4.736.915 217.129 4.994.292 4.250.915 662.437 168.826 766.408
1994 4.026.012 200.817 4.273.845 3.816.766 603,862 148.231 888.615
1995 4,952.666 246.124 5.250.585 6.619.419 625.558 164.014 1.048.300
* Value in thousand U.S. S.
Source; Foreign Agricultural Trade o f the United States (FATUS). Fiscal Year 1995 Supplement.
Objectives 
General Objective
Assuming product differentiation and a two stage utility maximization framework, 
this study aims to quantify the dynamic effects that changes in economic activity and 
relative prices have on the export demand for U.S. unmilled wheat by Colombia. 
Venezuela. Japan. Korea. Morocco and the Philippines.
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives to accomplish these goals are to :
1. provide a descriptive analysis o f trade patterns for wheat in selected markets;
2 . quantify the impact of income and import prices on import demand for wheat 
in selected markets;
3. quantify the responsiveness of U.S. wheat export demand to changes in import 
demand and relative export prices; and.
4. evaluate import and export demand forecast models for unmilled wheat in 
selected countries.
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Methodology
A two-stage utility maximization framework to study import decisions, given an 
importer’s preference ordering, will be adopted. Under this framework, the import demand 
function is defined as total imports of a commodity from all sources by coimtry j (e.g. total 
wheat imported by Japan), which is dependent on import prices and income. The export 
demand function is defined as country j 's  demand for country i's commodities, and is a 
function of relative prices and total commodity imports (e.g. total U.S. wheat imported by 
Japan). A monopoiistically competitive market with horizontal product differentiation is 
assumed. Davis (1995) pointed out that horizontal product differentiation in a commodity 
such as wheat will yield an a priori representative agent demand system.
Objective One
Descriptive statistics will be provided for total imports o f wheat, import prices and 
income (GDP) for selected countries from 1962 to 1995. Simple trend analyses and 
descriptive graphs of the data will be provided. Likewise, descriptive statistics for total U.S. 
exports of wheat to the same countries will be included.
Objective Two
For each importing country, an equilibrium model is estimated in log form assuming 
constant elasticity o f substitution (CES) with data from 1962 to 1992. The exponential form 
for the import demand provided by CES is advantageous for several reasons. First, it can 
be easily converted into a double logarithmic equation whose coefficients are interpreted 
as elasticities. In our case, this is very convenient because the main goal of this project is 
to quantify the level o f responsiveness of import demand to changes in economic activity.
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Second. CES lends itself to a parsimonious representation o f the demand function that is 
coherent with economic theory. Under the assumptions made in this project, the CES 
formulation, however, should test whether or not unmilled wheat imports are weakly 
separable and if the import demand elasticity with respect to domestic income is unity in 
the long nm.
Because responses are not instantaneous, an unrestricted lag structure is specified. 
The optimal lag length (k) for each system o f equations will be selected by applying three 
criteria: the Schwartz Criteria (SC), the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). and a 
Likelihood Ratio Test. A test for unit roots on transformed data will then be carried out 
with Phillips-Perron statistics (PP). Perron ( 1988) suggested the use o f an F-test ($]) to first 
determine whether a time series is trend deterministic (stationary around a linear trend) or 
stochastic. This test is based on a nonparametric correction approach to account for the 
correlation in the first differences o f the variables. This type o f test is preferred because it 
is valid in a much more general context. Given that in the PP test the null hypothesis is a 
unit root and given the lower power of unit root tests, it is advisable to corroborate 
stationarity results with a different test in which the null is of trend stationarity as the KPSS 
(Kwiatowski et al, 1992). Both the PP and KPSS tests are employed.
If the variables are stationary or 1(0 ), dynamics can be incorporated estimating the 
demand system as a Vector Autoregressive Model (VAR) in levels. On the other hand, if 
the variables are non-stationary or 1( 1). then a system o f equations is specified and 
estimated by maximum likelihood (MLE) to identify the dynamic relationships among total 
wheat imports, import prices and incomes. Hansen and Juselious (1995) have stated that
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to test for cointegration only two of the variables have to be 1(1). Often, a stationary 
variable might a priori play an important role in a hypothetical cointegration relation.
The determination o f the cointegration rank (number o f cointegrating vectors) is 
often the most crucial, and difficult part of the analysis. It is crucial, since all results from 
the test procedures are conditional on the chosen rank. The Cointegration Analysis for Time 
Series (CATS) software provides three different sources of information to support the 
choice of the cointegration rank (r). The first one is the Lambda-Max (L-max) and the 
T race test statistics and the asymptotic distributions of the statistics. Because the asymptotic 
distributions can be rather bad approximations to the true small sample distributions, the 
critical values are adjusted following Chewng and Lai (1993).
The second one is the graphical analysis. Often there is one borderline case, where, 
depending on the choice of the size of the test, a relation could be included or excluded on 
the cointegration space. In these cases, it is important to look at the graphical behavior of 
the estimated cointegrating relations before choosing r. The third option is to evaluate the 
eigenvalues of the companion matrix. By investigating the roots o f the companion matrix, 
it is possible to get information about the number of roots describing the dynamic 
properties of the process. This allows observation on how close the largest roots are to the 
unit circle.
The Johansen (1988) methodology states that if p=number of variables in the 
system, then, if r=0 the import demand model would be estimated as a VAR in differences. 
iir=p the import demand model is estimated as a VAR in levels, and if 0<r<p, the import 
demand model can be estimated as an error correction model (ECM) (Johansen and
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Juselious, 1990). Once the model is determined, tests for characteristics constancy and 
residual autocorrelation are performed to test for model mispecification. Impulse response 
functions will be simulated for each model. Each model will be shocked by the standard 
error (increase) of the historical innovation of each series.
Objective Three
For each country, an export demand equilibrium model will be estimated in log- 
form assuming the CES functional form with data from 1962 to 1992. The optimal lag 
length (k) for each system of equations will be selected as in objective 2. Then, tests for 
unit roots on transformed data will be carried out using Phillips-Perron statistics. Again, 
if all the variables are stationary, dynamics will be incorporated estimating the demand 
system as a VAR in levels. If the variables are non-stationary. a system of equations can 
be specified in order to identify the dynamic relationships among U.S. export demand of 
relative wheat prices and import demand for each selected market (i.e., each importing 
country). Once again, using the lambda-max and the trace test (Johansen and Juselius, 
1990), graphical analysis and the eigenvalues o f the companion matrix, the number of 
cointegration vectors are selected. If r=0 the export demand model would be estimated as 
a VAR in differences; if r=p the export demand model can be estimated as a VAR in 
levels; and, if 0<r<p the export demand model can also be estimated as an ECM. Model 
specification tests and impulse response functions will be simulated for each model.
Objective Four
An evaluation of import and export demand forecasts for the same markets is 
provided. An error correction framework is used to forecast variables that are cointegrated.
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The within-sample forecast evaluation in this study will be based on quantitative measures. 
All models will be estimated using annual data from 1962 to 1992. The out-of-sample 
forecasting performance evaluation will be based on data from 1993 through 1995.
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter I contains the introduction, 
problem statement, justification, objectives and methodology: Chapter II presents a general 
overview of the theory of demand, demand for traded commodities and econometric 
procedures; Chapter III contains data, data sources and descriptive statistics; Chapter IV 
presents the analytical results; and. finally. Chapter V closes with a summary, conclusions, 
and implications.
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORY OF DEMAND
The economic framework for the study of consumer behavior generally involves the 
theory of individual utility'-maximization. The beginning point is the choice problem of an 
individual consumer with given tastes, attempting to purchase the most preferred 
combination of commodities subject to a budget constraint. Economic theory states that 
consumer choice will be governed by certain behavioral factors. Among them, the most 
important is the assumption that the individual chooses among the alternatives available, 
in such a manner that the satisfaction derived from consuming commodities (in the broadest 
sense) is as large as possible given prices and income (Henderson and Quant, 1986). The 
extent of satisfaction derived from a given set of goods is assumed to depend upon the 
individual's preference relationship or utility indicator.
Chipman ( 1960) defined utility in its most general form as a "lexicographic ordering 
represented by a finite or infinite dimensional vector with real components unique only up 
to an isotone (order preserving) homogeneous transformation, and these vectors are ordered 
lexicographically like decimal numbers or words in a dictionary." This preference 
relationship or utility indicator must satisfy specific axioms (see George and King. 1971; 
Henderson and Quant, 1980; Varian. 1992):
Axiom 1. Ability to rank. Given a commodity space, X, the consumer is able to rank 
the bundles according to his/her order of preferences. Given an ordering > describing 
"weak preferences", it is possible to define an ordering > of "strict preference", by defining
27
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x>y to mean x is strictly preferred to y." Similarly, it is possible to define a notion of 
"indifference" by x —  y, if and only if  x>y and y>x.
Given two bundles. q° and q the individual is capable o f making one of the 
following three choices: 1) q° > q’. 2) q“~  q' or 3) q" < q'. There is no specification as 
to the extent to which q“ is preferred to q' or otherwise; only that one is preferred to the 
other, or that both are equally preferred.
Axiom two. Antisymmetry. Avoids any ambiguity in the preference ordering. If q“ 
is preferred to q '. it is not possible that q‘ is preferred to q° simultaneously.
Axiom three. Consistency of Ranking (Transitivity). The axiom of consistency 
asserts that a set o f  preference relationships, such as q°. q'. and q- e X. if q° > q', and q' > 
q-. then q° > q \  The axioms of comparability, antisymmetry and transitivity are necessary 
and sufficient for a complete ordering of the commodities q“. q ‘, and q* in the commodity 
space X.
Axiom four. Monotonicity (Non-satiation). This axiom assures that the consumer 
has not achieved satiation. In the preference ordering, if the commodity bundles are ranked 
in an increasing order of preference, the preference relationship remains monotonically 
increasing.
Axiom five. Convexity. The consumption set (X) is convex if for any two bundles 
q“and q ‘. their weighted average t*q° + (l-t)*q‘, where 0 < t < 1, belong to the same set.
A fundamental property of the ordinal utility indicator is that the indifference curves 
represent convex sets, and the minimal property o f all utility indicators is quasi-concavity. 
If the utility function is quasi-concave and monotonie, the usual first-order conditions are
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necessary and sufficient for obtaining a solution for a constrained maximization problem. 
The preference axioms presented before define an order-preserving, quasi-concave utility 
indicator which is monotonie and continuous.
Concept of Demand
Suppose that a consumer with a given income, y. chooses among quantities q,.....
q„ from a commodity space with n elements. Then the utility function can be specified as 
U = U(q„ Q z , q j .  (6)
If P i, Pj, ... p„ represent the unit prices, then p,q, f  pyqj ^  ... ~ p„q„ represent total 
expenditures and this must equal income, or
PiAi +  PzQz +  -  +  P.An  ^ y- O )
Therefore, the choice problem is reduced to find a maximum of (6 ) subject to (7). 
The consumer's choice o f q,, qj, ... , q„ will then correspond to the quantities consistent 
with maximization of the Langrangian function
U(q„ q ^ , q „ )  + X(y - p,q, - p^ q^  - ... - p„q„). (8)
Differentiating (8 ) with respect to q,, q,, ..., q„ and Â, we obtain the normal equations:
Uj (q„ qz, q„) - A.pj = 0, j=l,2.....n (9)
y -p ,q ,  -pzQz --P n q n  = o (lO)
where U, = dU/dqj.
The system defined by (9) and (10) provides (n+1) equations and (n+1) variables iq,, qj, 
.... q„ and À) when the prices and income are given. The solutions will be of the form 
q, = qj (p„ Pz, -  Pn, y)' ( i i )
j*—1,2,..., n
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The quantity purchased of each commodity is expressed as a function o f its price, 
price of other commodities and income. Therefore, the relationship described by (11) 
represents a set of demand functions. It is important to notice tliat conditions expressed in 
(9) and ( 10) only guarantee that the consumer is at a stationary point o f the preference 
function, which may correspond to a maximum or a minimum point of satisfaction. The 
necessary conditions, described by (9) and (10). are sufficient if  the utility function is a 
twice differentiable quasi-concave function in the neighborhood o f the optimum. 
Restrictions on the Demand Functions
There are several restrictions associated with valid demand systems. On empirical 
grounds, depending on the level o f aggregation and the type o f demand system estimated, 
the following conditions must be checked.
1. Homogeneit}' Condition. Demand functions are homogeneous of degree zero in 
prices and income. This implies that if prices and income change proportionally, the 
quantit)' demanded remains unchanged. For the two commodity case, the first order 
conditions (FOG) are described by:
U,-A.p,=0 (12)
Ü2-Àp2 = 0 (13)
y - PtQi - P2Q2 = 0 -
Equations (12) and (13) lead to the equilibrium condition of U,/Uj = p /p ;.
When prices and income are changed proportionally (for example, by r) the FOG become: 
U,-A.rp, =0  (14)
U2-Àrp2 = 0 (15)
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ry - rp,q, - rp^ q^  = 0.
Again, equations (14) and ( 15) yield the same equilibrium condition and, therefore, 
the optimum commodity bundle is unchanged. For the n '^-commodity case and using 
Euler's theorem for homogeneous functions of degree zero, we can generalize the 
homogeneity condition as:
p,(aq,/ap,)+ Pzfaq/apj +...+ p„caq„/ap„) + y(aq„/ay) =  o. (i6)
Transforming (16) into elasticities for an easier interpretation of results yields
Gil + Gjz + By Bj„ + G iy = 0 . (17)
As stated in equation ( 17). direct - and cross- price elasticities and income elasticities add 
to zero if the homogeneity condition holds.
2. Engel Aggregation Condition. This Condition describes the effect that changes 
in income have on consumption. This condition is obtained by differentiating the budget 
constraint with respect to income to obtain:
p,(aq,/ay + Pz(aq2/ay) +...+ p„(aq„/ay) = 1 . (18)
Again transforming into elasticities for an easier interpretation (18) yields:
WiG,y + W2G2j,+ ... +  W„G„y=l. (19)
where w, = (p ,q jy  represents the budget proportion on the / ''' commodity. As stated in 
equation ( 19), income elasticities, weighted by the respective expenditure proportions, add 
to one.
3. Cournot Aggregation Condition. The Cournot Aggregation condition describes 
the effect o f a change in the price o f the j'*’ commodity, with all other prices constant, on
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consumption. Differentiating the budget constraint with respect to and expressing the 
solution in elasticity form, we obtain:
w ,e +  w^e 2j + ... +  w„P. =  - Wj.
Therefore, the Cournot Aggregation Condition implies that the weighted sum of the 
elasticities in the /*  column is equal to the negative o f the expenditure proportion o f the j"' 
commodity.
4. Slutsky Condition. The Slutsky Condition illustrates the income and substitution 
effects of a price change. The Slutsky equation is obtained by taking the total derivative o f 
the FOC. A change in the consumption of the / commodity given a change in j  
commodity price can be represented as:
aqi /6 pj = (6 qi /8 pj )Lcon,..n. - Qj (5qj /8 y). (20)
= ki j - qj (8 qi /8 y).
The first term in the right-hand side is the substitution effect and the second term is the 
income effect. When the price changes of the same commodity are considered. 
(oq,/8 p,)Liconsiam the substitution effect is always negative.
Market Demand
Studies using macro or aggregated data (cross-sectional and/or time series) to 
estimate the relationships among demand variables (quantities, price, income and other 
attributes) make the implicit assumption that demand relationships, applicable to a 
"representative consumer” in a given area and time period, are a true representation of the 
consumption pattern in that area and for that time (George and King, 1971).
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Traditional static theory of demand for the individual takes prices and incomes as 
"given". However, to move from individual to market demand requires more simplifying 
assumptions to maintain essentially the same model for empirical estimation. In particular, 
it is necessary to specify a consistent way for aggregation and, then determine the nature 
of the aggregation bias involved in the procedure adopted. TheiTs work on linear 
aggregation over individuals is presented in George and King (1971).
A linear demand relationship of the i*** commodity for the j individual can be 
written as
Qij =  ttjj + S  PiPi + (2 1 )
where q,j = quantity o f the i commodity demanded by the j"" individual; p, = price of the 
i'*’ commodity; y^  = is the income of the j individual and a. P and 0  are parameters to 
be estimated. Assuming that income changes across individuals and prices remain the same, 
the model in (2 1 ) can be expressed as;
Qij =  “ ij + Qj» (2 2 )
To reach a solution, an aggregate form of (22) must be specified. If an aggregate 
relationship of the form:
Ai =  ttj +0y, (23)
is defined between aggregate demand {q,) and aggregate incomey, it is possible to add (2 2 ) 
over all individuals to get,
L  j qu = Ej “ ij + Lj 6 jyj- (24)
In order to establish a relationship between y  and individual incomes, a mean value (p) for 
the marginal propensity to consume (MPC) is defined:
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// = (l/n)Ej 6j. (25)
As a result, the aggregated income could be defined as the sum of individual M FC’s 
multiplied by individual incomes and divided by the mean value of MFC. or:
y = (l//^)Zj 0jyj. (2 6 )
Combining (23) and (26), we get
Qi = “ i +  (0i /^)Ej /^ jyj- (27)
A consistent aggregation is reached by combining (25) and (27) if the following conditions 
hold q, = Yj q,^ , a, = Y,, oc,, and c/^= 1, or 0  = ^  = ( l/n)Xj 0 j.
Aggregation conditions imply that the aggregate quantity is the sum o f individual 
quantities, the intercept is the sum of individual intercepts, and the aggregate MFC is the 
average MFC. Aggregate income, as defined by (26), is a weighted average o f individual 
incomes. The weights are proportional to the individual’s MFC; and, as a result, the 
aggregate income will differ from commodity to commodity.
Once the aggregate demand function is available, the parametric estimation poses 
a number of problems. The most important problems associated with estimation are:
1 ) Relevant variables. In the more general models, quantity consumed is related 
to all commodity prices and income, which is an impossible task given data 
limitations. The concept of separable utility functions provides a guide for 
simplifying the number of parameters to be estimated.
2) Functional form. Economic theory does not offer a priori guidelines to select 
the appropriate mathematical relationship among quantity, price and income 
in all cases.
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3) Error specification. Ordinary Least Squares requires: (I) that the error term be 
uncorrelated with prices and income, (2) no autocorrelation. (3) homoskedastic 
variance, and (4) sufficient observations in relation to the number of parameters 
to be estimated.
4) Multicollinearity. Often prices and income move together over time. In general, 
multicollinearity may pose problems on the significance o f coefficient estimates 
and, for extreme cases, may cause singular matrices.
The Role of Separability in Market Demand Analysis
A utility function is said to be separable (Chambers. 1994) if it can be expressed as: 
U = F[U'(q,) + V \ q , )  + . . .  + U'(q,)|. (28)
where:
U' (q; ) = U' (q,‘ ,q%\ ... ,q„/ ). (29)
and n, = the number o f commodities in the i"’ group such that n, + m + ... + n, = n.
A function is weakly separable (Chambers, 1994) if the ratio of marginal utilities 
of a pair of commodities / and j  is assumed to be unaffected by the level of consumption 
of a third commodity k, or:
d(Uj /Uj ) / dq  ^= 0 for k /  i,j, and for all i , j  6 I and A: € L (30)
A function is strongly separable if the utility function can be partitioned into 
subgroups, such that the marginal rate of substitution between two commodities / and j  
from two different partitions I and C, does not depend upon the consumption of 
commodities that belong to a third partition N:
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a(Ui /Uj) / aq  ^= 0 for all A e I; i e C; j 6 N. ( 3 1 )
The most common use of separability concepts is in the utility tree. The basic idea 
is that the elements belonging to the commodity bundle can be partitioned into different 
groups. Consumers would follow a two-stage maximization process in which total 
expenditure is first split into group expenditures and then each group expenditure is split 
into individual commodity expenditures at the second stage. For this type o f analysis, 
separability reduces the number of parameters to be directly estimated.
The two-stage maximization process can be applied to both strongly and weakly 
separable functions (George and King, 1971). Suppose there are n commodities and s 
separable groups. In the first stage, the total expenditure y has to be allocated among the s
commodity groups {y, y j .  Therefore, the first stage is to determine y^ y, such that
utility is maximized, or:
U(y„..., y,) - A(Xi =, y, - y). (32)
Solutions for the FOG can be expressed as a function of group prices (P,) and income, or 
yi = yj (P„ y) / = 1,2,..., s. (33)
In the second stage, the utility is maximized for all groups /. subject to the
restriction that group expenditures must equal the amount determined at the first stage. That
is
= (q ,\ q2% q„j‘ ) + (Lj =i ‘j q ‘j - y i )• (34)
Maximizing (34) yields a demand function of the form
q ," '=  +  +  (35)
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where <7 / ' ’ is the j'*’ commodity belonging to the i*** commodity group and j=  1 . 2 ....... n,.
and / = 1, 2 ,..., s.
The Demand for Traded Commodities 
Import Demand
Each importing country can be assumed to have a concept o f the ideal commodity 
type g ,* which embodies its most preferred mixture o f characteristics. Thus, a country will 
import a given commodity from a variety of sources, given that each exporter is assumed 
to be trading a different product. However, there is a limit to the number o f sources from 
which an importer may obtain a product, so a commodity type O, that best fits the ideal 
product Q*, is selected. Hence, imports are equal to the compensated difference td^ 
for commodity O, * The term d^  represents the compensation that is needed to provide the 
same level of satisfaction as the ideal commodity type Q*. The quantity of imports, denoted 
M, can then be expressed as M = 0 , fd^ .
Because of the equivalence of imports (M ) and exports, denoted X  in a geographic 
markety. this relationship can be expressed as:
X,j + ... + = (Q,j + ... + Q„j)/dj. (36)
For empirical purposes. Lord (1991) followed a two-stage utility maximization 
framework assuming that both intersectoral substitution between M and all other goods fA„) 
and infra sectoral substitution of alternative export products X,, ... X „ take place in the 
constant elasticity form (CES). Even though it is true that the use o f the CES functional 
form does not impose undue restrictions on own-price and cross-price elasticities, it is also
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true that assuming a CES functional form at both stages is quite restrictive given that weak- 
separability and homotheticity also need to hold at both stages.
However, the exponential form provided by CES is advantageous for several 
reasons: 1) from a theoretical point of view, the CES specification for intrasectoral 
substitution ensures convexity of the indifference curve, which incorporates a preference 
for diversity; 2 ) it can be easily converted into a double logarithmic equation whose 
coefficients are interpreted as elasticities (this is very convenient in this case because the 
main goal of this study is to quantify the level of responsiveness o f import demand to 
changes in economic activity), and 3) CES lends itself to a parsimonious representation of 
the demand function that is coherent with economic theory.
Following Lord (1991), the importer’s utility schedule for the intersectoral decision 
level and for a given geographic market y, may be expressed as:
U(Mj, N„.j) = M^ “ + (l-7tj) N„. , (37)
where a  is the coefficient for imports, expected to be less than 1, and n  is the percent of 
income spent on the commodity, 0 < 7t < 1. Since the importer is constrained by import 
price ( f)  and income level (F"). i.e.
Y; = P^ M^  + N„,p  (38)
then maximizing (37) subject to (38), or:
Max SE(Mj, A.) = [tt^ “ + (l-Tt  ^) N„. “] + A.( Yj„ - - N„.^  ), (39)
yields the overall demand schedule for commodity import M  o f importer j
M / = k/Yj(Pj/Dj ) \  (40)
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where y = l / (a -  I), k,= [(1 - K^)/ TtJ ‘ > 0  and is constant: is the import price
of the product; D = [(I + lc,P/ “ [s the general price level (deflator); Y = Y" /D
is constant dollar income.
Lord’s insight was to acknowledge that the relationship described by equation (40) 
is a demand equilibrium relationship, not a short-run one. He argues that the demand for 
imports of a commodity in a geographic market has a steady-state response to domestic 
economic activity and only a transient response to the constant dollar price of imports. This 
assertion implies that the effect of import prices of competitive products in the long-run 
should be zero and. therefore, long-run weak separability must hold in equation (40). 
However, this is a testable hypothesis. Likewise, it should be tested whether or not import 
demand elasticity with respect to domestic income is unity in the long-run (import demand 
is homothetic). The life-cycle hypothesis of consumption emphasizes income as a 
determinant of intertemporal substitution and provides a theoretical justification for the 
existence of the dynamic effect on import demand of changes in domestic income (Deaton 
and Muellbauer. 1980).
As a result, the demand schedule described by (40) has three important 
characteristics: (1) it is weakly-separable. (2) the income elasticity is equal to unity and (3) 
the price elasticity of demand for commodity imports (y) varies between 0  and -
Export Demand
The demand for exports o f a commodity by a producer country is equivalent to the 
import demand for that commodity in its export market (see eq. 36). In order to satisfy the 
restrictions of homotheticity and separability imposed by the CES functional form. Lord
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(1991) assumed that the demand for the exports of a country has a steady-state response to 
the import demand of the various geographic markets, and a transient response to the 
relative export price.
Futhermore, at the second stage. Lord departs from the traditional Armington 
solution in which expenditures are minimized subject to a utility index (Davis and Kruse. 
1993) and followed what Davis and Kruse (1993) have called a primal Armington System 
solution. Once the level of expenditure for M has been determined at the first decision 
level, the utility maximization problem is to determine how much to import from different 
sources. If / represents a particular country and k represents the n-i other supplying 
countries, then the importer’s utility for intrasectoral substitution for the imported 
commodity M is  given by:
Max U„(X,,..,X„) = ( ttyXPij + Ek=, %kjX\j ) k=l n-l (41)
where 0< P <1, 0 < 7T,^ < I and such that 7r,^  =1 for linear homogeneit}-.
Maximizing equation (41) subject to the level of expenditures can be expressed as: 
Max a(X„, X.|, = (It,I X,j' + (1-Jt,i ) X j l'"  + A,( YV| - P,, X„ + P.jX,., ), (42)
where P < 1 and 0 < < 1. Therefore, the export demand schedule for the country of
interest i can be expressed as:
Xi/ = k,*Mj(Pij/Pj ) \  (43)
where y = l/(P -l)  < 0; k,= [(I- 7U,p /  is constant; f , ,  = the export price
from country i to country y; = / P , /  ^  Pk;^ '^ '1  '' ^ is the import price o f the
commodity and M^  = Y"„^/P, is total imports. For a complete derivation of the results see 
Lord (1991) Appendix B.
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The export demand schedule described in (43) under the steady-state assumptions 
has the following expected properties: ( 1) it is weakly-separable, (2 ) export demand has a 
unitary elasticity with respect to the level of import demand in the geographic market. (3) 
the price elasticity of export demand (y) lies between 0  and -
In order to better understand Lord’s result at the second stage, it is necessary to 
introduce a complementary view o f the standard approach in terms o f information costs 
associated with consumer search in the market (Nelson 1970,1974). If particular suppliers 
are more reliable than others, then a contract for wheat delivered from the reliable suppliers 
is of a different quality than a contract made with less reliable sources. Nelson (1970) 
showed that suppliers of "experience” goods (goods whose "characteristics”, in the 
broadest sense, are known in the market) are more likely to maintain monopoly power than 
those who produce "search” goods (goods whose quality needs to be observed in the 
market).
So the next question would be . is U.S. wheat an "experience good"? To get an 
answer, it is necessary to analyze the market structure in the world wheat market. McCalla 
(1966) suggested a duopoly. The duopolistic approach was the most appropriate for two 
fundamental reasons. First, sixty percent of the world wheat market was supplied by 
Canada and the U.S. Second, only Canada and the U.S. had sufficient storage capacity for 
stockholding. Later on, McCalla ( 1970) and Alouze, Watson and Sturgess ( 1978) expanded 
McCalla’s duopoly model to show that a triopoly exists including Australia. Carter and 
Schmitz (1979) took a different approach, when they suggested that the European
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Economie Community (EEC) and Japan also possessed market power and could influence 
the price of wheat through the use o f variable levies and the food agency, respectively.
Finally, Kennedy (1988) concluded that given the size of their individual exportable 
surplus levels and their ability and willingness to hold stocks, Canada, the U.S.. the EEC 
and Australia were involved in a wheat export tetraopoly. Decisions regarding market share 
allocation and stockholding levels were based on the world price of wheat, the exportable 
surplus and the values o f the individual exporter's currencies. Johnson, Grennes and 
Thursby (1979) showed that historical market shares of traditional wheat exporters are 
higher, ceteris paribus, than those of less reliable exporters.
If we assume that wheat exported from these countries is an "experience good", 
then, the equilibrium solution in (43) is feasible. Changes in the price o f exports from one 
country relative to the price o f exports from competing countries will cause importers to 
purchase the commodity from the best price supplier(s).The evidence clearly suggests that 
Canada, the U.S. and Australia have been the best-price wheat suppliers in the world 
market. Furthermore, equation (43) assumes long-run separability and, therefore, only one 
best-supplier, the U.S., is assumed. If separability holds and there is a market structure well 
established, then, changes in demand for unmilled wheat imports in a foreign market (i.e. 
Korea’s total unmilled wheat imports) may bring a proportional change in the demand for 
U.S. exports in the long run (i.e. U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Korea), given that relative 
price movements would generate only temporal responses. Therefore, if import demand is 
the driving force in the long-run, the steady-state solution for export demand should yield 
a unitary elasticity with respect to import demand in the foreign market. It is important to
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note that both the assumptions o f long-run separability and long-run homotheticity are 
testable hypotheses.
Dynamic Specifications
Because the adjustment o f the dependent variable to changes in the explanatory 
variables is usually gradual with economic series, the dynamic model specification is based 
on the introduction of lags in the explanatory variables. However, the use of lags in the 
explanatory variables increases the risk of correlation between the successive lagged values. 
This problem has been solved by the implementation of stochastic difference equations 
which also introduce lagged values of the dependent variable in to the model. The rationale 
for this is that the dependent variable in time t is related to its own behavior in the past, as 
well as in the present, in addition to the past behavior of the explanatory variables.
The modeling approach o f dynamic specifications in this study follows Lord (1991). 
Davidson etal. (1978), Hendry ( 1986) and Johnson ( 1994). Consider a general functional 
form of a long-run equilibrium relationship for equations (40) or (43) of the form
X = kY". (44)
If equation (44) is expressed in logarithms, the function becomes linear-in-logarithms. 
Further, if the same equation is expressed as a first-order stochastic difference equation 
(first order is picked just as an example), it can be expressed as:
X, = tto + a,x,., + a y^, + ttjy,., + v,, (45)
with 0 <a,<  1; a,, ttj > 0  to satisfy stability conditions and lower-case letters denote the 
logarithms of upper-case letters.
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The stochastic difference equation in (45) has two important advantages (Harvey, 
1981 ; Mizon, 1983). First, it represents a specific restricted model that is congruent with 
economic theory. This specific model is very useful for optimal lag length identification. 
Second, given sufficient lags in the dependent and explanatory variables, the stochastic 
difference equation yields white noise errors. As a result, the ordinary least squares (OLS) 
estimator is fully efficient. There could also be problems with collinearity if the lags 
introduced into the explanatory variables are of a relative high order. A solution to this is 
to transform the equation in such a way that “differences’' o f the variables are nested in the 
levels form of the equation. Adding and subtracting x,., to (45) yields:
Ax, = tto + (a,- 1) X,., + a^ y, + aj  y,., + v,, (46)
then subtracting from the third term and adding it to the fourth term would yield: 
Ax, = tto + p, X,., + a y^, + P, y,., + v , ,  (47)
where /3,= (a, -I) and J3j= (a.+ccj, and the expected signs are -l<  ft, < 0 and >0. 
Equation (47) avoids the problem of indeterminate long-run dynamic equilibrium solutions 
in equations with only first differenced variables whose relationship would then be 
considered to be jointly stationary. It also solves the problem of spurious correlations 
associated with regressions o f trending variables in levels (Granger and Newbold, 1974).
Engle and Granger ( 1987) have demonstrated that a data-generating process o f the 
form known as an error correction mechanism (ECM) adjusts for disequilibrium between 
variables that are cointegrated. The ECM specification can be derived by transforming the 
stochastic difference equation in (40). Following Lord (1991), assume a proportional 
response of X on Y on the steady-state growth path. The restriction a,+  a , + a^= 1 imposes
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on the dependent variable a long-run proportional response to changes in the explanatory 
variable. Substituting ay= (l - a, - a , ) in (47) would yield:
Ax, = t t o  + p, (x - y),., + a^Ay, + v ,, (48)
where -1 <P, < 0 and a j+ a , + ccj = 1. When the long-run response is not proportional, an 
additional term is introduced. In this term, the explanatory variable is lagged one period and 
the coefficient Yi ~ + ttj - 1). Then (48) would yield:
Ax, = t t o  + P, (x - y),.| + a^Ay, + Yj y,.i + v ,, (49)
where Y) > P ,, when a , , ttj > 0 . The term P, (x - y),., in (48) and (49) is the adjusting 
mechanism for any disequilibrium in the previous period or ECM. Since the variables are 
measured in logarithms. Ax, and Ay, can be interpreted as the rate of change in the variables 
and, therefore. a^Ay, in (48) and (49), expresses the steady state growth in x  associated 
withy.
Dynamic Equilibrium
The long-run dynamic solution of a single-equation system generates a steady-state 
response in which growth occurs at a constant rate, say 0 , when all transient responses have 
disappeared. Define 0, as the steady-state growth o f x (or A x,). and 0, as the steady-state 
growth of y (or AyJ. Then, taking first differences o f equation (45) yields:
Ax,= «0 + ct, Ax,_, -K «2 Ay, + Ay,.,. (50)
Because Ax, = Ax,.,= 0, and Ay, = Ay,.,= 0,, it follows that (1 - a, )0, = ( a , -i- aj)©^. Thus:
©1 1 - a ,
0 , .  (51)
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A long-run dynamic equilibrium solution can be derived for the ECM with a non­
proportional steady state response. At equilibrium, the systematic dynamics can expressed 
as:
0, = tto + p,(x - y) + «202 + y^y. (52)
Substituting for 6 , in terms o f 6 2 , and rearranging the terms yields the long-run dynamic 
relationship:
X = k*Y, (53)
where k* = exp{( -tto/p, ) + [( 1- a , ) / P ,]02  since 73  = 0  at equilibrium.
The long run unitary elasticity o f X  with respect to Y for the dynamic specification 
in (48) is therefore consistent with the proportionality restriction imposed on the steady- 
state response of the dependent variable, where the export demand of a country has a 
steady-state response to the growth of imports in its foreign markets, whereas a transient 
response to changes in relative prices. When theoretical considerations suggest that an 
explanatory variable generates a transient, rather than a steady-state, response, it may be 
appropriate to constrain its long-run effect to zero (Patterson and Ryding, 1984).
Import Demand Revisited
The relationship implied by equation 40 should indicate whether or not import 
demand's elasticity with respect to domestic income is unity in the long run. Restricting the 
lag length to one, and in terms o f the general stochastic difference specification, the 
expression for import demand A/of a geographic market j ,  in terms of its economic activity 
Yi and the import price P, relative to the general price level £>,, is given by:
mj, = a,o + a ,, yj, + a ,2yj,.., + «^(Pj - dj), + a,.,(Pj - dj),., + a.smj,,., + v„ , (54)
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where lower-case letters denote logarithms of the corresponding capitals and the expected 
signs are a ,,, a ,, > 0; a ,3, a,^< 0: and 0 < a ,; < 1. Expanding (54) as an ECM driven by 
income (see Lord 1991. Annex D for derivation) yields:
Anij, = a,o + a„Ayj, + P,:(nij- yj),., + p,, yj.,., + p„A(pj - dj), + P,$(Pj - dj),., + v„, (55) 
w herep ,3 = (a ,5 - 1). p ,3 = (a,, + a ,, + a ,, - 1), P ,4 = a ,3. p,5= ( a ,3+ tt jJ ,  and the 
expected signs are a,, > 0, -I < a ,, < 0, p,, < p,3. and P, ,^ P,; < 0.
On a steady-state growth path, Anij, = 83 and Ayj, = 84 are the growth rates of 
import demand and domestic income, respectively. Price effects are constrained to zero in 
the long-run or A(pj - dj), -  0. Hence, the long run relationship implied by (55) is:
Mj = k*Yj‘- ' P" ’ ' (Pj / Dj ) -P'* '  P'^ , (56)
where k* = exp{[ -a,o + (1 - a , 1)8 4 ] / p,,}.
The income elasticity o f import demand can be expressed as:
C = 1 - (P13/P 12) > 0 given that -1 < P,i < 0. (57)
If P12 < P,j < 0, import demand is inelastic with respect to income. If = 0, import de­
mand has a unitary elasticity. If P,j > 0, import demand is elastic with respect to income.
The price elasticity of import demand is expressed as a  = - Pi: < 0 and k* is 
the income growth elasticity and is defined as the percentage change in import demand 
brought about by a one percent increase in income ( 84). It also can be expressed as:
k* = OMj / d8 4 )*( 1 / Mj) = (1 - a„ )  / p„. (58)
The steady-state solution for the import demand relationship can now be expressed as:
Mj = k*Yj^(Pj/Dj)“ (59)
where k* = exp{-a,o/ P ,2 + k,8 4 }. If (  = 1. then (59) is equivalent to (41).
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Export Demand Revisited
The export demand schedule ( ) could be expressed as a general first order
stochastic difference equation for a coimtry / in a geographic market j \  as a function of 
import demand M  of the geographic market and relative prices /?. as:
X'ijt =  «20 +  « 2 ,n ij ,  +  «22 m j,  ,-l +  «23rij, +  «24 T i j . X " i j , +  V j, ,  ( 6 0 )
where the relative price r,, = In (P,j / Pj ). The expected signs are a ,, , a  ,3 > 0; a ,3, a ,4 < 
0 and 0 <a 25 < 1. Long-run unitary elasticity o f export demand with respect to the import 
demand of a foreign market impies (a 21 + oc 22 + a :s) = 1 and satisfies the homotheticity 
requirement of the within-group utility function. Equation (60) could be transformed in an 
ECM driven by import demand, using a difference formulation of the current relative price 
term nested in levels as:
A x"ij, =  ttjo +  t t j iA m j ,  +  P 2 2 ( x ‘‘ij -  m j) , . ,  +  p ^ m j. , . ,  +  p24A r,j, +  P 2 5  r , j , +  V j , , ( 6 1 )
where P2: = (^ 2 5  '  /A P:2 = ^ + Û03 - / ), P ,4 = «23 . P:5=«23 + «34 and -I < p.: < 0
and /?24 < 0. The term ,./ is the disequilibrium adjustment mechanism for
previous non-proportional responses in the long-run dynamic growth o f export demand.
On a steady-state growth path, Axj, = 0, and Am,, = 83 are the growth rates of 
export demand and import demand, respectively. Relative price effects are constrained to 
zero in the long-run or Arjj= 0. Hence, the long run relationship implied by (61) is:
X‘‘jj = k*Mj'-'P“ 'P^ '^ R , (62)
where k* = exp{[ -«3  ^+ (1 - « 21)6 2 ] / P22}. The import elasticity of the export demand can 
be expressed as:
T) =  1 -  ( P u / P 2 2 )  0  given that -1 <  P 2 2  <  0. ( 6 3 )
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As a result, one o f the following situations may arise:
1. P22 ^  P 2 3  0 export demand is elastic . The demand for exports increase if a
change in import demand of a foreign market leads to a more than proportional 
change in exports;
2 . P23 ~ 0  export demand has a unitary elasticity, thus the export demand remains 
unchanged if a change in the import demand o f the foreign market leads to a 
proportional change in export demand (i.e. demand is homothetic).
3. P23 ^  0 export demand is inelastic with respect to import demand. Thus, the 
demand for exports decreases if a change in the import demand o f the foreign 
market leads to a less than proportional change in export demand.
The price elasticity of export demand is expressed as a  = - P22 /  P2: < 0 and k* is
the total import growth elasticity and is defined as the percentage change in export demand 
brought about by a one percent change in import demand growth (G )^, or:
k* = OXj / ae,)*( 1 / Xj) = (1 - a„) / (64)
The steady-state solution for the export demand relationship can now be expressed as:
= (65)
where k* = exp{-a,o/ P,i + k,8 ^}. If r) = 1 then (65) is equivalent to (43). This steady-state 
solution shows how export demand may be influenced by changes in the rate o f growth of 
imports in each foreign market, as well as by changes in the level of imports. The export 
demand schedule in equation (65) could be rearranged and the dependent variable 
expressed as market share within a more traditional Armington specification, as expressed 
by equation (5).
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Econometric Methodology
Time series econometrics ascertain that non-stationarity in data can be explained 
by either a deterministic trend or a unit root. Differentiating between both effects is critical 
in time series. Nelson and Plosser ( 1982) argued that many economic time series are better 
characterized by unit roots than by deterministic time trends. Other authors, however, have 
argued that to determine whether a time series has a unit root is an inherently unanswerable 
question on the basis o f a finite sample of observations (Blough. 1992; Cochrane. 1991 and 
Sims and Uligh. 1989).
A series of values {Y,, F , , ... , F,), where the subscripts represent points in time, is 
called a time series. If the time series is part of an infinite sequence of random variables,
say Y , , Y , F,. F. where/could b e -“ then the sequence is called a stochastic process.
When the errors of a linear statistical model are assumed to be generated by a process of 
the form
V , =  p Y , . , +  6 , ,  (6 6 )
where p is  a number between -1 and 1 and the error term is white noise [i.e. E(eJ = 0. 
VAR(6 t) = o‘ and is finite for all t, and COV(e^ e j  = 0 for all Si= t], that process is called 
an autoregressive process ( AR) of order 1. Formally, equation (6 6 ) describes a linear first- 
order difference equation. A difference equation is an expression relating a variable F, to 
its previous values (Hamilton, 1994).
If all elements o f a stochastic process are independent, then knowledge of past 
behaviors will not be helpful in predicting the future. The autocovariance matrix between 
two elements y, andy,.* is defined by
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Cov (y, ,y,+k ) = E[(y. - E[yJ )( y,+k - E[y,+J )|, (67)
and is a measure o f the linear dependence between the elements of the series and, therefore, 
describes the series’ characteristics. For equation (6 6 ) to describe a white-noise process, the 
autocovariances must be equal to zero for all k^O.
When a stochastic process has constant mean, finite variance, temporal 
autocorrelation and is time invariant, the process is said to be stationary and autoregressive 
of order zero ^  1(0). However, some series need to be differentiated d  times to achieve 
stationarity properties, and these are said to be integrated of order d  ^  1(d). More 
specifically, if a series needs to be differentiated once to become 1(0), it is called integrated 
of order 1, denoted Y , ^  1(1). Granger (1986) and Gould and Nelson (1974) have argued 
that most economic time series data need to be differentiated once to achieve stationarity.
Since an 1(0) series and an 1(1) series are expected to have different properties, the 
classical tests o f significance, which allow for statistical inference, cannot be applied to an 
1(1) series. Therefore, tests for nonstationarity in data should be conducted to determine 
whether the data used to model import and export demand need differentiating.
Testing for unit roots
The Phillips-Perron and the Augmented Dickey Fuller tests of unit roots are the 
most popular methods for testing stationarity in time series. Both tests are described in this 
section but only the Phillips-Perron test will be conducted on transformed values (log-form) 
of the variables.
Dickev-Fuller Test. The Dickey-Fuller and augmented Dickey-Fuller tests o f  unit 
roots are the most commonly used methods of testing for nonstationarit}' (Enders, 1995 and
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Hamilton, 1996). The main difference between these two procedures is that the augmented 
Dickey-Fuller test ailow's for dynamics that correct for residual autocorrelation (Dickey and 
Fuller, 1979).
For a time series y,. the functional forms of the regression equations used are:
Ay,=ao + a,y,., y, Ay,.j + e , , or (67)
Ay,=ao + a,y,., + a ^ t  +Xj=t Yj Ay,., + e , , (68)
j=l,...,p and t=l,...n
where p, the number of lagged terms, is large enough to ensure that the error terms are
uncorrelated, and 6, is assumed white noise. Equation (67) includes a constant, but no trend
is assumed to be present. Equation (6 8 ) includes a trend variable because there are cases
where a series grows at the same rate along a trend line, in which case a linear trend is
needed to remove the deterministic component.
Null Hypothesis Test Statistic
Constant, Trend
a) H„: a ,= a 2=0 (i) F-test
Constant, No Trend
b) Hq: a ,= 0  (ii) t-ratio
Phillips-Perron Test. A different approach is to use the Phillips-Perron test (Phillips
and Perron, 1988). This test suggests the use of an F-test (0 3 ) to determine whether a time 
series is trend deterministic or stochastic. The Phillips-Perron test for unit roots is based on 
a nonparametric correction approach to account for the correlation in the first differences 
of the variable. This approach first obtains statistics from the Dickey-Fuller regression 
equation when p=0. These statistics are then transformed to obtain a test statistic whose
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asymptotic critical values are the same as those tabulated for the Dickey-Fuller limiting 
distribution. This approach changes the original regression statistic by using sample 
information to account for additional correlations in the innovations (Perron. 1988).
This type of data transformation has two important features. First, the procedure 
does not require the estimation o f additional nuisance parameters needed for the parametric 
Dickey-Fuller approach. Second, this test is valid in a much more general context, since 
weaker conditions are imposed on the stochastic innovations driving the system (Perron. 
1988). The estimated regressions and test statistics are:
y, = ây,., + Û,, (69)
y\ = (li + ày,.i + i) ,, (70)
y, = û  + fj(t-T/2) + ây,., + û, . (71)
Null Hypothesis Test Statistic
Equation (49)
c) H„: = (w. à) = (0,1) (iii) F-test
Equation (50)
d) H„: ^>2 = (Ô), fj, a) = (0.0,1) (iv) F-test
Equation (50)
e) H :^ 0 3  =(w. fj, cc) = (w.0,1) (v) F-test
The testing procedure first estimates equation (71). Then the statistic z($ j) is used
to ascertain whether there is evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis of a unit root. If 
hypothesis (e) is rejected, the series is trend deterministic and no more diagnosis is 
required. If hypothesis (e) is not rejected, then 2 (0 %) is used to determine whether the series 
has a zero mean.
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If the series has a zero mean, the regression model in (69) can be used. If the mean 
is different from zero, then model (70) is estimated and the test statistic z(ti) must be used 
to evaluate the null hypothesis o f a unit root. If hypothesis c is rejected, then the series is 
stastionary [i.e.. 1(0)]. If the hypothesis is not rejected the time series is non-stationary 
[i.e..I(l)].
Testing for cointegration
If X, and y, are a pair of series, each of which is I( 1 ), it is generally true that any 
linear combination of these variables will also be 1(1). However, if there exist a constant 
A. such that
e, = x, - Ay,, (72)
is both 1(0) and has a mean zero, then x, and y, are said to be cointegrated (Granger. 1988). 
A is called the cointegrating parameter and will be unique in the two variable case. 
Cointegration is a sufficient condition for the existence of an "atractor." This "atractor" can 
correspond to certain types o f long-run equilibria suggested by economic theory.
The relationship established in (72) is considered a long run or equilibrium 
relationship. The term e, measures the extent to which the system is out of equilibrium. 
Equilibrium in this context describes the tendency of e, to be stable around a fi.xed mean. 
If two series are cointegrated, it is possible to recognize short and long-run effects over 
time. A long-nm relationship between y,  and x, implies that both variables drift upward 
together. Short-run dynamics describe the deviations ofy, andx, from their long-run trends.
Cointegration analysis permits short-run dynamics and long-run relationships to be 
formulated in one model with the use o f an error correction mechanism (ECM) framework.
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When variables are cointegrated, their time path is influenced by the extent of any deviation 
from long-run equilibrium. By the Granger representation theorem, cointegrated variables 
can be represented through an ECM.
In most cases, international commodity trade series have a long-term relationship 
with one or more other series after transient effects from all other series have disappeared. 
This steady state response can be modeled as an Error Correction Model (ECM), which 
adjusts for any disequilibrium between variables that are cointegrated (Granger. 1988). The 
ECM provides a framework by which the short-run observed behavior o f variables is 
associated with their long-run equilibrium growth paths.
There are several ways to test for cointegrating relationships among a group of 
variables, however, most analyses of cointegration have used either the bivariate test of 
Engle and Granger ( 1987) or the Johansen (1988) multivariate method. This study uses the 
latter method as the Engle and Granger method has been recently recognized as being 
subject to a number o f limitations. These limitations include concerns over the potential for 
"small-sample bias" in parameter estimations, concerns over the fact that cointegration 
estimations are confined to pair-wise analysis and, finally, that the test does not have well- 
defined limiting distributions, which results in an inability to provide straightforward 
testing procedures (Connel, Rambaldi and Fleming, 1996).
In comparison, the Johansen Method is preferred to the bivariate test because the 
multivariate approach uses a maximum likelihood estimation procedure that enables all 
cointegrating vectors for a group of variables to be established. In addition, the Johansen 
maximum likelihood method uses test statistics that have an exact limiting distribution
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which is the function of the single parameter. Consequently, it may otTer important 
advantages over the bivariate two step estimator (Goodwin. 1992).
The Johansen Method of testing and estimating cointegrating relationships may be 
illustrated by a three-dimensional Vector Autoregressive, VAR(2), model using x (log- 
exports). m (log-imports) and p (log-price ratio) as variables. The three-dimensional 
VAR(2) in levels can be written as:
Ô,
m, = Ô2 +
P, Ô3
^II.I ^ 12.1 ^13.1
^ 21.1 ^ 22.1 ^23,1
^31.1 4^ 32.1 ^33.1
m , . i +
4*11.2 4*12.2 4*13.2
4*21J 4*22.2 4*23J
4*31.2 4*32 J  4*33.2
2
2 ^2/ (73)
P,-2 63 ,
If the variables are non-stationary and cointegrated, the VAR(2) model can be 
rewritten as an ECM, where short-run dynamic fluctuations in x. m and p  are functions of 
recent changes in the variables and deviations from a long-run equilibrium relationship 
between .v. m and p. The correct specification when the constant is included within the 
cointegrating space is:
Ax, Ô,
Am, - Ô2 +
63
Yii 7,2 7,3
7 2 , 722 723
7 3 ,  732 733
A ,
A m ,., + n
-c, 2 
m ,2
+
e, ,
^ 2 , (74)
Ap,., P , z
1
6 3 ,
n  is a (3X4) matrix in model (74), and is called the impact matrix. The matrix 77may be 
specified as a product of two matrices, adsidfi, depending on its rank. Given a system with
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three variables, the rank of iZmay be one. two or three. If rank (II) = I. then the impact 
matrix may be rewritten as the product o f a (3X1) vector or and a (1X3) vector (5' for the 
case o f model (74):
n = aP' =
“ i
“ 2
a
[ 1 -P 2 -P 3 (75)
and the corresponding error correction model, when normalizing by .r,, is given by:
Ax, = Ô, +  YuAx,., +  YizAm,., + YijAp,., +  a,(x,.2 - Pzin,.^ - P^p,.;) +  e „
Am, = ôj +  Yi iAx,., +  YzzAm,., +  Y%APw + (%2(x,.2 - P:™,.: - PjP.-z) +  £2.
A p, = 0 3 + Y3 iAx,., + Yj2Am,., + Y33AP,., + ajCx,.  ^- Pjm,.^ - Pjp,.^) + 63, 
with a cointegrating relationship linking x, m and p  given by
Xt-2 - P2«nt-2 - P3P.-2 = V ,. (76)
If rank (II) = 2, there are two cointegrating relationships linking the variables. The 
impact matrix can be expressed as:
n = aP' =
a , , “ 12
“ 2 . « 2 2
“ 31 « 3 2
y i s :
, +  a , l ( * I - 2
+  a . (X,.2
I -P ,2 -Pi3
1 -P 22 -P 33
(77)
Ap, =  Ô,  + Y3iA x,., + YjjAm,., + YiiAp,., + aj,(x ,., - Pum ,., - PuPt.J +  a,:(x,.2 -  Pum,.; -  P uP ,.J  +€j,
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The variables Ax,, Am, and Ap, are functions o f changes in ± e  previous period, and 
fluctuations from the long-run equilibrium relationships are defined by the co integrating 
relationships:
x, 2  - P 12^ 1-2 - PuPt-2 = V „, and (78)
X|-2 - p22mt-2 - p23Pt-2 = (79)
That is, in a three-dimensional VAR model, cointegration exists when rank (II)= l. implying 
that there is one cointegrating relationship or rank(H)=2 implying two.
If rank(II) = 3 or rank(II)=0, then the variables o f the three-dimensional model x, 
m and p, are not co integrated and no long-run equilibrium exists between the variables.
The key to the Johansen testing procedure is to determine how many stationary 
linear combinations of the variables there are in the system. The number o f linear 
combinations, denoted by r, is the number o f cointegrating relationships. Two tests can be 
used to determine r, the Trace test and the Lambda max test. Both are based on the 
characteristics roots of the matrix II. Hansen and Juselious (1995) have stated that to test 
for cointegration among a set of variables only two of the variables have to be I( 1 ). They 
argue that a stationary variable might a priori play an important role in a hypothetical 
cointegration relationship.
Optimal Lag Length
The determination of the optimal lag length is essential in econometric estimation 
given the trade-off between reducing the sum of squares through the estimation of additional 
coefficients and the associated loss of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the determination 
o f an optimal lag is also critical in cointegration analysis given the one-to-one relationship
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between cointegrating vectors and ECMs if the residuals o f the ECM equations are not 
correlated (McConnell, Rambaldi and Fleming, 1996).
The optimal number o f lags can be determined using several statistical criteria. The 
three most commonly used in model selection criteria are the Akaike information criterion 
(AIC), the Schwartz Bayesian Criterion (SC) and the Likelihood Ratio test. The 
specification for AIC and SC is of the form:
AIC= T*ln(residual sum of squares) +2n, and 
SC = T*ln(residual sum of squares) + n*ln(T), 
where n= number o f parameters estimated and T -  number o f usable observations.
Minimizing AIC and SC will suggest the best fitting model. SC and AIC balance out 
a reduction o f the sum of squares of the residuals for a more parsimonious model. To 
compare alternative lag specifications, the sample size must remain constant. Of the two 
criteria, the SC has superior large sample properties. The SC is asymptotically consistent, 
whereas the AIC is biased toward selecting an overparametized model, which, in turn, 
reduces the forecasting performance of the fitted model (Enders, 1995).
In addition, a likelihood ratio test, as suggested by Sims (1980), can be used to 
determine the number of lags to be included in the model such that the residuals appear as 
white noise. The test is conducted with the model in Vector Autoregressive form (VAR), 
and given the small sample size usually found in economic analysis, the test takes the form:
LR = (T-c )( ln |S J - ln ( |S ,„ |) ) ,  
where k = number o f lags in each equation of the system, c = number o f parameters 
estimated in each equation of the unrestricted system (k + 1 lags), T = sample size, ln|2i.|=
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natural logarithm of the determinant of the variance/ covariance matrix of the residuals. LR 
has an asymptotic %- distribution with degrees o f freedom equal to the number of 
restrictions in the system. When LR is larger than the critical value at the specified 
significance level, the conclusion is to reject the model with k lags in favor of that with k+ 1  
lags (Enders. 1995).
Impulse Response Functions
Impulse responses, also known as dynamic multipliers, measure the response of 
variables in a system to a one-time-only shock of the variables in the system. This procedure 
is often used in applied economic analysis to study the magnitude and the path o f the 
response variable to shocks in the VAR model.
Sims ( 1980) transformed a VAR representation in a Vector Moving Average (VMA) 
representation, which allows the time path of the various shocks on the variables contained 
in the VAR system to be graphed. He developed the coefficients (p, and used them to 
generate the effects o f shocks. The set of coefficients (p(i) are called the impulse response 
functions. If the VAR is expressed in first differences, then, after n periods, the cumulative 
sum of the effects of on the {w} sequence is described by
Zi=o<t>i2(>)»* = 0 ,..Mn. (80)
Letting n approach infinity yields the long-run multiplier of a shock to the level of one 
variable on the level o f another. If the series is stationary (80) can be expressed for all i and 
k as:
Ei=o4>^ k( 0  is finite for i,k = 0 ,—, (81)
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Plotting the impulse response functions over time is a practical way to visually 
represent the behavior o f the series in response to shocks. The impulse responses from a 
VAR are expected to be different from those of an ECM (Menders, 1995). One o f the 
properties of co integrated systems is that if the variables are in equilibrium at some point 
in time, a one-time shock o f the variables will result in a time-path o f  the system that settles 
at a new equilibrium, instead o f dying out as in the case of stationary variables (Lutkepohl, 
1988). Once the impulse responses for each variable are obtained, they are normalized by 
the standard deviation o f the historical innovation of each series. When normalized, these 
impulse responses become approximate percentage changes in the standard error. 
Forecasting Evaluation
In general, the out-of-sample forecast evaluations are based on quantitative as well 
as qualitative measures. Quantitative evaluations are based on several criteria such as the 
Mean Error or ME (sum o f forecast errors/mean error), the Mean Absolute Error or MAE 
(sum of absolute errors/mean absolute errors), the Root Mean Square Error or RMSE (sum 
of squared errors/root mean square error), and Theirs U coefficient which is defined as the 
ratio of the RMSE to the RMSE error o f the “naive” forecast of no change in the dependent 
variable or:
( U n O ) l i y j
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where ri' is the number o f periods being forecasted. is the out-of-sample forecast and y, 
the actual value. This measure is related to R* but is not bounded by zero and one (Greene. 
1993).
If ME is approximately the same magnitude as the MAE. the model consistently 
forecasts either low (if the ME is positive) or high (if ME is negative). The RMSE will 
always be at least as large as the MAE. They will be equal only if all errors are exactly the 
same size. Theil’s U statistic has several advantages over RMSE when comparing models. 
As a unit free measurement, it is often easier to work with than the unit bound RMSE. 
Likewise, it provides an immediate comparison of the forecasts with those of the naive 
scheme of forecasting no change over time. A value in excess of one is not promising, since 
it means the model did worse than the naive method.
Summary
This chapter presented a general overview of the theory of demand and the demand 
for traded commodities, emphasizing the concepts of import and export demand. Likewise, 
it introduced dynamic specifications in order to obtain dynamic equilibrium for both import 
and export demand models. Further, it described the econometric methodology including 
test for unit roots, test for cointegration, optimal lag length determination and dynamic 
multipliers. The last part o f the chapter briefly introduced forecasting evaluation for both 
import and export demand functions.
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CHAPTER 3 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Six countries were selected to develop a dynamic analysis o f  the U.S. export 
demand for unmilled wheat. Colombia and Venezuela were selected from Latin America. 
They have been steady buyers of U.S. unmilled wheat since the early sixties. Japan. Korea 
and the Philippines represent the Pacific-rim countries; and Morocco was selected from 
North Africa. Other important current wheat importing countries, such as Egypt and 
Algeria in North Africa. China, Taiwan and the former Soviet Union, were excluded due 
to incomplete data sets. Likewise, other countries that have been temporary markets for 
U.S. wheat exports were excluded due the lack of data for the entire period of study.
The Data
Export - Import Data.
The information required to estimate dynamic import demand models and to 
forecast include data on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in billion U.S. dollars (bi U.S.S), 
total imports (bu) and import prices (U.S.$/bu). Quantities and import prices for unmilled 
wheat (SITC 041 ) were collected from the United Nations (UN). A complete estimation of 
the wheat demand schedule also requires import prices (U.S.S/bu) for other products within 
division SITC 04 (cereals and cereal preparations), as defined by the UN. including rice 
(SITC 042), barley (SITC 043), com (SITC 044), other unmilled cereals (SITC 045), and 
flour from other cereals (SITC046). U.S. export quantity (bu) and export prices (U.S.$/bu) 
for SITC 041 were also obtained from the UN. Data for market share were also collected 
from Production Supplv and Demand (PSD) published by USDA.
63
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Data Sources.
Annual data from 1962 to 1995 are used. Both import demand data and export 
demand data are obtained from the United Nations International Trade Statistics Yearbook, 
which uses the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC), Revision 2. Import 
prices for each commodity are obtained as the ratio o f value to volume. Import prices are 
reported in c.i.f. units (cost, insurance, and freight). Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 
billion U.S. dollars (bi U.S.S) is used as a measure o f income. Estimated Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) for all countries was obtained from the International Financial Statistics of the 
International Monetary Fund (IFS/IMF). Prices and GDP are deflated by the CPI to obtain 
real values (1990=100).
Import Demand
For the countries studied, the largest importer of unmilled wheat has been Japan 
(Table 2). It averaged imports o f approximately 190 million bushels per year from 1962 to 
1995. The second largest importer was Korea, with an average of 79 million bushels per 
year. The third most important wheat market has been Morocco, importing an average of 
45 million bushels per year. Venezuela and the Philippines averaged around 30 million 
bushels per year, and finally, Colombia imported approximately 17 million bushels, less 
than 10 percent of Japan’s total unmilled wheat imports.
Plots of total unmilled wheat imports for Colombia, Venezuela and Morocco show 
upward trends and, in the case of Morocco, high variability of imports since the early 
sixties (Figure 3).Colombia and Venezuela have been more stable importers. Compared to 
Morocco. Figure 4 presents plots of total unmilled wheat imports for Japan, Korea and
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for Total Unmilled Wheat Imports (million
bu). Nominal Import Prices (U.S.S / bu) and Real GDP (bi. U.S.S) for 
Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Morocco, 
1962-1995.
Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum
Quantity 17.31
COLOMBIA
9.21 3.42 3.64
Nominal price 3.66 1.34 1.66 5.90
Real GDP 247.40 169.66 23.56 545.45
Quantity 29.42
VENEZUELA
8.85 11.67 45.34
Nominal price 3.73 1.55 1.67 6.29
Real GDP 283.18 157.93 15.55 491.79
Quantity 189.71
JAPAN
34.09 94.15 233.41
Nominal price 4.02 1.62 1.85 6.15
Real GDP 1539.80 1259.80 234.07 4540.80
Quantity 79.03
KOREA
51.29 13.62 22.254
Nominal price 3.59 1.35 1.83 6.16
Real GDP 152.05 71.65 76.05 326.56
Quantity 30.54
THE PHILIPPINES
18.88 10.80 78.88
Nominal price 3.83 1.44 1.76 6 .2 2
Real GDP 82.30 29.36 39.15 122.90
Quantity 45.54
MOROCCO
27.41 3.75 99.03
Nominal price 3.32 1.17 1.66 5.69
Real GDP 21.96 6.84 11.30 38.01
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Figure 3. Total Unmilled Wheat Imports (bu) by Colombia, Venezuela 
and Morocco. 1962-1995.
the Philippines. As in the previous case, all countries show upward trends in wheat imports. 
Japan, however, stabilized its unmilled wheat imports from the late 1970s to 1995 from 200 
to 225 million bushels per year. The Philippines also stabilized their imports from the early 
1970s to 1985 at around 25 million bushels per year. After 1987, total imports for the 
Philippines show an upward trend. Korea was the least stable, among the three countries, 
in total unmilled wheat imports. Before 1969, Korea’s total imports were under 25 million 
bushels per year. Between 1969 and 1983, total imports stabilized at between 50 and 75 
million bushels per year. Following 1984, total imports increased, reaching 225 million 
bushels in 1994 but falling again to 75 million in 1995.
Nominal import prices (U.S.$/bu) were very similar for Colombia, Venezuela and 
Korea between 1962 and 1995 (Figure 5). Prior to 1973, unmilled import prices were 
relatively stable. After 1973, a sharp increase in their value and volatility is observed in all
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Figure 4. Total Unmiiled Wheat Imports (bu) by Japan, Korea
and the Philippines. 1962-1995.
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Figure 5. Nominal Import Prices (U.S.$/bu) for Colombia 
Venezuela and Korea, 1962-1995.
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countries. Prices increased during 1973 and 1974. fell from 1975 through 1978, and went 
up again from 1978 through 1980. Likewise, prices declined again from 1981 to 1986 
recovering slightly during 1987 and 1988, but then fell during 1989 and 1990. Since 1991, 
import prices have maintained an upward trend, surpassing the 5 dollars per bushel mark 
in 1995. Figure 6  presents the nominal import prices (U.S.$/bu) o f unmilled wheat for 
Japan, the Philippines and Morocco between 1962 and 1995. As for the other countries, 
import prices were very similar and follow the same cyclical pattern described above. For 
Morocco, though, import prices have been consistently lower since the early seventies 
when compared to either Japan or the Philippines.
The increased variance in grain prices during the seventies and beyond can be 
attributed to several factors, one of which was the rapid growth in demand for grain and 
oilseeds. During the 1970's domestic consumption of com and soybeans increased almost 
twenty percent and domestic consumption of wheat remained relatively stable. The most 
dramatic change to occur in this period was not increased domestic consumption, however, 
but the tremendous increase in world demand. Com exports almost tripled from slightly 
less than 800 million bushels in 1971 to 2.6 billion bushels in 1980. Wheat exports 
increased 2 Vz times during this time period and soybean exports doubled (Larson. Lower. 
Baldwin and Sharp, 1981). Thus, the following twenty years of increased price fluctuations 
might be partly attributed to changing world market situation and evolving U.S. domestic 
agricultural policy.
Real Gross Domestic Product (bi U.S.S) for Colombia, Venezuela and Korea 
followed very different patterns over the sample period (Figure 7). For Korea, real GDP
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increased constantly reaching approximately 325 billion dollars in 1995. On the contrary, 
real GDP for Colombia has decreased steadily since 1962 reaching 23.5 billion dollars in 
1995. Venezuela’s GDP rose steadily from the early sixties up to 491.79 billion dollars in 
1980. However, by 1984, Venezuela’s real GDP fell dramatically due to inflationary 
problems and a sharp depreciation of the exchange rate (see Figure 1 Appendix 1 ), reaching 
only 15.55 billion dollars in 1995. For Morocco, real GDP ranged between 10 and 30 
billion dollars for almost the whole period of study. Only for the period between 1979 and 
1981 did real GDP surpass the 30 billion dollars mark (Figure 8 ). A different pattern of 
economic growth is shown by the Philippines. Real GDP rose from 1962 to 1969. then
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Figure 7. Real GDP (bi U.S.S) for Colombia, Venezuela and 
Korea, 1962-1995.
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declined from 1970 through 1972. Real GDP started rising again in 1973 reaching 122 
billion dollars in 1980; however, beyond 1980. economic activity decreased steadily in the 
Philippines reaching approximately 47 billion dollars in 1995. Sharp declines of real GDP 
for Morocco and the Philippines were also caused by a sharp depreciation of the exchange 
rate (see Figures 1 and 2 Appendix 1). Real GDP for Japan ranged between 234 billion 
dollars in 1962 and 4540 billion dollars in 1995 (Figure 9), averaging 1539.8 billion dollars 
(Table 2). This is approximately ten times Korea’s real GDP, 20 times the Philippines’ real 
GDP and 70 times Morocco’s real GDP. Japan's real GDP grew more quickly after 1985.
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Figure 8 . Real GDP (bi U.S.S) for the Philippines and Morocco, 
1962-1995.
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Figure 9. Real GDP for Japan (bi U.S.S), 1962-1995.
The correlation matrix (Table 3) shows that real import prices (U.S.S/lb) and total 
imports (bu) of unmilled wheat were negatively correlated for all countries under analysis, 
which is consistent with economic theory. Likewise, there is a positive correlation between 
total imports and real GDP, for Japan. Korea and Morocco, which is also consistent with 
economic theory. There is a negative correlation between total imports of unmilled wheat 
and real income for Colombia, Venezuela and the Philippines implying that as real income 
has decreased, expenditures on wheat have increased. It has been shown that there has been 
an upward trend in wheat imports, whereas real GDP has decreased for these three 
countries. It may suggest a reallocation of resources given that, as the economic situation 
deteriorates, food expenditures account for a larger proportion of total expenditures, and 
wheat is considered a key staple in both developed and undeveloped countries.
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Table 3. Correlation Matrices for Logarithms of Total Unmiiled Wheat
Imports, Real Import Prices and Real GDP for Colombia. 
Venezuela, Japan. Korea, the Philippines and Morocco. 1962-1995.
Quantity Price GDP
COLOMBIA
Quantity 1.0000
Real price -0.7944 1 .0000
Real GDP -0.9176 0.8785
VENEZUELA
1 .0 0 0 0
Quantity 1.0000
Real price -0.7138 1 .0000
Real GDP -0.4730 0.7418
JAPAN
1 .0 0 0 0
Quantity 1.0 0 0 0
Real price -0.3765 1 .0000
Real GDP 0.6434 -0.5363
KOREA
1 .0 0 0 0
Quantity 1.0000
Real price -0.7095 1 .0000
Real GDP 0.7528 -0.5247 
THE PHILIPPINES
1 .0 0 0 0
Quantity 1.0000
Real price -0.7941 1 .0000
Real GDP -0.6849 0.7550
MOROCCO
1 .0000
Quantity 1.0000
Real price -0.5008 1 .0 0 0 0
Real GDP 0.4984 0.0716 1 .0 0 0 0
Trend Analysis
A simple linear trend analysis was conducted to study the behavior o f each series 
over time. Each o f the series displayed an increasing trend for total unmilled wheat imports 
(Table 4). The t-ratios show that time was significant at 1 percent level in explaining the 
behavior o f imports for all the countries under analysis. In contrast, real import prices 
followed a decreasing trend, and the coefficients were significant at the 1 percent level for 
all countries. Japan. Korea and Morocco show a statistically significant upward trend in
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GDP; whereas Colombia, Venezuela and the Philippines present a negative trend. These
results support the negative correlation coefficients found between real GDP and total
unmilled wheat imports. In general, the simple trend model explains between 64 and 91
percent of the total variation in import demand, between 34 and 95 percent o f total variation
in real import prices, and between 36 and 98 percent of total variation o f real GDP.
depending upon the country under analysis.
Table 4. Results of Trend Analysis for Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat
Imports (bu). Real Import Price (U.S.$/bu) and Real GDP (bi.U.S.S) 
for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, Philippines and Morocco. 
1962-1995.
Constant Estimated Coefficient t-Ratio R-
Quantity 15.4880
COLOMBIA
0.0578 13.59* 0.85
Real price 6.2783 -0.1596 -21.59* 0.94
Real GDP 6.8773 -0 .1 0 1 1 -15.74* 0 .8 8
Quantity 16.6400
VENEZUELA
0.0290 10.27* 0.77
Real price 4.6850 -0.9687 -6.97* 0.60
Real GDP 6.4412 -0.0630 -4.70* 0.41
Quantity 18.7420
JAPAN
0.0171 7.81* 0 .6 6
Real price 2.0483 -0.0135 -4.09* 0.34
Real GDP 5.4160 0.0894 42.67* 0.98
Quantity 16.8040
KOREA
0.0660 11.51* 0.80
Real price 4.3185 -0.1019 -23.42* 0.95
Real GDP 4.3060 0.0357 9.21* 0.73
Quantity 16.1590
THE PHILIPPINES
0.0525 17.52* 0.91
Real price 4.2397 -0.0879 -15.94* 0.89
Real GDP 4.8848 -0.0313 -6  85* 0.59
Quantity 16.1040
MOROCCO
0.0715 7.56* 0.64
Real price 2.6840 -0.0434 -7.23* 0.62
Real GDP 2.6855 0 .0 2 0 2 4.30* 0.36
Significant at 1 % level.
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Export Demand
Japan is the largest single export market for U.S. unmiiled wheat. E.xports to Japan 
averaged 105.8 million bushels (mi bu) per year from 1962 to 1995. The second largest 
market is Korea with 55.3 million bushels per year. Venezuela, the Philippines and 
Morocco imported 22.35, 25.94 and 24.46 million bushels, respectively, from the U.S.. 
Colombia ran last averaging only 14 million bushels per year (Table 5).
Table 5. Descriptive Statistics for U.S. Unmiiled Wheat Exports (million bu) and 
Nominal Export Prices (U.S.S / bu) for Colombia. Venezuela. Japan. Korea, 
the Philippines and Morocco, 1962-1995.
Mean Standard
Deviation
Minimum Maximum
Quantity 12.41
COLOMBIA
6.37 3.42 24.19
Nominal price 3.69 1.37 1.66 5.90
Quantity 22.35
VENEZUELA
6.89 5.45 33.59
Nominal price 3.75 1.56 1.66 6.29
Quantity 105.79
JAPAN
25.34 32.35 136.19
Nominal price 3.91 1.56 1.82 5.99
Quantity 55.29
KOREA
21.96 13.36 118.61
Nominal price 3.80 1.42 1.83 6.17
Quantity 25.94
THE PHILIPPINES
16.79 5.58 71.88
Nominal price 3.85 1.44 1.72 6.23
Quantity 24.46
MOROCCO
20.35 1.87 90.27
Nominal price 3.44 1.27 1.66 5.78
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Figure 10 presents the plots of U.S. unmiiled wheat exports to Colombia, Venezuela 
and Korea from 1962 to 1995. Venezuela and Colombia show stable patterns in their 
purchases of U.S. unmiiled wheat. Annual U.S. exports to Venezuela oscillated betw een 
20 and 40 million bushels for almost the whole sample period, whereas U.S. exports to 
Colombia have remained below the 20 million bushel mark. Korea shows a sporadic 
increase in U.S. exports from 1962 to the late 1970s. From 1979 to 1988, U.S. exports 
remained stable in the vicinity of 65 million bushels per year; however, U.S. exports to 
Korea started to decline again in 1989.
Figure 11 presents U.S. unmiiled exports to Japan, the Philippines and Morocco 
from 1962 to 1995. U.S. exports to Japan increased sharply from 1962 to 1976 and then 
remained stable at around 120 million bushels per year for the remaining years. The 
Philippines have been increasing imports of U.S. unmiiled wheat. Before 1965. U.S. 
exports to the Philippines were below 20 million bushels; however, they increased steadily 
to over 65 million bushels in 1994. Furthermore, the rate of growth in U.S. exports to the 
Philippines accelerated after the late 1980s. U.S. exports to Morocco show the largest 
volatility of all countries under analysis. After 1982, U.S. exports have fluctuated on a year- 
to-year basis. For instance, in 1984, U.S. exports reached 90 million bushels, while they 
stayed below 20 million bushels in 1985.
Nominal export prices (U.S. $/bu) were very similar for Colombia, Venezuela and 
Korea (Figure 12). The average annual prices were 3.69, 3.75 and 3.80 U.S.$/bu for 
Colombia, Venezuela and Korea, respectively. In general, export prices followed the same 
cyclical pattern exhibited by unmiiled wheat import prices. Likewise, export prices
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Figure 10. U.S. Unmiiled Wheat Exports (bu) to Colombia, Korea 
and Venezuela. 1962-1995.
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Figure 11. U.S. Urunilled Wheat Exports (bu) to Japan, Morocco 
and The Philippines, 1962-1995.
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followed each other closely and their magnitude and variability increased sharply after 
1973. Coincidentally, this was when the Bretton-Woods agreement occurred.
Figure 13 presents plots o f nominal export prices (U.S.$/lb) for Japan, the 
Philippines and Morocco from 1962 to 1995. The average annual prices were 3.91. 3.85 
and 3.44 U.S.$/bu for Japan, the Philippines and Morocco, respectively, and, once again, 
export prices follow the cyclical pattern exhibited by unmilled wheat import prices.
The correlation matrix in Table 6  shows that real U.S. export prices (U.S.$/lb) and 
U.S. total exports o f unmilled wheat (bu) are negatively correlated for all countries. As 
with import prices, this finding is consistent with the substitution theorem, ascertaining the 
inverse relationship between own-price and demand for a good. Likewise, there is a 
positive correlation between total unmilled wheat imports and U.S. unmilled exports for 
all countries. There is also a negative correlation between total imports of unmiiled wheat 
(bu) and export prices (U.S.$/bu). Even though this negative relationship is not directly 
supported by the substitution theorem, it was expected given the large impact that U.S. 
export prices have on the aggregate import prices for all markets under analysis.
Trend Analvsis
All series displayed an increasing trend for unmiiled wheat exports (Table 7). The 
t-ratios show that time was significant in explaining U.S. exports to all countries. In 
contrast, real export prices showed a statistically significant decreasing trend for all 
markets. In general, the simple trend model explains between 28 and 87 percent o f the total 
variation in export demand and between 36 and 94 percent o f total variation in real prices.
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Figure 12. Nominal U.S. Export Price (U.S.S) of Unmiiled Wheat 
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Table 6 . Correlation Matrices for Logarithms of U.S. Unmiiled Wheat 
Exports, Total Unmiiled Wheat Imports and Real Export Price 
for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, the Philippines and 
Morocco, 1962-1995.
Imports Exports Price
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0  
0.5670 
-0.7937
COLOMBIA
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.5644 1.0 0 0 0
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0
0.5028
-0.7145
VENEZUELA
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.1060 1 .0 0 0 0
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0  
0.5028 
-0.3713
JAPAN
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.3353 1 .0 0 0 0
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0
0.6776
-0.7008
KOREA
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.7950 1 .0 0 0 0
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0
0.9760
-0.7907
THE PHILIPPINES
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.8190 1 .0 0 0 0
Imports 
Exports 
Real price
1 .0 0 0 0
0.6380
-0.4873
MOROCCO
1 .0 0 0 0
-0.4495 1 .0 0 0 0
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Table 7 Results of Trends Analysis for Logarithms of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports (bu), and Real Export Prices (U.S.S / bu) for Colombia. 
Venezuela, Japan, Korea, Philippines and Morocco, 1962-1995.
Constant Estimated
Coefficient
T-Ratio R-
COLOMBIA
Quantity 
Real price
15.6160
6.2760
0.0323
-0.1591
3.68*
-21.36*
0.30
0.93
Quantity 
Real price
VENEZUELA
14.4670
4.6838
0 .0 2 2 2
-0.0967
3.53*
-6.95*
0.28
0.60
Quantity 
Real price
JAPAN
18.0280
2.0329
0.0036
-0.0142
6.48*
-4.28*
0.56
0.36
Quantity 
Real price
KOREA
17.0160
4.2579
0.0401
-0.0954
6.32*
-22.63*
0.54
0.94
Quantity 
Real price
THE PHILIPPINES
15.7730 0.0625 
4.2409 -0.0877
14.58*
-16.08*
0.87
0.89
Quantity 
Real price
MOROCCO
15.7760
2.7017
0.0534
-0.0426
4.70*
-6.99*
0.41
0.60
* Significant at 1 % level.
Market Share Analvsis
As mentioned in Chapter II, following an Armington specification assumes that in 
the second stage an importer's market share is independent of changes in the size of the 
market as long as relative prices in that market remain unchanged. Furthermore, the 
quantity of imports demanded by a market (i.e. Colombia's total unmilled wheat imports) 
can be allocated to different competitive supply sources with different prices (U.S. or
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Canada) and will not be affected by other import markets (i.e. Japan’s level o f imported 
unmiiled wheat). Consequently, expenditure elasticities within a group are equal and 
unitary and import market shares change only in response to relative price changes. Thus, 
the dynamic specification in (43) implies that, in the long-run. market shares do not vary 
with expenditures, import sources are separable and export demand is homothetic.
A first attempt to assess if the data fit one o f the underlying assumptions o f the 
theoretical model is to evaluate if market shares and relative prices have been stationary 
over time. The restrictive assumption of independence between market shares and 
expenditure levels is more intuitive within a dynamic framework and could be preliminarily 
described with stationarity tests. Under this approach, year-to-year market share and 
relative price values could be considered short-run deviations from a long-run trend. If 
market shares and relative prices are stationary, regardless of the stationarity status of 
expenditures, the data would satisfy the first o f the theoretical assumptions given that both 
variables would be following a stable long-run trend.
Two types o f data were used in this analysis. Market shares for code SITC 041 data 
from the United Nations (UN) data were calculated as the ratio of U.S. unmilled wheat 
exports to total unmilled wheats imports in each market. Likewise, a more aggregated 
measure of market share for wheat products available through the Production and Supply 
Data (PSD) of the USDA was used to compare the graphical behavior of both time series. 
Both series are plotted for each country, however, the descriptive analysis and stationarity 
results are based entirely upon the UN data.
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The stationarity results reported were performed using the Phillips-Perron (P-P) 
methodology. Because P-P requires a truncation parameter (i.e. needed to define an optimal 
lag), the truncation parameter was selected running first an Augmented Dicky-Fuller test, 
which chooses the optimal lag length that eliminates any residual correlation. Once the 
optimal lag length is selected, it is then used as the truncation parameter in the P-P test. A 
detailed description of both tests is offered by White (1993).
Table 8  presents descriptive statistics and the outcome o f the Phillips-Perron 
stationarity tests for market shares and relative real prices. The detailed results of the 
Phillips-Perron test are presented in Appendix II. The stationarity assumption holds for all 
coimtries, except Korea. Stationarity ensures that market shares and relative prices 
followed a long-run path, satisfying in principle the theoretical model. The non-stationary 
behavior o f both variables for Korea indicates that in the long-run, Korea's market share 
has changed given that relative prices have also changed. As a result, the non-stationarity 
status of both series does not preclude the appropriateness o f the theoretical model.
Colombia
U.S. unmilled wheat market share for Colombia averaged 78.97 percent from 1962 
to 1995 (Table 8 ). Market share oscillated between 20 percent in 1994 and 100 percent 
during most of the 1970s and early 1980s. Figure 14 presents the plot of U.S. market share 
in Colombia. U.S. market share began to decrease substantially in 1985 reaching the lowest 
point in 1994; furthermore, its variability increased sharply compared to the 1970s and 
early 1980s. Relative prices averaged 1.0074 with a range between 0.96 and 1.06. Both 
series are stationary.
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Table 8 . Descriptive Statistics for Market Share and Relative Prices (Export/ 
Import Price) for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan. Korea. Morocco and 
the Philippines. 1962-1995.
Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum Stationarity
COLOMBIA
Market Share 78.97 25.78 20.06 100 .00 Yes
Relative Price 1.0074 0.0194 0.96 1.06 Yes
VENEZUELA
Market Share 77.77 21.04 34.68 34.68 Yes
Relative Price 1.0038 0.0346 0.91 1.15 Yes
JAPAN
Market Share 55.01 5.63 34.36 67.14 Yes
Relative Price 0.9741 0.0142 0.95 1.00 Yes
KOREA
Market Share 82.77 22.94 15.35 1 0 0 .0 0 No
Relative Price 1.0062 0.0258 0.93 1.07 No
THE PHILIPPINES
Market Share 82.66 15.89 47.33 100 .00 Yes
Relative Price 1.0244 0.0755 0.73 1.19 Yes
MOROCCO
Market Share 52.59 26.82 13.40 100 .00 Yes
Relative Price 1.0579 0.1089 0.99 1.38 Yes
Venezuela
For Venezuela. U.S. market share of unmilled wheat averaged 77.77 percent from 
1962 to 1995 (Table 8 ). It ranged between 34.68 percent in 1993 and 100 percent from the 
middle 1970s to the early 1980s. Figure 15 presents the plot of U.S. market share in 
Venezuela. It shows that U.S. market share increased from around 50 percent in 1966 to 
100 percent in 1973. Then, in 1985, it began to decrease, reaching its lowest point in 1993. 
As for Colombia, U.S. unmilled exports to Venezuela oscillated widely on a year-to-year 
basis after 1985. Relative prices averaged 1.0038 with a range between 0.91 and 1.15. 
Again, both series are stationary (Table 8 ).
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Figure 14. Market Share for U.S. Unmilled Wheat in Colombia, 
1962-1995.
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Figure 15. Market share for U.S. Unmilled Wheat in Venezuela, 
1962-1995.
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Japan
The United States unmilled wheat market share for Japan averaged 55.01 percent 
from 1962 to 1995 (Table 8 ). Market share oscillated between 34 percent in 1962 and 67 
percent in 1973. Figure 16 presents the plot of U.S. market share in Japan. U.S. market 
share was more volatile from the early sixties up to 1975. Beyond that point, U.S. market 
share in Japan for unmilled wheat has oscillated steadily between 55 and 60 percent. Given 
that, U.S. exports to Japan are not only the largest but also the most stable o f all countries 
under analysis. Relative prices were the most stable averaging 0.9741 with a range in 
between 0.95 and 1.00. Both series are also stationary (Table 8 ).
Korea
The United States unmilled wheat market share for Korea averaged 82.77 percent 
from 1962 to 1995 (Table 8 ). Market share oscillated between 15 percent in 1994 and 100 
percent from the early 1960s up to 1983. Figure 17 presents the plot o f U.S. market share 
in Korea. The behavior o f U.S. market share for unmilled wheat in Korea differs from most 
other countries, especially Japan. U.S. share was steadily close to 100 percent during the 
early sixties. Then, in 1983, it began to decrease substantially reaching the lowest point in 
1994. Its variability increased sharply in 1983 compared to earlier periods. Relative prices 
averaged 1.0244 with a range between 0.93 and 1.07. Both series are non - stationary 
(Table 8 ). Riley, Schwartz and Ackerman ( 1994) have noted that since 1985 wheat imports 
are extremely price responsive for Korea. This responsiveness have lead to a considerable 
volatility in Korea’s annual import patterns and flexibility when choosing import sources.
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Figure 16. Market Share for U.S. Unmilled Wheat in Japan, 1962-1995.
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Figure 17. Market Share for U.S. Unmilled Wheat in Korea, 1962-1995.
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The Philippines
For the Philippines, U.S. market share o f  unmilled wheat averaged 82.66 percent 
from 1962 to 1995 (Table 8 ). It ranged between 47.33 percent in 1963 and 100 percent 
from 1978 to 1984. Figure 18 presents the plot o f  U.S. market share in the Philippines. The 
graph clearly shows that U.S. market share for unmilled wheat in the Philippines has been 
very volatile on a year-to-year basis for the whole period of study. Between 1978 and 1994. 
the U.S. share stabilized near 100 percent. Relative prices were also very volatile, averaging 
1.0244 with a range between 0.73 and 1.19. Again, both series are stationary (Table 8 ).
Morocco
The United States unmilled wheat market share for Morocco averaged 52.59 percent 
from 1962 to 1995 (Table 8 ). Market share oscillated between 13.40 percent in 1995 and 
100 percent in 1969. 1984 and 1987. Figure 19 presents the plot of U.S. market share in 
Morocco. As is the case for the Philippines, the graph clearly depicts a volatile behavior 
in the U.S. share of Morocco's market. The series shows the largest standard deviation of 
all countries (Table 8 ). U.S. share increased from the early sixties to 1969; then it decreased 
steadily up to 1980. Then it grew once more, peaking at 100 percent in 1984 and 1987. 
However, it plummeted to less than 25 percent in 1991. Accordingly, relative prices were 
the most volatile averaging 1.0579 with a range in between 0.99 and 1.38. Both series are 
stationary (Table 8 ).
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Figure 19. Market Share of U.S. Unmilled Wheat in Morocco, 1962-1995.
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Summary
This chapter has presented the countries selected for the analysis, the type o f data 
needed and from which data were collected. Likewise, it presented descriptive statistics for 
total unmilled wheat imports, import prices and GDP. Plots of the variables were presented 
for illustrative purposes. A trend analysis o f  the variables was conducted to study the 
behavior o f each o f the series. The same types o f descriptive and trend analysis were 
presented for U.S. exports and relative prices for each country. Descriptive statistics and 
stationarity results were also presented for the U.S. market shares in each o f the selected 
markets.
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CHAPTER 4 
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
Optimal Lag Length and Stationarity
As mentioned before, the optimal number of lags can be determined using several 
statistical criteria. The three statistical criteria used in this study for model selection were 
the Akaike Information Criterion (AlC), the Schwartz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) and the 
Likelihood Ratio test (LR). Once the optimal lag length is determined, the stationarity tests 
are performed using the Phillips-Perron (P-P) methodology. The truncation parameter for 
the P-P test is selected as the optimal lag length for the system of equations in VAR form. 
At this poin t, it is expected that the P-P test has the correct power and size to detect unit 
roots (McConnell, Ramaldi and Fleming, 1996). The robustness of the P-P results was 
cross-checked using a second test for unit roots based on the Kwiatowski, Phillips, Schmidt 
and Shin (KPSS) procedure (Kwiatowski etal. 1992). Results are presented in Tables 1 and 
2, Appendix 3. All tests related to optimal lag length determination and KPSS tests are 
conducted in Regression Analysis for Time Series (RATS) version 4. In addition, all 
stationarity tests for P-P are conducted in Shazam Econometric Package version 7.0.
Im port Demand
Table 9 presents the optimal lag length determination results for the Vector 
Autoregresive System (VAR) of import demands including logarithms of total imports (bu), 
real import prices (U.S. $/bu) and real GDP (bi U.S. $). Separability among imports within 
division SITC 04 (cereals and cereal preparations) is assumed. The goal is to obtain a 
parsimonious representation of the import demand function which will allow an easy deter-
90
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Table 9. Results of Optimal Lag Length on Logarithms of Total Imports (bu).
Real Import Prices (U.S.$/bu) and Real GDP (bi U.S.S) for 
Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Morocco, 
1962-1992.
Ho: Number LR Conclusion AIC SBC
of lags P-Value of LR Test* Criteria Criteria
COLOMBIA
1 0.3911 Fail to reject Ho - 50 4 . 38 -46 1 .37
2 -413.60 -334.74
VENEZUELA
1 0.3373 Fail to reject Ho -519 . 82 -475.85
2 -428.11 -347.49
JAPAN
I 0.0353 Reject Ho - 45 2 . 86 - 435.66
2 0.5609 Fail to reject Ho -458.10 -427.99
3 -451.52 -408.50
KOREA
1 0.5687 Fail to reject Ho -432.71 -404.03
2 -421.01 -369.39
THE PHILIPPINES
1 0.0115 Reject Ho -346.5  1 -329 .30
2 0.5505 Fail to reject Ho -355.98 -325.87
3 -349.55 -306.53
MOROCCO
I 0.2213 Fail to reject Ho -379.1 2 - 350.44
2 -375.27 -323.65
* Critical value was set at a  = 0.05
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mination of the optimal lag length using maximum likelihood estimation. However, weak- 
separability among import products will be tested later in this chapter. Using the LR test 
as the main selection criteria, the optimal lag length was set at one for Colombia, 
Venezuela, Korea and Morocco. For Japan and the Philippines the optimal lag was set at 
two. Table 9 also includes the values o f the AIC and the SBC. Both statistical criteria were 
consistent with LR given that the minimization of the AIC and the SBC take place at the 
same lag length chosen by the LR, except for Japan and the Philippines.
Table 10 presents the results o f the P-P test for unit roots for all countries. For 
Colombia, import demand was stationary along a trend, whereas import prices and real 
GDP were non-stationary. The same results were confirmed by the KPSS findings (Table 
1 Appendix 3). According to P-P. Venezuela's unmilled wheat import demand and real 
GDP were stationary along a trend, but import price was non-stationary. KPSS confirmed 
findings for prices and import demand, but GDP was found to be non-stationary. Japan's 
stationarity results are very inconsistent between both tests. P-P found that total imports 
were stationary along a trend, whereas real GDP and import prices for unmilled wheat 
were non-stationary. However. KPSS found import demand non-stationary and prices and 
GDP stationary. For the Philippines, import demand, real import price for unmilled wheat, 
as well as real GDP, were non-stationary in both tests. For Korea, both test concur in 
finding GDP and total imports non-stationary; however, KPSS identifies prices as 
stationary whereas P-P find prices non-stationary. For Morocco, import price, real GDP and 
import demand were non-stationar>' in both tests.
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Table 10. Results of Phillips-Perron Test for Unit Roots on Logarithms of 
Total Imports (bu). Real Import Prices (U.S.$/bu) and Real GDP 
(bi U.S.S) for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, Morocco and 
the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Test Statistic
Import
Demand
Import
Price
GDP Critical
Values
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 18.368
COLOMBIA
1.5071 2.8231 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na 0.1806 1.3338 -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 8.9215
VENEZUELA
3.7030 7.2644 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na 1.9301 na -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 20.8700
JAPAN
4.7292 4.6324 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na -2.4904 -0.5865 -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 5.3203
KOREA
4.3719 4.8950 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 -2.2773 -1.5887 -0.0018 -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 5.1301
THE PHILIPPINES
2.2248 2.9660 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 -0.1579 -0.3427 -0.5574 -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 4.9354
MOROCCO
2.8201 1.7360 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 -1.8605 -1.0584 -1.8775 -2.57
Critical values are at the 10% level o f  significance. 
Shaded values indicate that the series is stationary, 
na = not applicable because variable is trend stationary.
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Export Demand
Table 11 presents the results for optimal lag length determination for the Vector 
Autoregresive System (VAR) of export demands including logarithms of total U.S. exports 
(bu). total imports o f unmilled wheat (bu) and relative real import prices. Once again, 
separability among exporting sources is assumed in order to get a parsimonious 
representation of the export demand function which allows an easy determination of the 
optimal lag length. Weak-separability among exporting sources will be tested later.
The optimal lag length was set at one for Venezuela, Japan, the Philippines and 
Morocco. For Colombia the optimal lag was set at two and for Korea it was set at three. 
Table 11 also includes the values of the AIC and the SBC to compare the LR results. Both 
statistical criteria were consistent with LR for all countries but Korea. Table 12 presents the 
results of the P-P tests. Likewise. Table 2. Appendix 3 presents the KPSS results for unit 
roots for all countries. For Colombia, Venezuela and Morocco, the U.S. export demand 
for unmilled wheat was stationary in both tests. For Japan and Korea, U.S. export demand 
of unmilled wheat is stationary for P-P but non-stationary for KPSS. Finally, for the 
Philippines, the U.S. export demand was found non-sationary with P-P but stationary with 
KPSS.
Relative prices are stationary for Colombia, Japan and the Philippines and non- 
stationary for Korea using both tests, whereas results are not conclusive for Venezuela and 
Morocco. For ease of presentation. Table 13 presents a summary of the P-P test for unit 
roots on import and export demand. A summary of the KPSS results is presented in Table 
3, Appendix 3.
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Table 11. Results of Optimal Lag Length on Logarithms of U.S. Exports (bu).
Total Imports (bu) and Real Relative Prices for Colombia, Japan, 
Venezuela, Korea, the Philippines and Morocco, 1962-1992.
Ho: Number LR Conclusion AIC SBC
of lags P-Value of LR Test* Criteria Criteria
COLOMBIA
1 0.0035 Reject Ho -65.24 -48.03
2 0.9105 Fail to reject Ho -78.88 -48.77
3 -66.81 -23.79
VENEZUELA
1 0.3363 Fail to reject Ho -98.93 -81.72
2 -94.07 -63.96
JAPAN
1 0.3120 Fail to reject Ho -360.88 -343.28
2 -356.31 -325.53
KOREA
1 0.0005 Reject Ho -362.21 -345.40
2 0 .0 00001 Reject Ho -383.55 -354.12
3 0.3213 Fail to reject Ho -430.96 -388.92
4 -431.26 -376.61
THE PHILIPPINES
1 0.1866 Fail to reject Ho -449.29 -432.08
2 -447.43 -417.32
MOROCCO
1 0.4112 Fail to reject Ho -3.22 14.36
2 2 .8 8 33.66
* Critical value was set at a = 0.05
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Table 12. Results ofPhillips-Perron Test for Unit Roots on Logarithms o f U.S.
Exports (bu). Real Exports Prices (U.S.$/bu) and Real Relative 
Prices for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan. Korea, Morocco and the 
Philippines. 1962-1992.
Test Statistic
Export
Demand
Export
Price
Relative
Price
Critical
Values
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 15.5510
COLOMBIA
6.0676 15.2060 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na na na -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 9.8410
VENEZUELA
17.9140 14.3090 5.34
Constant, No Trend
cc,= 0 na na na -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 20.1610
JAPAN
4.8776 13.3230 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na -2.7244 na -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 3.7611
KOREA
3.8568 4.4558 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 -2.8261 -1.6556 -2.3097 -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 4.6357
THE PHILIPPINES
2.2169 18.0370 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 -0.1778 -0.3505 na -2.57
Constant, With Trend
a,= a,= 0 7.2496
MOROCCO
11.7950 10.0870 5.34
Constant, No Trend
a,= 0 na na na -2.57
Critical values are at the 10% level o f  significance. 
Shaded values indicate that the series is stationary, 
na = not applicable because variable is trend stationary.
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Table 13. Summary o f the Phillips-Perron test for Unit Roots in Import Demand 
and Export Demand for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, Morocco and 
the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Source
Country
Colombia Venezuela Japan Korea Philippines Morocco
Total Imports l(0 )/t l(0 )/t l(0 )/t 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1)
Import Price 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1)
GDP 1( 1) l(0 )/t 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1) 1( 1)
U.S. Exports l(0 )/t l(0 )/t l(0 )/t 1( 1) 1( 1) l(0 )/t
Export Price l(0 )/t l(0 )/t 1(0 ) 1( 1 ) 1( 1) l(0 )/t
Relative Price l(0 )/t l(0 )/t l(0 )/t 1( 1) l(0 )/t l(0 )/t
1(1) indicates the presence o f  a unit root.
1(0) indicates that the series is stationary without a trend.
1(0) / 1 indicates that the series is stationary but a trend is present.
W e a k  Separab ility
Once the unit root tests are completed, the next step is to model the import and 
export demand given that the stochastic properties o f the series are known. However, before 
going any further, weak-separability must be tested first. As mentioned before, the two- 
stage maximization process requires an appropriate level of aggregation when defining the 
first-stage utility aggregates. In utility-based models (Heien and Pick. 1991; Haniotis. 1990: 
Johnson, 1994) the pragmatic approach has been to choose a commodity and assume that 
it is weakly separable from all other goods. However, the assumption that separability holds 
for the set of data was not tested for these models. As a result, Davis ( 1995) pointed out that 
these a priori separability conditions at the first stage are not intuitive and, thus, the choice
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of the first-stage aggregates is highly debatable. If a CES specification is followed, then 
the assumption that weak-separability holds between a commodity and all other 
commodities of the same commodity group must be tested. Thus, in order to assess the 
appropriateness of the first-stage utility aggregates for the import demand models, a test for 
weak-separability between unmilled wheat and import products within division SITC 04 
is implemented for each country. Likewise, at the second stage, the export demand model 
assumes that exporting sources (e.g., U.S., Canada and Australia) are weakly separable. 
Thus, a test for weak-separability among exporting sources is also implemented. As a first 
step, all separability tests will be conducted in VAR form. If, later on, cointegration is 
found for a specific country, a test for long run exclusion will be included.
Because in VAR systems most hypotheses include more than one equation, the 
likelihood ratio test is applicable to any type of cross-equation restriction (Enders, 1995). 
Let Su and S  , be the variance/covariance matrices o f the unrestricted and restricted 
systems, respectively. Given that the equations of the unrestricted model contain different 
regressors, let c be the maximum number of regressors contained in the longest equation. 
Asymptotically, the test statistic is:
LR = ( T - c ) ( ln |S , |- I n ( |S J ) ,  (83)
with a X" distribution with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions in the 
system. T is the number of observations and the parameter c is a correction to improve 
small sample properties. RATS uses a block exogeneity test in which the null hypothesis 
ascertains that current and past values of one set of variables are exogenous.
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Import Demand
A complete estimation of unmilled wheat demand schedules at the first stage would 
also require import prices (U.S.$/bu) for competitive products, such as rice (SITC 042). 
barley (SITC 043), com (SITC 044) and other unmilled cereals (SITC 045). Data on rice 
(SITC 042), meal and flour of wheat and flour o f meslin (SITC 046). other cereal meals 
and flours (SITC 047), and cereal preparations and preparations of flour or starch of fruits 
and vegetables (SITC 048) were not complete for any country, so they were excluded.
Table 14 presents a summary of import products for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan. 
Korea, The Philippines and Morocco. Barley (SITC 043) was only imported by Japan from 
1962 to 1995. Com (SITC 044) was imported by Japan, Venezuela and the Philippines 
during the whole sample period. Other unmilled cereals (SITC 045) were purchased by 
Colombia, Venezuela, Japan and the Philippines from 1962 to 1995.
Table 15 presents the results of the block exogeneity test for all countries. The 
maintained null hypothesis implies that the variables are exogenous to the system. If the test 
fails to reject the null hypothesis the variables are considered exogenous, weak-separability 
holds and, thus, an appropriate level of aggregation is achieved when defining the first- 
stage utility aggregates. Results show that the block exogeneity test fails to reject the null 
hypothesis for all countries. Therefore, we get appropriate first-stage utility aggregates 
when modeling import demand of unmilled wheat as a function of its owm-price and 
income only in VAR form for all countries.
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Table 14. Summary of Other Imports Within Division SITC 04 for
Colombia, Venezuela, Japan. Korea, the Philippines and 
Morocco from 1962-1995.
Commodity Imported form 1962 to 1995
SITC043 SITC044 SITC045
(Barley) (Com) (Other Unmilled Wheats)
Colombia no no yes
Venezuela no yes yes
Japan yes yes yes
Korea no no no
Morocco no no no
Philippines no yes yes
Table 15. Results of the Exogeneity Tests for other Imports within Division 
SITC 04 for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan and the Philippines. 1962- 
1992.
Joint Number of 
Null hypothesis Restrictions
Chi-Square
Value
P-Value* Conclusion
SITC045=0 6
COLOMBIA
6.0463 0.4180 Fail to reject
S1TC044=SITC045=0 12
VENEZUELA
2.1790 0.9904 Fail to reject
SITC043=S1TC044= 
SITC045=0 with no lags 9
JAPAN
2.2856 0.9861 Fail to reject
SITC043=SITC044= 
S1TC045=0 with one lag 9 9.0018 0.4371 Fail to reject
S1TC044=SITC045=0
THE PHILIPPINES
12 0.9381 0.9999 Fail to reject
* Critical value was set at a  = 0.05
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Export Demand
The second stage specification requires export sources to be weakly separable. 
Table 16 presents a list o f export sources used by all countries from 1962 to 1995. Even 
though more exporting sources have been used by most importing countries (i.e. Brazil. 
European Union) only the U.S.. Canada and Australia have been permanent exporters since 
1962. The U.S. has been the main provider of unmilled wheat for all countries (see market 
share analysis). Canada has continuously exported unmilled wheat to Venezuela and Japan 
only, even though some of the other countries (e.g. Colombia) are sporadic markets for 
Canadian wheat. Japan has been the only permanent market for Australia’s unmilled wheat 
even though Australia is actively selling wheat to countries located in the Pacific Rim and 
Latin America. Table 17 presents the results of the block exogeneity test for Venezuela and 
Japan. The maintained null hypothesis ascertains that relative prices of Canada (Ratio2) 
and/or Australia (Ratio3) are exogenous to the system. The block exogeneity test fails to 
reject the null hypothesis for Japan and Venezuela. Thus, weak-separability among 
exporting sources hold for both countries.
Table 16. Summary of Export Sources Used by Colombia, Venezuela.
Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Morocco from 1962-1995.
U.S. CANADA AUSTRALIA
Colombia ves no no
Venezuela yes yes no
Japan yes yes yes
Korea yes no no
Morocco yes no no
Philippines yes no no
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Table 17. Results of the Exogeneity Tests for other Export Sources for 
Venezuela and Japan from 1962-1992.
Joint 
Null hypothesis
Number of 
Restrictions
Chi-Square
Value
P-Value* Conclusion
Ratio2=0 6
VENEZUELA
4.9543 0.5499 Fail to reject
Ratio2=Ratio3=0 12
JAPAN
0.9222 0.9999 Fail to reject
* Critical value was set at a = 0.05 
Specification of Import Demand Models
The Regression Analysis of Time Series (RATS) computer software was used in 
estimating VAR systems whereas the Cointegration Analysis for Time Series (CATS) was 
used for ECMs. The results for each country are presented separately.
Venezuela
Total unmilled wheat imports and real GDP were stationary along a trend whereas 
real import prices was non-stationary. Because at least two variables have to be non- 
stationary for cointegration analysis (Hansen and Juselious. 1995), and that weak- 
separability holds, Venezuela's import demand was modeled as a VAR with imports in 
levels and GDP and prices in differences. Likewise, an exogenous trend variable is included 
to account for the trend component present in total imports. The VAR may be written as:
m, 0 ,
= Ô2 +
63
Y i i  Y 12 Y 13 
Y21 Y22 Y23
Y31 Y32 Y33
6 l ,
^ P o r - l + 6 2 ,
y^,-x 2^ 63  r
(84)
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where A is the differencing operator such that A p„, = The variables m, p„ and y
represent total unmilled wheat imports, unmilled wheat import prices and real GDP, 
respectively; Ô, are the constant terms; j', are the coefficients to be estimated; T is a time 
trend; and a, are the trend coefficients to be estimated. Homotheticity was not tested given 
that this is a long-nm restriction (i.e. tested only on ECMs).
The VAR system for Venezuela is well specified given that there is no residual 
autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity present (Table 18). The Ljung-Box Q-Statistics (Q) 
and the \^Tiite's general test (T*R‘) for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity, respectively , 
were used. The import demand equation explains 99% of the total variation in unmilled 
wheat imports. The R- for import prices and GDP were 40 and 69 percent, which are 
considered high, given that both variables are expressed in differences.
Table 18. Goodness o f Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Vene2mela, 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
R- T*R- Conclusion* Q (7) P-value Conclusion
Imports 0.99 28.99 Fail to reject 6.6260 0.4688 Fail to reject
Prices 0.40 11.67 Fail to reject 7.0441 0.4243 Fail to reject
GDP 0.69 20.25 Fail to reject 2.8957 0.8945 Fail to reject
* Critical value X‘(24)=36.4I50 and x ‘(25)=37.6525.
The estimated coefficients for Venezuela’s import demand equation within the VAR 
system are presented in Table 19. Lags of imports and GDP are negatively related to import 
demand, whereas lags of import prices are positively related to import demand. In the 
previous chapter, a discussion explaining the inverse relationship between imports and real
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GDP was presented. It is important to remember that the estimated VAR model provides 
a reduced form framework for the endogenous variables (Hamilton, 1994). As a result, 
total unmilled wheat imports, for example, do not specifically represent demand alone but. 
rather, the equilibrium quantity demanded in the system, given endogenous prices and 
GDP. Furthermore, the coefficients in the VAR system do not have a straight forward 
interpretation because the endogenous variables are lagged and differentiated. Thus, the 
methodology o f choice to analyze VAR systems is the use o f dynamic multipliers.
Table 19. Coefficients for Venezuela's Import Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 18.4531 2.9135 6.3337 0 .0 0 0 0
Imports{l} -0.1852 0.1886 -0.9817 0.3360
Import Price {1} * 0.1748 0.2169 0.8061 0.4281
GDP{1}* -0.3766 0.5457 -0.6901 0.4967
Trend 0.0638 0.0139 4.5709 0 .0 0 0 1
* Expressed in differences (i.e. rates o f  change)
Impulse response functions (IRFs) or dynamic multipliers were simulated over time 
to better understand the effects o f a one-time shock in each of the VAR's series in the 
system. Each VAR was shocked by the standard error (increase) of the historical innovation 
o f each variable in the system. The impulse response of each variable was normalized by 
the standard deviation of the historical series. The three VAR equations may have 
contemporaneously correlated residuals. Failure to account for contemporaneously 
correlated errors will provide responses not representative of historical patterns (Sims, 
1980). To avoid distortion of impulse responses from contemporaneously correlated current
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errors, a Choleski decomposition was imposed to orthogonalize the matrix of errors, such 
that the variance/covariance matrices of the transformed residuals were each identity (see 
Bessier, 1984 and Babula, 1993).
Figures 20 to 22 present the IRFs for equation (84). An initial shock of one unit in 
the level of Venezuela’s import demand (Figure 20) is associated with a sharp decrease in 
imports in the first period an slight increase in the second period. However, ± e  series return 
to equilibrium after the third period. The same shock raises import prices in the first period. 
This could be associated with an inelastic import demand in Venezuela. A shock in total 
imports, driven by an increase in domestic demand, would force the country to buy more 
unmilled wheat regardless the price. However, this distortion in price dies out quickly given 
that import prices come back to equilibrium after the first period.
An initial shock o f one unit in the level of import prices (Figure 21) will decrease 
prices in the first period and the series return to equilibrium after the second period. 
Likewise, it initially increases imports but they decrease in the first period. All variables 
come back to equilibrium after the second period. A shock to economic activity (Figure 22) 
will slightly decrease import demand in the first period but after two periods the system 
comes back to equilibrium. For all cases, the dynamic multipliers clearly depict the short 
run nature of the shocks in the system. Table 1, Appendix 4 presents the variance 
decomposition of the errors for each equation. As expected, the dependent variable explains 
the largest proportion of variation in the short and long-run. The most important aspect is 
that variance decomposition is stable after the second period.
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Figure20. I m p u l s e
Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of Venezuela to a Shock in Venezuela’s Import 
Demand.
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Figure 21. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, 
Import Prices and GDP of Venezuela to a Shock in Import Prices.
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Figure 22. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, 
Import Prices and GDP of Venezuela to a Shock in Venezuela’s GDP.
Japan
For Japan the stochastic properties o f the data are not conclusive. The P-P results 
indicate that total unmilled wheat imports were stationary along a trend, whereas real 
import prices and GDP were non-stationary. Because barley, com and other unmilled 
wheats are permanent imports for Japan, they must be included in the cointegration test. 
Therefore, the cointegration test includes not only unmilled wheat imports, real import 
prices, and real GDP, but also real import prices of barley (SITC043) com (SITC044) and 
other unmilled cereals (SITC045). Prices for these products where found non-stationary 
(Table 4, Appendix 3). As shown before, however, the KPSS results indicated that import 
demand was non-stationary whereas prices and GDP were stationary. The final choice for 
modeling Japan's import demand is as a VAR model.
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If the P-P results are taken as the true ones, then Table 20 presents the results o f 
the rank test based on the Lambda Max (L-max) and the Trace tests. Both test critical 
values include a finite-sample size correction as suggested by Cheung and Lai ( 1993 ). Both 
tests reject the null hypothesis o f no cointegration (Ho: r=0). The L-Max rejects one 
cointegration vector (Ho: r=l ), but the Trace test fails to reject the null. Both tests fail to 
reject the hypothesis o f two cointegration vectors. The two largest eigenvectors o f the 
companion matrix are 0.8960 and 0.7742, suggesting two cointegration vectors.
Table 20. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM of Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, Unmilled 
Wheat, Barley, Com and other Unmilled Cereals Import Prices, and 
GDP for Japan, 1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a=0.1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 6 95.73* 167.41* 31.89 121.46
1 5 23.21* 71.68 27.19 89.58
2 4 17.85 48.47 22.54 62.40
3 3 14.61 30.62 17.61 39.85
4 2 12.70 16.01 1 2 .8 6 22.24
5 I 3.31 3.31 9.37 9.37
* Reject Ho: aP'=r where r=0,I,2,3,4,5.
If one cointegration vector is selected, then it reflects the presence of the stationary 
variable within the cointegration space given that the ECM is normalized by total imports. 
Any other normalization by either prices or GDP is not important for the purpose of this 
dissertation given that we are interested in finding the effect that prices and GDP have on 
total imports. Likewise, if two cointegration vectors are selected, the first one will be 
capturing the presence of the stationary variable, while the second will represent a
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cointegation relationship between the non-stationary variables prices and GDP. Again 
normalizing the ECM by prices or GDP is not an attractive solution.
If the KPSS results are taken as the true ones, then Japan’s import demand could 
be modeled as a VAR with total imports in differences and prices and GDP in levels. 
Given that weak separability holds for Japan’s import demand, this was the choice 
followed. The correct specification of Japan’s import demand model will be:
A/w, Ô. Y„ Yu Y,3 A/m, i Y„ Y,2 Y,3 Am, 2 6 | ,
Po. = Y21 Y22 Y23 Pat-I + Y21 Y22 Y23 Pot-I 4- 6 2 ,
y . Ô3 Y31 Y32 Y33 y,-x Y31 Y32 Y33 T, 2 ^3 ,
(85)
where A is the differencing operator such that m,_i. The variables m, p„ and y
represent total unmilled wheat imports, unmilled wheat import prices and real GDP. 
respectively; ô, are the constant terms; y;, are the coefficients to be estimated; T is a time 
trend; and a, are the trend coefficients to be estimated. Homotheticity was not tested given 
that this is a long-run restriction.
The VAR system for Japan seems well specified given that no residual 
autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present (Table 19). The Ljung-Box Q-Statistics (Q) 
and the White’s general test (T*R*) for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. respectively, 
were used. The import demand equation explains 29% of the total variation in the rate of 
change o f unmilled wheat imports which is considered high. The R‘ for import prices and 
GDP were 70 and 99 percent, respectively. Both values are high given that both variables 
are in levels.
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Table 21. Goodness of Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Japan, 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
R- T*R- Conclusion* Q (7) P-value Conclusion
Imports 0.29 11.70 Fail to reject 2.3553 0.9376 Fail to reject
Prices 0.70 27.87 Fail to reject 5.6729 0.5784 Fail to reject
GDP 0.99 27.99 Fail to reject 6 .0 2 1 0 0.5373 Fail to reject
* Critical value x'(24)=36.4150 and x‘(25)=37.6525.
The estimated coefficients for Japan’s import demand equation within the VAR 
system are presented in Table 22. Lags of imports are negatively related to the rate of 
change on import demand, whereas lags of GDP are positively related to the rate of change 
on import demand. The first lag of import prices is negatively related to the rate of change 
in import demand. Once again it is important to remember that the estimated VAR model 
provides a reduced form framework for the endogenous variables (Hamilton, 1994). As 
a result, the rate of change on total unmilled wheat imports represent the changes 
associated in demand given endogenous prices and GDP. As mentioned before, the 
coefficients in the VAR system do not have a straight forward interpretation because the 
endogenous variables are lagged and differentiated. Thus, the dynamic effects o f prices and 
GDP on total imports are analyzed using dynamic multipliers or IRFs.
Each equation in the VAR was shocked by the standard error (increase) of the 
historical innovation of each variable in the system and then normalized by the standard 
deviation of the historical series. To avoid distortion of impulse responses from 
contemporaneous correlated current errors, a Choleski decomposition was imposed to 
orthogonalize the matrix of errors (see Bessler, 1984 and Babula, 1993).
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Table 22. Coefficients for Japan’s Import Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant -0.2687 0.4577 -0.5870 0.5638
Imports {1 }* -0.2493 0.2298 -1.0851 0.2908
Imports {2}* -0.0948 0.1719 -0.5870 0.5638
Import Price {1} -0.0583 0.0562 -1.0361 0.3118
Import Price{2} 0.0273 0.0565 0.4488 0.6581
GDP{1} 0.0438 0.0932 0.4704 0.6431
GDP{2} 0.0348 0.0985 0.3535 0.7274
Trend -0.0105 0.0072 -1.4445 0.1641
* Expressed in differences (i.e. rates o f  change)
Figures 23 to 25 present the IRFs for equation (85). An initial shock of one unit 
in the level o f  Japan’s import demand (Figure 23) is associated with a sharp decrease in the 
rate o f change o f total imports in the first period an slight increase in the second period. 
However, the shock is short lived given that the series return to equilibrium after the third 
period. The same shock increases import prices in the first period. However, they decline 
in the second, third, and fourth periods, returning to equilibrium in the fifth period. The 
higher price could be associated with an inelastic world supply in the first period. A 
positive shock in total imports by the largest unmilled wheat importer, given a fixed 
supply, would increase prices. The shock in import demand decreases Japan’s GDP slightly 
but the distortion in GDP dies out quickly.
An initial shock of one unit in the level of import prices (Figure 24) will decrease 
prices continuously until the third period ahead, then prices recuperate, reaching stability 
in the ninth period. Likewise, a shock in price would initially decrease imports and GDP. 
However, as import prices decrease imports and GDP increase again, reaching equilibrium 
in the seventh period. A positive shock to economic activity (Figure 25) will sharply
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decrease GDP during the first and second periods. Likewise, it will initially decrease the 
rate of change in import demand; however, after the initial shock it will increase and 
oscillate, reaching equilibrium in the ninth period. For all cases, the dynamic multipliers 
clearly depict the short run nature o f the shocks in the system. Table 2, Appendix 4 
presents the variance decomposition o f the errors at 2 ,5 ,1 0  and 20 periods ahead for each 
equation. As expected, the dependent variable explains the largest proportion of variation 
in the short and long-run. The most important aspect is that variance decomposition is 
stable after the second period.
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Figure 23. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of Japan to a Shock in Japan's Import Demand.
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Figure 24. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports. 
Import Prices and GDP of Japan to a Shock in Import Prices.
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Figure 25. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, 
Import Prices and GDP of Japan to a Shock in Japan’s GDP.
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Korea
For Korea, both test found total imports and GDP non-stationar>” however, KPSS 
identifies prices as stationary whereas P-P find prices non-stationary. Because none of the 
other products was a permanent import for Korea, a test for cointegration including only 
wheat import, import prices and GDP was implemented. Table 23 presents results of the 
cointegration test based on the Johansen (1988) procedure. Critical values include a  finite- 
sample size correction as suggested by Cheung and Lai ( 1993). Both the Lambda Max (L- 
max) and the Trace tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegation (Ho: r=0).
Because no cointegration was found, Korea’s import demand is estimated as a VAR 
system with all variables in differences. The correct specification for Korea’s import 
demand is shown in equation 8 6 . A is the differencing operator such that A p„, = p,„ -p,„.i. 
The variables m, p„ and y  represent total unmilled wheat imports, unmilled wheat import 
prices and real GDP, respectively; ô, are the constant terms; are the coefficients to be 
estimated. Homotheticity was not tested given that it is a long-run restriction.
Table 23. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM of Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, Import 
Prices and GDP for Korea, 1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a=0.1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 3 14.75 30.65 15.64 35.39
1 2 10.31 16.90 11.42 19.75
2 1 6.59 6.59 8.32 8.32
* Reject Ho: aP '= r where r=0,l,2.
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A m , Ô, Yu Y,2 Y,3 A m ,., G ,,
= 6 : Yzi Y22 Y23 APo, 1 + ^ 2 /
AXf 63 Y31 Y32 Y33 A y,-,
(86)
No residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present in the system (Table 
24). The Ljung-Box Q-Statistics (Q) and the White’s general test (T*R‘) for autocorrelation 
and heteroskedasticity fail to reject both null hypotheses. The import demand equation 
explains 26% of the total variation in the rate o f change o f unmilled wheat imports which 
is considered high given that the variable is expressed in differences. The correlation 
coefficient for import prices and GDP were 3 and 22 percent, respectively.
Table 24. Goodness o f Fit. Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Korea. 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
R- T*R- Conclusion* Q  (7) P-value Conclusion
Imports 0.26 8.19 Fail to reject 5.0592 0.6527 Fail to reject
Prices 0.03 6.13 Fail to reject 6.8963 0.4397 Fail to reject
GDP 0 .2 2 6.96 Fail to reject 1.6579 0.9763 Fail to reject
* Critical value x*(24)=36.4150 and x ‘(25)=37.6525.
The estimated coefficients for Korea’s import demand equation within the VAR 
system are presented in Table 25. Lags of the rate of change in imports, rate of change in 
GDP and rate of change in import prices are positively related to the rate o f change in 
import demand. None of the variables were statistically significant at a=0.05.0nce again 
it is important to remember that the estimated VAR model provides a reduced form
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framework. Likewise, the coefficients in the VAR system do not have a straight forward 
interpretation because the endogenous variables are lagged and differentiated. Thus, once 
again the dynamic effects o f  prices and GDP on total imports are analyzed using IRFs. 
Each equation in the VAR was shocked by the standard error (increase) o f the historical 
innovation of each variable in the system and then normalized by the standard deviation 
o f the historical series. To avoid distortion of impulse responses from contemporaneous 
correlated current errors, a Choleski decomposition was imposed to orthogonalize the 
matrix of errors (see Bessler. 1984 and Babula, 1993).
Table 25. Coefficients for Korea's Import Demand. 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant -0.0842 0.0504 -1.6824 0.1049
Imports! 1 }* 0.0083 0.1580 0.0528 0.9583
Import Price! 1 }* 0.1827 0.2256 0.8097 0.4257
GDP!1}* 0.0494 0.3222 0.1535 0.8792
* Expressed in differences (i.e. rates o f change)
Figures 26 to 28 present the IRFs for equation (8 6 ). An initial one unit shock in the 
rate of change of Korea’s import demand (Figure 26) decreases sharply the rate of change 
o f total imports in the first period, increases it in the second period and then oscillates until 
reaching equilibrium in the fifth period. The rate of change in import prices is not affected 
by a shock in the rate of change of import demand. The rate of change in GDP moves 
along the rate of change in import demand, indicating that a shock in the latter has a similar 
effect on the former.
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An initial shock of one unit in the rate of change in import prices (Figure 27) will 
decrease prices continuously until reaching equilibrium in the third period Likewise, a 
shock in the rate o f change in import price decreases the rate of change on imports. It is 
clear that there exists an inverse relationship between these two variables in the system. 
The rate of change in GDP increases slightly after an initial shock in the rate of change in 
prices, but the effect is short lived. A positive shock to the rate of change in economic 
activity (Figure 28) will decrease sharply economic activity in the first period. It will also 
have a positive effect in the rate of change of imports. The results indicate that there is no 
effect on prices. The variance decomposition of die errors indicates that the dependent 
variable explains the largest proportion of variation in all equations in the short and long- 
run and it is stable after the second period (Table 3, Appendix 4).
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Figure 26. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, 
Import Prices and GDP of Korea to a Shock in Korea’s Import Demand.
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Figure 27. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports. 
Import Prices and GDP of Korea to a Shock in Import Prices.
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Figure 28. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports. 
Import Prices and GDP of Korea to a Shock in Korea’s GDP.
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The Philippines
For the Philippines, total unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and real GDP 
were all non-stationary in both tests. Because other commodities within division SITC04 
are permanent imports for the Philippines, they must be included in the cointegration test. 
Therefore, a cointegration test was performed including not only unmilled wheat imports, 
real import prices and real GDP, but also real import prices o f com (SITC 044) and other 
unmilled cereals (SITC045). If cointegration is present, a test for long-run exclusion must 
be performed in order to ascertain if weak-separability actually holds in the long-run.
Table 26 presents the results of the rank test based on the Lambda Max (L-max) 
and the Trace tests. Critical values include a finite-sample size correction as suggested by 
Cheung and Lai ( 1993). Both tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration (Ho: 
r=0). Because no cointegration was found, the Philipppines import demand is estimated as 
a VAR system with all variables in differences. The correct specification for the 
Philippines import demand is presented in equation 87.
Am,
- +
Ô3
Yll Yi2 Yi3 
Y 2I Y 22 Y 23 
Y31 Y32 Y33
Am,.| Y„ Y,2 Y,3 Am, , «1,
+ Y2I Y22 Y23 2 + ^2/
Y31 Y32 Y33 ^ y , 2 6 3 ,
(87)
where A is the differencing operator such that A p,„ = p,„ - p,„.,. The variables w, p„ and y  
represent total unmilled wheat imports, unmilled wheat import prices and real GDP. 
respectively; <5, are the constant terms; y,f are the coefficients to be estimated. 
Homotheticity was not tested given that it is a long-run restriction.
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Table 26. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM of Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports. Unmilled 
Wheat, Com and other Unmilled Cereals Import Prices, and GDP 
for the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a= 0 .1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 5 27.73 75.08 32.61 107.49
I 4 20.09 47.35 27.04 74.88
2 3 13.79 27.26 21.13 47.82
3 2 8 .2 2 13.47 15.43 26.69
4 1 5.25 5.25 11.25 11.25
* Reject Ho: aP =r where r=0.1,2.3,4.
The VAR system specified for the Philippines is well specified. The Ljung-Box 
Q-Statistics (Q) and the White's general test (T*R‘) for autocorrelation and 
heteroskedasticity, were used. Results indicate that no residual autocorrelation or 
heteroskedasticity is present (Table 27). The import demand equation explains 42% of the 
total variation in the rate of change of unmilled wheat imports for the Philippines. The R- 
for import prices and GDP were 42 and 36 percent, respectively. All R‘ values are high 
given that all variables are expressed in differences.
Table 27. Goodness of Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for the Philippines, 1962-1992.
R-
Heteroskedasticity 
T*R- Conclusion*
Ljung-Box Q-Statistics 
Q ,7) P-value Conclusion
Imports 0.42 13.59 Fail to reject 4.6295 0.7051 Fail to reject
Prices 0.43 15.34 Fail to reject 4.5233 0.7191 Fail to reject
GDP 0.36 13.59 Fail to reject 4.1746 0.7594 Fail to reject
* Critical value xT24)=36.4150 and x"(25)=37.6525.
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The estimated coefficients for the Philippines' import demand equation are 
presented in Table 28. Lags o f the rate of change in imports are negatively related to the 
rate of change on import demand; whereas the first lag o f the rate of change in GDP is 
positively related to the rate o f change import demand. The first and second lags o f the rate 
of change in import prices are negatively and positively related, respectively, to the rate of 
change in import demand. The rate of change on total unmilled wheat imports represent 
the change associated in demand given endogenous prices and GDP. As mentioned before, 
the dynamic effects of prices and GDP on total imports are analyzed using IRJFs.
Each equation in the VAR system was shocked by the standard error (increase) of 
the historical innovation of each variable in the system and then normalized by the standard 
deviation of the historical series. To avoid distortion of impulse responses from 
contemporaneously correlated current errors, a Choleski decomposition was imposed to 
orthogonalize the matrix of errors (see Bessler, 1984 and Babula, 1993).
Table 28. Coefficients for Philippines' Import Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 0.0168 0.0710 0.2369 0.8152
Imports {1 }* -0.6470 0.2159 -2.9970 0.0071
Imports {2}* -0.1992 0.2135 -0.9331 0.3619
Import Price {1} -0.0932 0.2045 -0.4557 0.6535
Import Price{2} 0.2685 0.1975 1.3595 0.1891
GDP{1} 0.5625 0.2980 1.8875 0.0737
GDP{2} -0.3646 0.3054 -1.1938 0.2465
Trend 0.0062 0.0041 1.5318 0.1412
* Expressed in differences (i.e. rates o f  change)
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Figures 29 to 31 present the IRFs for equation (8 6 ). An initial shock of one unit 
in the rate of change in import demand (Figure 29) is associated with a sharp decrease in 
the rate of change of total imports in the first period an slight increase in the second period. 
However, the shock is short lived given that the series retum to equilibrium after the fourth 
period. The same shock decreases import prices in the first period, increase them in the 
second and third periods. They continue to oscillate until reaching equilibrium in the eight 
period. The shock to the rate of change in import demand affect the rate o f change in the 
Philippines' GDP only in the first period.
An initial shock o f  one unit in the rate of change in import prices (Figure 30) will 
decrease the rate of change in prices during the first and second periods, then the rate of 
change in prices recuperate oscillating until reaching equilibrium around the ninth period. 
Likewise, this initial shock in the rate o f change in prices will cause the rate o f change in 
imports and GDP to oscillate, moving together after the second period and reaching 
stability around the seventh period
A positive shock to the rate of change in economic activity (Figure 31 ) will sharply 
decrease the rate of change in GDP during the first and second periods. Likewise, it will 
decrease initially the rate o f  change in import demand; however, after the initial shock it 
will increase and oscillate reaching equilibrium in the fifth period. For all cases, the 
dynamic multipliers clearly depict the short-run nature o f the shocks in the system. Table 
4, Appendix 4 presents the variance decomposition of the errors at 2 ,5 , 10 and 20 periods 
ahead for each equation and clearly show that the variance decomposition is stable after 
the second period.
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Figure 29. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP o f the Philippines to a Shock in the Philippines's 
Import Demand.
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Figure 30. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of the Philippines’ to a Shock in Import Prices.
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Figure 31. Impulse Response Functions of Logs o f Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of the Philippines to a Shock in the Philippines's 
GDP.
Morocco
For Morocco, total unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and real GDP were 
non-stationary, thus, a Johansen (1988) test for cointegration was performed. Given that 
no other commodity within division SITC04 is part o f Morocco’s permanent imports, the 
cointegration test includes unmilled wheat imports, import price and economic activity 
only. Table 29 presents the results of the rank test based on the Lambda Max (L-max) and 
the Trace tests. Critical values include a finite-sample size correction as suggested by 
Cheung and Lai (1993). The L-max test rejects the null hypothesis of no cointegration (Ho: 
r=0), whereas, the Trace test does not, and both tests fail to reject the null hypothesis o f one 
cointegration vector (Ho: r=l). The two largest eigenvectors of the companion matrix are 
0.9434 and 0.8851 suggesting one cointegrating vector for Morocco’s import demand.
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Table 29. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM o f Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, Unmilled 
Wheat Import Prices, and GDP for Morocco, 1962-1992.
Critical Values at a=0.1
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 3 16.15* 23.35 15.64 35.39
1 2 5.20 7.20 11.42 19.75
2 1 2.00 2.00 8.32 8.32
* Reject Ho: aP' =r where r=0,1.2.
The correct specification when the constant is included within the cointegrating space is:
A/w, 0,
^ P o r = Ô2 +
& 3
Y„ Y,2 Y,3 
Y21 Y22 Y23 
Y31 Y32 Y33
m,_2Am, 1 6 , ,
^ P o r  I + n Po  t - 2 4- 62,
T,-2
63 r
I
(88)
The import demand equilibrium model for Morocco with one cointegration vector is: 
m, = 13.592 - 0.637*p„ + I.669*GDP -h e . , 
where p„ represents real import prices for code S1TC041. The speed of adjustment to the 
long-run path given by a' equals -0.474, -0.073 and -0.040 for import demand, import 
prices and GDP, respectively. The adjustment to the long run equilibrium path is 6.5 and 
almost 12 times faster for imports than for import prices and income. A likelihood ratio 
test imposing homotheticity fails to reject the null hypothesis (Table 31) and, therefore, 
the assumption that inter-sectoral substitution takes place in a CES functional form is 
deemed appropriate for Morocco’s import demand.
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In order to test for correct model specification, a Langragian Multiplier (LM) test 
and the Ljung-Box (L-B) test (Ljung and Box, 1978 and Hosking, 1980) for autocorrelation 
were performed on the residuals.The L-B test is based on the estimated auto and cross 
correlations of the first [T/4] lags. The LM-tests for first, LM(1), and fourth, LM(4). order 
autocorrelation are calculated using an auxiliary regression as proposed in Godfrey (1988). 
The LM-test is calculated as a Wilk’s ratio test with a small-sample correction (Anderson 
1984). The test for normality is based on a multivariate version of the univariate Shenton- 
Bowman test (Shenton and Bowman, 1977) developed by Doomik and Hansen (1994).
All three multivariate tests for residual autocorrelation indicate that the system is 
correctly specified (Table 30) even though normality for the system is rejected. Table 30 
also includes the first, third and fourth moments, an univariate test for normality of 
residuals and the correlation coefficient (R‘) for the import demand equation only. The test 
for normality in this case is a modified version of the Shenton-Bowman test on the 
individual series (Doomik and Hansen. 1994).
Table 30. Results for Long-Run Homotheticity for Morocco's Import Demand.
Number of Chi-Square P-Valuc* Conclusion
Null hypothesis Restrictions Value
Testing homotheticity: 1 2.08 0.15 Fail to reject
• Critical value was set at a  = 0.05
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Table 31. Results o f the Ljung-Box (L-B), Lagrange MultipIier(LM) Tests 
for Residual Autocorrelation and Univariate Statistics in Morocco's 
ECM. 1962-1992.
Test df T p-val Conclusion
Multivariate:
L-B 60 55.439 0.64 Fail to reject
LM(1) 9 9.444 0.40 Fail to reject
LM(4) 9 8.355 0.50 Fail to reject
Normality 6 15.218 0.02 Reject
Univariate:
Mean
Skewness
Kurtosis
Normality
R-
0.0056
-1.3459
5.6401
8.8907
0.3390
* X' critical value is 5.9914 at a = 0.05 with 2 df.
The univariate test results indicate that normality is accepted. Furthermore, Figure 
1, Appendix 5 presents the graphical analysis o f the residuals of the import demand 
equation. Based upon the multivariate and univariate test, as well as the graphical analysis, 
we conclude that the model is correctly specified.
The test for parameter constancy in the cointegration space was performed using 
the recursive estimation procedure proposed by Hansen and Johansen (1996). This 
procedure keeps the identifying restrictions, when imposed, on all estimated sub-samples. 
The procedure plots the time paths of the estimated elements of the cointegrating vector 
(P""), with asymptotic 95% error bounds. The constancy of the cointegration space is 
tested using a sequence of tests o f the known vectors’ in P, where the known vectors are 
represented by the chosen P"'". Formally, the hypothesis tested is:
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: P ‘ 6 V  (PJ ^
where Tq is the 'base period' and P* is a known matrix estimated using the P"" based on 
the full sample analysis with any restrictions imposed. When each sub-sample is taken 
individually, the test is asymptotically distributed as with (p-r)r degrees o f freedom, 
where p is the dimension o f p. The test statistic has been scaled by the 95% quanti le in the 
X' distribution such that unity corresponds to a test with a 5% significance level. For a 
detailed decryption of the testing procedure see Hansen and Juselious (1995).
Figure 32 shows tests of the hypothesis that the full sample estimate o f p"" is in 
the space spanned by P in each sub-sample. There are two models. Beta Z and Beta_R. 
The upper test (Beta Z) re-estimates all parameters and the lower (Beta R) fix the short 
run parameters and re-estimates the long-run parameters only. Therefore. Beta R is 
corrected for the short-run effects and pictures the "clean” disequilibrium. Our main 
interest is in Beta R when testing for parameter constancy. Results show the hypothesis 
o f parameter constancy is accepted in all the investigated sub-samples under the 
assumptions of fixed short-run parameters and therefore, we concluded that the parameters 
are constant.
Colombia
For Colombia, real import price and real GDP were non-stationary. whereas import 
demand was stationary along a trend in both tests. As shown, before weak-separability
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Figure 32. Test of Parameter Constancy for Morocco's ECM. 1962 - 1992.
hold for Colombia's VAR. Given that other unmilled wheats are part of Colombia's 
permanent imports they are included in the cointegration test. Table 32 presents results of 
the rank test based on the Lambda Max (L-max) and the Trace tests. Critical values include 
a finite-sample size correction as suggested by Cheung and Lai ( 1993). Results suggest that 
there are four cointegrating vectors for Colombia. Likewise, the two largest eigenvalues 
o f the companion matrix are 1.06 and 0.72 suggesting a non-stationary process. Therefore, 
import demand will be estimated as a VAR with all non-stationary variables differentiated.
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Table 32. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM of Logarithms of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports, Import 
Prices, other Unmilled Wheats and GDP for Colombia. 1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a=0.1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 4 40.55* 109.64* 20.80 57.60
1 3 38.72* 69.09* 16.28 36.78
2 2 22.31* 30.77* 11.87 20.53
3 1 8.66* 8.66* 8.65 8.65
* Reject Ho: aP'=r where r=0.1.2.3.
Thus, the VAR for Colombia can be represented as:
m ,
- &2 +
^ y , Ô3
Y„ Yn Y,3 
Y:, Y22 Y23 
Y3 I Y32 Y33
e , ,
^ P o r - I + T, 02 + 6 2 /
At , . , 03 6 3 ,
(89)
where all previous definitions hold. The VAR system for Colombia in (89) is well 
specified for no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity are present (Table 33). The 
import demand equation explains 82 percent of the total variation in unmilled wheat 
imports. The correlation coefficients for import prices and GDP equations were 12 and 38 
percent, respectively. The estimated coefficients for Colombia’s VAR are presented in 
Table 34. The lag of imports is negatively related to import demand. Lags of the rate of 
change in GDP are also negatively related to import demand. Finally, there is a positive 
relationship between the rate of change in real import prices for unmilled wheat and import 
demand.
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Table 33. Goodness o f Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Colombia, 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
R- T*R- Conclusion* Q (7) P-value Conclusion
Imports 0.82 28.99 Fail to reject 6.6260 0.4688 Fail to reject
Prices 0.12 11.67 Fail to reject 7.0441 0.4243 Fail to reject
GDP 0.38 20.25 Fail to reject 2.8957 0.8944 Fail to reject
* Critical value % -(24)=36.4l50 and x‘(25)=37.6525.
Table 34. Coefficients for Colombia's VAR, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 
lm ports{l} 
Import Price {1} 
GDP{1}*
Trend
18.4531 
-0.2461 
* 0.2685 
-0.2467 
0.0638
2.9135
0.1946
0.2301
0.5534
0.0139
6.3337
-1.2650
1.1669
-0.4458
4.5710
0.0000
0.2185
0.2552
0.6599
0.0001
• Expressed in differences (i.e. rates o f  change).
Dynamic multipliers were simulated based on equation 89 to better understand the 
effects of a one-time shock in each of the series VAR's series in the system. Each VAR 
was shocked by the standard error (increase) o f the historical innovation of each variable 
in the system. The impulse response of each variable was normalized by the standard 
deviation of the historical series. Figures 33 to 35 present the impulse response functions. 
A shock in Colombia’s import demand (Figure 33) is associated with a sharp decrease in 
unmilled wheat imports in the first period, however the shock is short lived given that the 
series reach equilibrium in the third period. The same shock affects slightly the rate of 
change in import prices and GDP. Both variables also reach equilibrium after the third
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period. A shock to the rate o f change in prices (Figure 34) initially reduces imports, but 
as prices decline, consumption increases again, reaching equilibrium after four periods. A 
shock to the rate of change in economic activity (Figure 35) will slightly decrease import 
demand in the first period but after a couple of periods ahead, the system comes back to 
equilibrium. For all cases, the dynamic multipliers clearly depict the short run nature of 
the shocks in the system. Table 5. Appendix 3 presents the variance decomposition o f the 
errors for each equation. As expected, the dependent variable explains the largest 
proportion of variation in the short and long-run. The most important aspect is that 
variance decomposition is stable after the second period.
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Shock to Imports
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Figure 33. Impulse Response Functions of Logs o f Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of Colombia to a Shock in Colombia’s Import 
Demand.
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Figure 34. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports. 
Import Prices and GDP of Colombia to a Shock in Import Prices.
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Figure 35. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of Total Unmilled Wheat Imports.
Import Prices and GDP of Colombia to a Shock in Colombia’s GDP.
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Specification of Export Demand Models 
Venezuela
Total unmilled wheat imports and U.S. unmilled wheat exports were stationary in 
both the P-P and KPSS test. Relative prices, however, were stationary along a trend for 
P-P but non-stationary for KPSS. Given that weak-separability holds, the U.S. export 
demand to Venezuela was specified as a VAR in levels with a trend exogenous variable. 
The VAR may be identified as:
Yii Yi2 Y,3 ^r-1 c , ,
= S: Y21 Y22 Y23 + T, 62  r
63 Yj, Y32 Y33 (^ 3 G3 ,
(90)
The variables ,r, m and /-q represent U.S. unmilled wheat exports, total unmilled 
wheat imports, the U.S. relative price, respectively; <5, are the constant terms; are the 
coefficients to be estimated; T is a time trend and a, are the trend coefficients to be 
estimated. The VAR system for Venezuela in (90) is well specified for no residual 
autocorrelation or heteroskedaticity is present (Table 35). The import demand equation 
explains only 6 percent of the total variation in the U.S. unmilled wheat exports to 
Venezuela. The correlation coefficients for the import demand and U.S. relative prices are 
83 and 39 percent, respectively. The estimated coefficients for Venezuela's VAR are 
presented in Table 36. Lags of U.S. exports and total unmilled wheat imports are 
negatively related to U.S. export demand of unmilled wheat to Venezuela; whereas, the lag 
of U.S. relative price is positively related to changes in U.S. exports to Venezuela.
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Table 35. Goodness o f fit. Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity 
in a VAR Model for Venezuela's Export Demand, 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
r 2 T*R- Conclusion* P-value Conclusion
Exports 0.06 29.14 Fail to reject 4.3482 0.7389 Fail to reject
Imports 0.83 29.96 Fail to reject 7.3517 0.3932 Fail to reject
U.S. Price 0.39 26.71 Fail to reject 4.1074 0.7673 Fail to reject
•  Critical value x'(24)=36.4150 and x'(25)=37.6525.
Table 36. Coefficients for Venezuela’s Export Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 7.8764 3.5369 2.2269* 0.0352
U.S. Exports! 1} -0.1499 0.1926 -0.7785 0.4436
Total Imports{1} -0.4069 1.2543 -0.3243 0.7483
U.S. Price 0.1588 0.1875 0.8472 0.4048
Trend 0.0403 0.0466 0.8643 0.3956
* Significant at a=0.05.
Dynamic multipliers were simulated based on equation 90 to better understand the 
effects of a one-time shock in each o f the series VAR’s series in the system. Each VAR 
was shocked by the standard error (increase) of the historical innovation of each variable 
in the system. The impulse response of each variable was normalized by the standard 
deviation of the historical series. Figures 36 to 38 present the impulse response functions. 
A shock in U.S. export demand to (Figure 36) is associated with a decrease in the 
aggregated import price. As the effect o f the innovation quickly dies out total imports and 
import prices come back to equilibrium.
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A shock to prices (Figure 21) reduces initial imports, but as prices decline, 
consumption increases again, reaching equilibrium after four periods. A shock to economic 
activity (Figure 22) will slightly decrease import demand in the first period but after a 
couple o f periods ahead, the system comes back to equilibrium. For all cases, the dynamic 
multipliers clearly depict the short run nature of the shocks in the system. Table 6, 
Appendix 4 presents the variance decomposition of the errors. As expected, the dependent 
variable explains the largest proportion of variation in the short and long-run. The most 
important aspect is that variance decomposition is stable after the second period.
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Figure 36. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Wheat Imports and U.S. Relative Prices for Venezuela to a Shock 
in U.S. Export Demand.
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Figure 37. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Wheat Imports and U.S. Relative Prices for Venezuela to a Shock 
in Import Demand.
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Figure 38. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Wheat Imports and U.S. Relative Prices for Venezuela to a Shock in 
U.S. Relative Prices.
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Japan
For Japan once again the stochastic properties o f the data are not conclusive. The 
P-P results indicate that U.S. exports to Japan are stationary, whereas KPSS identifies them 
as non-stationary. Both tests agreed that U.S relative prices are stationary. As shown weak- 
separability among export sources holds for Japan and therefore, the best strategy is to 
model U.S. export demand to Japan as a VAR with all the variables in levels. The correct 
specification o f Japan's import demand model will be:
Ô, Yn Y,2 Y,3 I E l,
m, = + Yzi Y22 Y23 m, , (^2 + 62 r
63 Y31 Y32 Y33 0 3 6 3 ,
(91)
The variables x, m and r„ represent U.S. exports to Japan, total unmilled wheat 
imports and relative prices, respectively: Ô, are the constant terms: are the coefficients
to be estimated; T is a time trend; and a, are the trend coefficients to be estimated. 
Homotheticity was not tested given that this is a long-run restriction.
The VAR system for Japan seems well specified given that no residual 
autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present (Table 37). The Ljung-Box Q-Statistics (Q) 
and the White’s general test (T*R-) for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity, respectively, 
were used. The export demand equation explains 94 percent o f the total variation of U.S. 
exports of unmilled wheat to Japan. The R‘ for total imports and U.S. relative prices were 
96 and 4 percent, respectively. The R‘ values for the export and import demand in the 
system are considered high, whereas the R‘ for relative prices is very low.
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Table 37. Goodness o f Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Japan, 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
R- T*R- Conclusion* Q (7) P-value Conclusion
Exports 0.94 29.99 Fail to reject 5.3505 0.6172 Fail to reject
Imports 0.96 30.00 Fail to reject 6.7272 0.4578 Fail to reject
Prices 0.04 26.57 Fail to reject 9.3588 0.2279 Fail to reject
* Critical value x'(24)=36.4150 and x’(25)=37.6525.
The estimated coefficients for Japan’s import demand equation within the VAR 
system are presented in Table 38. The lags of import demand and U.S. relative prices are 
positively related to U.S. export demand, whereas the lag o f U.S. exports is negatively 
related to U.S. export demand. Once again, it is important to remember that changes on 
U.S. export demand represent changes in U.S. exports given endogenous total imports and 
U.S relative prices. Each equation in the VAR was shocked by the standard error (increase) 
of the historical innovation of each variable in the system and then normalized by the 
standard deviation o f  the historical series. To avoid distortion of impulse responses from 
contemporaneous correlated current errors, a Choleski decomposition was imposed.
Table 38. Coefficients for Japan’s Export Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant -24.2480 4.7528 -5.1017 0.0000
Exports{l} -0.3028 0.1746 -1.7336 0.0930
Imports {1 1.1588 0.2900 5.4783 0.0000
Price{l} 0.0182 0.0097 1.8680 0.0735
Trend -0.0003 0.0023 -0.1188 0.9064
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Figures 39 to 41 present the IRFs for equation (91). An initial shock o f one unit 
in the level of the U.S. export demand to Japan (Figure 39) is associated with a sharp 
decrease in itself in the first period. Then, U.S. exports starts to recover slowly until 
reaching equilibrium 13 periods ahead. The same shock in U.S. exports has no effect on 
relative prices, given that relative prices remain unchanged. Larger U.S. exports have no 
effect on total imports at the initial shock However, as U.S. exports decline in the first 
period, total imports decline too. Furthermore, total imports follow U.S. exports closely 
until reaching equilibrium. It is clear that a shock in U.S. exports does not have a short­
term effect in U.S. exports and total imports.
An initial shock to the level of import demand (Figure 40) is associated with a very 
slow decline in itself, reaching equilibrium in the long-run. Likewise, the same shock 
increases U.S. exports and, as the total imports decline. U.S. exports also decline. As 
before, the behavior o f the series of U.S. exports follow closely Japan's total imports. U.S. 
relative prices decline in the first period only. Prices increase sharply at first, but then slow 
down reaching equilibrium around the 10“’ period. Once again, it is clear that a shock in 
Japan's total imports do not have a short-term effect in U.S. exports and Japan's import 
demand. A positive shock to U.S. relative prices (Figure 41 ) have only an immediate effect 
in all variables. U.S. relative prices come back to equilibrium in the first period. As relative 
prices decline, total imports, and especially U.S. exports, increase in the first period. Both 
series come back to equilibrium in the second period. Table 7, Appendix 4 presents the 
variance decomposition of the errors. The most important aspect is that variance 
decomposition is stable after the second period.
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Figure 39. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Imports and U.S. Relative Prices of Japan to a Shock in U.S. Export 
Demand.
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Figure 40. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Imports and U.S. Relative Prices of Japan to a Shock in Total 
Imports
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Figure 41. Impulse Response Functions of Logs o f U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, 
Total Imports and U.S. Relative Prices o f Japan to a Shock in U.S. 
Relative Prices.
Korea
U.S. unmilled exports to Korea . total imports and the U.S. relative prices were 
non-stationary for KPSS and P-P. Given that no other exporting country is part of Korea's 
permanent unmilled wheat supply, the cointegration test includes U.S. exports, total 
imports and U.S. relative price only. Table 39 presents the results o f the rank test based 
on the Lambda Max (L-max) and the Trace tests. Critical values include a finite-sample 
size correction as suggested by Cheung and Lai (1993). The L-Max rejects the null 
hypothesis of no cointegration (Ho: r=0), whereas, only the Trace fails to reject it. 
However, both tests failed to reject the null hypothesis o f  one cointegration vector (Ho: 
r=l ). The two largest values of the companion matrix were 0.9120 and 0.4393 suggesting 
one cointegration vector.
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Table 39. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in 
an ECM of Logarithms o f U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, Total 
Unmilled Wheat Imports and Relative Prices for Korea, 1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a=0.1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 3 29.22* 45.19 20.15 45.58
1 2 12.59 15.98 14.71 25.44
2 1 3.38 3.38 10.72 10.72
* Reject Ho: aP '= r where r=0,l,2.
Given that the variables are cointegrated, the model can be rewritten as an ECM. 
The correct specification when the constant is included within the cointegrating space is:
àx,
Antj - Ô2 +
Y n  Y ,2  Y ,3 
Yzi Y22 Y23 
Y31 Y32 Y33
1
A/wt - \
Ar„
+ n
2
2 + ^2,
''0,2 63
1
(92)
where all the previous definitions hold, and H is a (3X4) impact matrix. The import 
demand equilibrium model for Korea with one cointegration vector is:
X, Korea = 1118 + 1.061*m - 4.579*ro + e , , 
where all previous definitions hold. As expected, export demand is negatively related to 
relative prices and positively related to import demand. Since export demand, import 
demand and relative prices were cointegrated, this relationship represents the long-run
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equilibrium condition for unmilled U.S. wheat exports to Korea. Notice that export demand 
is elastic with respect to relative prices. Because weak separability holds and the 
equilibrium model is already homothetic, then, the assumption that intra-sectoral 
substitution takes place in a CES functional form is deemed appropriate for Korea's export 
demand.
The speed of adjustment to the long-run path, measured by a ' are (t-values in 
parenthesis) 2.667 (4.508), 2.196 (2.379) and -0.256 (-1.794) for U.S. export demand, 
import demand and U.S. relative prices, respectively. The speed of adjustment to the long 
run equilibrium path is 10 and 8.5 times faster for U.S. exports and total imports, 
respectively, than for relative prices. U.S. exports and total imports adjust almost at the 
same speed given that the U.S. kept almost 100 percent share of Korea's unmilled wheat 
market from 1962 to 1983 (Figure 17).
The L-B. LM and normality tests indicate that the system is correctly specified 
(Table 40). The univariate statistics show that the import demand equation has normal 
errors. Likewise, Figure 2 Appendix 5 presents the graphical analysis o f  the residuals. 
Results show that the errors are normally distributed and not correlated, therefore, we 
conclude that the U.S. export demand for Korea is correctly specified. Furthermore, the 
test for parameter constancy in the cointegration space shows the hypothesis of parameter 
constancy is accepted in all the investigated sub-samples for Beta R and, therefore, we 
concluded that parameters are constant when evaluated at a=0.05 (Figure 42).
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Table 40. Results o f the Ljung-Box (L-B), Lagrange MuItiplier(LM) Tests 
for Residual Autocorrelation and Univariate Statistics in Korea's 
ECM, 1962-1992.
Test df %- p-val Conclusion
Multivariate Statistics 
L-B(7) 42 54.493 0.09 Fail to reject
LM(1) 9 14.412 0.11 Fail to reject
LM(4) 9 6.862 0.65 Fail to reject
Normality 6 8.371 0.21 Fail to reject
Univariate Statistics: 
Mean 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
Normality 
R-
0.0142
0.0640
2.8840
0.6520
0.4390
* X" critical value is 5.9914 at a = 0.05 with 2 degrees o f  freedom.
T e s t  o f  k n o w n  b e t a  e q .  t o  b e t a ( t )
1964 t9 M  1980
1 is  S S  s ig n if ic a n c e  lev e l
Figure 42. Test o f Parameter Constancy for Korea’s ECM, 1962 - 1992.
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The Philippines
For the Philippines, U.S. unmilled wheat exports and total unmilled wheat imports 
were non-stationary, while relative price was stationary along the trend. Given that no other 
exporting country is part o f the Philippines’ permanent unmilled wheat suppliers, the 
cointegration test includes only U.S. exports, total imports and U.S. relative price. Table 
41 presents the results of the rank test based on the Lambda Max (L-max) and the Trace 
tests. Critical values include a finite-sample size correction as suggested by Cheung and 
Lai (1993). Both tests reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration (Ho: r=0). but fail to 
reject the null hypothesis o f one cointegration vector (Ho: r=l). The two largest values of 
the companion matrix were 0.9579 and 0.5667 suggesting one cointegration vector.
The ECM correct specification when the constant is included within the 
cointegrating space can also be represented by equation 92. The export demand model for 
the Philippines one cointegration vector is:
X, The Philipp ine = -0.773 + 1.044*ra - 29.867*r„ + e , , 
where all previous definitions hold. Export demand is negatively related to relative prices 
and positively related to import demand. Since, the variables were cointegrated, this 
relationship represents the long run equilibrium condition for immilled U.S. wheat exports 
to the Philippines. As for Korea, export demand is elastic with respect to relative prices and 
homothetic, thus the assumption that intra-sectoral substitution takes place in a CES 
functional form is deemed appropriate for the Philippines’s export demand. The speed of 
adjustment (t-values in parenthesis) is -0.239 (-4.528), -0.090 (-2.255) and -0.035 (-5.535)
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Table 41. Trace and Lambda-Max (L-max) Statistics for Cointegration in an 
ECM of Logarithms o f U.S. Unmilled Wheat Exports, Total 
Unmilled Wheat Imports and Relative Prices for the Philippines, 
1962-1992.
Ho:r p-r L-Max Trace
Critical Values at a=0.1 
L-Max 90 Trace 90
0 3 35.15* 45.83* 15.63 35.39
1 2 7.87 10.71 11.42 19.75
2 1 3.38 3.38 8.32 8.32
* Reject Ho: aP '=r where r=0.1,2. 
for U.S. export demand, import demand and relative prices, respectively. The speed of 
adjustment to the long run equilibrium path is 2.65 and 6.8 times faster for U.S. exports 
than for total imports and relative prices.
The L-B, LM indicate that the system is correctly specified even though normality 
for the system is rejected (Table 42). The univariate statistics show that the import demand 
equation has normal errors and the measures of kurtosis and skewness are within 
appropriate ranges. Furthermore, Figure 3, Appendix 5 presents the graphical analysis of 
the residuals. Results show that the errors are normally distributed and not correlated. 
Likewise, the test for parameter constancy in the cointegration space shows the hypothesis 
o f parameter constancy is accepted in all the investigated sub-samples for Beta R (Figure 
43). Therefore, we conclude that the U.S. export demand for the Philippines is correctly 
specified.
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Table 42. Results o f the Ljung-Box (L-B), Lagrange Multiplier(LM) Tests 
for Residual Autocorrelation and Univariate Statistics in the 
Philippines’ECM, 1962-1992.
Test df f p-val Conclusion
Multivariate Statistics 
L-B(7) 42 65.775 0.28 Fail to reject
LM(1) 9 15.225 0.08 Fail to reject
LM(4) 9 12.404 0.19 Fail to reject
Normality 6 13.125 0.04 Reject
Univariate Statistics 
Mean 
Skewness 
Kurtosis 
Normality* 
R-
0.0448
0.4307
3.3220
2.0730
0.3730
%- critical value is 5.9914 at a = 0.05 with 2 degrees o f  freedom.
1 2
T e s t  o f  k n o w n  b e t a  e q .  t o  b e t a ( t )
BCTA t
t 0
0 8
0 6
0 4
0 2 —  '
0 0 - —  ______
-02
1976 1978 I960 1962 1964 1966 
1 is  ttw  5% s ig n if ie a n c a  lev e l
1986 1990 1992
Figure 43. Test of Parameter Constancy for the Philippines’ ECM, 1962 - 1992.
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Morocco
For Morocco. U.S. unmilled wheat exports and relative prices were stationary along 
the trend, whereas total imports were non-stationary. Therefore, the U.S. export demand 
to Morocco is modeled as a VAR with exports and prices in levels and total imports in 
differences. A trend exogenous variable is included to account for the stationary variables. 
The VAR may be identified as:
Ô, Y„ Y,2 Y,3
A/w, Y21 Y22 Y23 Am,., C; + 62 r
6 3 Y3, Y32 Y33 . 1 . O3 ^3/
(93)
where all previous definitions hold. The VAR system for Morocco in (93) is well specified, 
for no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedaticit>' is present (Table 43). The U.S. export 
demand equation explains only 11 percent o f the total variation in U.S. unmilled wheat 
exports to Morocco, which is not surprising given the instability of U.S. unmilled wheat 
exports to Morocco, measured as total exports (Figure 11) or U.S. market share (Figure 
19). The correlation coefficients for the import demand and U.S. relative prices are 12 and 
32 percent, respectively. The estimated coefficients for Morocco’s VAR are presented in 
Table 44. Lags o f U.S. exports, rate of change in total imports and relative prices are 
negatively related to changes in U.S. export demand of unmilled wheat to Morocco. Once 
again, it is important to remember that U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Morocco do not 
specifically represent demand alone, but the equilibrium quantity demanded in the system, 
given endogenous prices and import demand.
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Table 43. Goodness o f fit. Residual Autocorrelation and Heteroskedasticity in a 
VAR Model for Morocco's Export Demand. 1962-1992.
Heteroskedasticity Ljung-Box Q-Statistics
r 2 T*R- Conclusion* Q P - v a l u e  Conclusion
Exports 0.11 28.22 Fail to reject 6.4491 0.4888 Fail to reject
Imports** 0.12 4.21 Fail to reject 4.2953 0.7452 Fail to reject
Price 0.32 26.14 Fail to reject 1.4470 0.9841 Fail to reject
• Critical value %-(24)=36.4150 and x"(25)=37.6525. 
** Expressed in differences (i.e. rate o f  change)
Table 44. Coefficients for Morocco’s Export Demand . 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 6.6332 1.5486 4.2832 0.0002
U.S. Exports{1} -0.0673 0.2088 -0.3223 0.7500
Total Imports! 1} -0.1317 0.3209 -0.4104 0.6851
U.S. Price -0.0394 0.1479 -0.2666 0.7920
Trend -0.0339 0.0256 -1.3251 0.1976
Dynamic multipliers were simulated based on equation 93 to better understand the 
effects of a one-time shock in each of the series VAR’s series in the system. Each VAR 
was shocked by the standzird error (increase) o f the historical innovation of each variable 
in the system. Figures 44 to 46 present the impulse response functions. A shock in 
Morocco’s export demand (Figure 44) has no effect on itself given that U.S. exports 
decrease sharply reaching equilibrium in the first period. U.S. relative prices increase 
originally with the initial shock in exports, but after the first period, prices start to decline 
reaching equilibrium in the third period. Likewise, this shock decreases the rate o f change 
in total imports in the first period, but it returns to equilibrium quickly. A shock in the rate
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of change in total imports (Figure 45) also has a short-run effect on all variables. U.S. 
relative prices and the rate of change in total imports return to equilibrium in the third 
period. The same shock initially decreases U.S. exports, but as the rate o f change in 
imports decline to equilibrium. U.S. exports increase reaching equilibrium too. A shock 
to U.S. relative prices (Figure 46) has initially a detrimental effect on itself but a positive 
effect on U.S. exports. The shock in relative prices has no effect of the rate o f change of 
imports. For all cases, the dynamic multipliers clearly depict the short run nature of the 
shocks in the system. Table 8. Appendix 4 presents the variance decomposition of the 
errors.
Shock to U.S. Exports
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Periods ahead
Figure 44. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports, Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Morocco 
to a Shock in U.S. Export Demand.
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Figure 45. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports, Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Morocco 
to a Shock in Total Imports.
Shock to Price
0 2 4 6 8 to  12 14 16 IS
Periods ahead
Figure 46. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports. Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Morocco 
to a Shock in Relative Prices.
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Colombia
For Colombia, U.S. relative price and U.S. exports were both stationary on both 
tests. As shown before, weak-separability holds for Colombia and therefore U.S. export 
demand is estimated as a VAR with all variables in levels with a trend exogenous variable. 
Thus, the VAR for Colombia can be represented as:
Yi, Y,2 Yi3 /w,_i ^1
= + Ï21 Ï22 Y23 Pot-I + T, + 62 r
0^, Ô3 Ï 31 Ï 32 Ï 33 y,-x (^3 ^3 r
(94)
where all previous definitions hold. The VAR system for Colombia in (94) is well 
specified for no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity are present (Table 45). The 
export demand equation explains 46 percent o f the total variation in unmilled wheat 
imports. The low R- could be explained by the great variability in U.S. exports, specially 
in recent years, to Colombia. The correlation coefficients for relative prices and total 
imports are 72 and 83 percent, respectively.
The estimated coefficients for Colombia's VAR are presented in Table 46. The lags 
of U.S. export demand are negatively related to U.S. exports to Colombia. On the other 
hand, lags of total unmilled wheat imports by Colombia, the only statistically significant 
variables, are positively related to U.S. exports. The effect of lagged prices is less clear. 
The first lag o f relative prices is inversely related to U.S. exports while the second lag is 
positively related to U .S. exports to Colombia.
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Table 45. Goodness o f Fit, Residual Autocorrelation and Heterokedasticity in 
a VAR Model for Colombia, 1962-1992.
R-
Heteroskedasticity 
T*R‘ Conclusion*
Ljung-Box Q-Statistics 
Q ,7) P-value Conclusion
Exports
Imports
Price
0.46
0.83
0.72
28.42
28.81
25.02
Fail to reject 
Fail to reject 
Fail to reject
5.1680
3.3287
1.1643
0.6395
0.8530
0.9917
Fail to reject 
Fail to reject 
Fail to reject
* Critical value x‘(24)=36.4150 and x ’(25)=37.6525.
Table 46. Coefficients for Colombia’s Export Demand, 1962-1992.
Variable Coefficient St. Error T-stat Significance
Constant 2.4616 1.8952 1.2989 0.2081
U.S. Exports{l} -0.3863 0.1901 -2.0323 0.0549
U.S. Exports{2} -0.0817 0.1801 -0.4539 0.6545
Total Imports{1} 2.0498 0.6953 2.9480 0.0077
Total Imports{2} 1.8064 0.7579 2.3834 0.0267
U.S.Price{I} -0.1282 0.1640 -0.7816 0.4431
U.S. Price{2} 0.2816 0.1559 1.8063 0.0852
Trend -0.2119 0.0819 -2.5884 0.0171
Dynamic multipliers again were simulated based on equation 94 to better 
understand the effects of a one-time shock in each of the series VAR’s series in the system. 
Figures 47 to 49 present the impulse response functions. A shock in Colombia's import 
demand (Figure 47) is associated with a sharp decrease in unmilled wheat imports in the 
first period, however the shock is short lived given that the series reach equilibrium in the 
third period. The same shock affect slightly the rate of change in import prices and GDP. 
Both variables also reach equilibrium after the third period.
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A shock to the rate o f change in prices (Figure 48) initially reduces imports, but 
as prices decline consumption increases again, reaching equilibrium after four periods. A 
shock to the rate of change in economic activity (Figure 49) will slightly decrease import 
demand in the first period but after a couple of periods ahead, the system comes back to 
equilibrium. For all cases, the dynamic multipliers clearly depict the short run nature of 
the shocks in the system. Table 9. Appendix 4 presents the variance decomposition of the 
errors at 2, 5. 10 and 20 periods ahead for each equation. As expected, the dependent 
variable explains the largest proportion of variation in the short and long-run. The most 
important aspect is that variance decomposition is stable after the second period.
Shocks to U.S. Exports
-0 4
Periods ahead
Figure 47. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports, Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Colombia 
to a Shock in U.S. Export Demand.
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Figure 48. Impulse Response Functions o f Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports, Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Colombia 
to a Shock in Total Imports.
Shocks to Price
0 2 4 6 8 to 12 u  16 18
Periods ahead
Figure 49. Impulse Response Functions of Logs of U.S. Unmilled Wheat
Exports, Total Unmilled Imports and Relative Prices for Colombia 
to a Shock in Relative Prices.
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Forecasting Evaluation
The forecasting evaluation for the import demand models is presented in Table 47. 
The statistics used are the Mean Error (ME), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Root 
Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Theil’s U coefficient. Theil's U coefficient suggests that 
the VAR in differences has a better forecasting ability than the VAR in levels. For all VAR 
models, TheiFs U coefficient is less than one indicating an improved forecast over the 
naive scheme of forecasting no change over time. According to Theil’s U coefficient, the 
worst forecast is for Colombia and the best one is for the Philippines’ import demand. 
Japan's import demand model has the best forecasting ability across measures. It has the 
second lowest ME, RMSE. and Theil’s U. respectively and the lowest MAE for all the 
countries. Korea and Morocco have the largest RMSE. 0.59 and 0.46, respectively. All 
import demand models, except Japan, forecast consistently above as shown by a negative 
ME. The superior forecasting ability of Japan’s import demand is not surprising given the 
stability of Japan unmilled wheat imports.
Table 47. Forecasting Evaluation of Import Demand Models for Venezuela. Japan. 
Korea, the Philippines, Morocco and Colombia, 1995-1995.
ME MAE RMSE Theil’s U.
In levels:
Venezuela -0.0123 0.0819 0.0838 0.9527
Colombia -0.0124 0.0819 0.0382 0.9528
In differences:
Japan 0.0036 0.0433 0.0642 0.5391
Korea -0.1569 0.4730 0.5971 0.7587
The Philippines -0.0534 0.0666 0.0744 0.4545
Morocco* -0.2273 0.3032 0.4617 0.7135
"Cointegrated
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Results of the evaluation for the export demand models is presented in Table 48. 
In general the forecast performance for export demand is worse than the import demand 
models based on any of the measures in either levels or differences. The most likely reason 
is the greater volatility in U.S. exports than in total imports. Based upon Theirs U statistic. 
Colombia presents the best forecast and Morocco, Venezuela and the Philippines present 
not only the worst forecast but also the models forecasted consistently above the actual 
data. This finding is not surprising given the irregularity of U.S. exports of unmilled wheat 
to those countries. U.S. market share for Morocco and the Philippines has been the most 
volatile o f all the countries analyzed.
Table 48. Forecasting Evaluation of Export Demand Models for Venezuela. Japan, 
Korea, the Philippines, Morocco and Colombia, 1995-1995.
ME MAE RMSE Theil's U.
In levels:
Venezuela 0.7468 0.7468 0.8124 1.7173
Colombia -0.4479 1.1428 1.3649 0.7256
Japan -0.0476 0.1012 0.1029 0.9011
Morocco 0.7424 0.7424 0.8467 1.6331
In differences:
Korea* -0.0291 0.4893 0.5301 0.8942
The Philippines* 0.2532 0.2533 0.2849 1.5420
* Cointegrated
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Summary
This chapter has presented the time series analysis for all countries. It started with 
the determination o f the optimal lag length, stationarity and weak-separability tests for 
import demand models for all selected countries. Critical emphasis was given to the 
stochastic properties o f the data when testing for co integration. Once the appropriate model 
was selected, special attention was given to hypothesis testing, residual analysis and test 
for parameter constancy. The same procedure was followed when specifying export 
demand models. The last part of the chapter presented a wi thin-sample forecast evaluation 
for both import and export demand models.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summary
Wheat plays a unique role in the world agricultural economy. It is a key staple used 
in a wide range of food products and as livestock feed in both developed and developing 
countries. It is also one o f the most widely traded agricultural commodities, measured both 
in absolute terms and the proportion of total production imported and exported. The United 
States has been the world largest exporter and stockholder of wheat. Wheat and wheat 
products are among the most important commodities exported within the group of grains 
and feeds, totaling more than five billion dollars in 1995.
Export success for U.S. agricultural products is partially determined by economic 
conditions on international markets; thus, it is important to explore the steady-state 
relationship between foreign country income and consumption of U.S. agricultural 
products. Because estimated elasticities of export demand models often have been used to 
examine policy alternatives and to formulate trade policy, the effectiveness of using these 
estimates in policy formulation hinges on the appropriate conceptual and empirical 
specification of the underlying model. Appropriate modeling also allowes appropriate 
forecasting to improve resource allocation, reduce price risk management and decrease 
income instability. Two main concerns have been levied about using a two-stage utility 
maximization framework. The first deals with functional form and the second deals with 
the use of utility-based models to estimate import demand functions for commodities used 
as inputs. This dissertation analyzes both criticisms in detail within a dynamic framework.
160
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Objectives
General Objective
Assuming product differentiation and a two stage utility maximization framework, 
this study aimed to quantify the dynamic effects that change in economic activity and 
relative prices have on the export demand for U.S. unmilled wheat by Colombia. 
Venezuela, Japan. Korea, Morocco and the Philippines.
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives to accomplish these goals were to:
1. provide a descriptive analysis of trade patterns for wheat in selected markets;
2. quantify the impact o f income and import prices on import demand for wheat 
in selected markets;
3. quantify the responsiveness of U.S. wheat export demand to changes in import 
demand and relative export prices; and.
4. evaluate import and export demand model forecast for unmilled wheat in 
selected countries.
In the first chapter, the introduction, problem statement. Justification, objectives and 
methodology were presented. Chapter 2 introduced a general overview of the theory of 
demand and the demand for traded commodities, emphasizing the concepts of import and 
export demand. Likewise, it introduced dynamic specifications in order to obtain dynamic 
equilibrium for both import and export demand models. Further, it described the 
econometric methodology, including tests for unit roots, cointegration, optimal lag length 
determination and dynamic multipliers. The last part o f  the chapter briefly introduced 
forecasting evaluation for both import and export demand models.
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Six countries were selected to develop a dynamic analysis of the U.S. export 
demand for unmilled wheat. Colombia and Venezuela were selected from Latin America. 
Japan, Korea and the Philippines represent the Pacific-rim countries, and Morocco was 
selected from North Africa. Other important current wheat importing countries were 
excluded due to incomplete data sets. Data on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in billion 
U.S. dollars (bi U.S.S), total imports in bushels (bu) and import prices (U.S.$/bu) were 
collected. Quantities and import prices for unmilled wheat (SITC 041), rice (SITC 042). 
barley (SITC 043), com (SITC 044). other unmilled cereals (SITC 045). and flour from 
other cereals (S1TC046) were obtained from the United Nations (UN).
Canada. Australia and the U.S. export quantities (bu) and export prices (U.S.$/bu) 
for SITC 041 were also collected from the UN. Annual data from 1962 to 1995 were used. 
Both import demand data and export demand data were obtained from the UN International 
Trade Statistics Yearbook, which uses the Standard International Trade Classification 
(SITC), Revision 2. Data for the U.S. market share were also collected from Production 
Supply and Demand (PSD) published by USDA. Import prices were reported in c.i.f. units 
(cost, insurance, and freight). Estimated GDP and price deflators for all countries analyzed 
were obtained from the International Financial Statistics o f the International Monetary Fund 
(IFS/IMF). Prices and GDP were deflated to obtain real values (1990=100).
Japan was identified as the largest importer of unmilled wheat. It averaged imports 
o f approximately 190 million bushels per year from 1962 to 1995. The second largest 
importer was Korea, with an average of 79 million bushels per year. The third most 
important wheat importer has been Morocco, importing an average of 45 million bushels
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per year. Venezuela and the Philippines averaged around 30 million bushels per year, and 
finally, Colombia imported approximately 17 million bushels, less than 10 percent of 
Japan’s total unmilled wheat imports.
A plot o f  total unmilled wheat imports for Colombia, Venezuela and Morocco show- 
upward trends and, in the case o f Morocco, high variability of imports since the early 
sixties. Colombia and Venezuela have been relatively stable importers when compared to 
Morocco. For Japan, Korea and the Philippines total imports show an upward trend. Japan, 
however, stabilized unmilled wheat imports from the late 1970s to 1995 at around 200 to 
225 million bushels per year. The Philippines also stabilized their imports from the early 
1970s to 1985 at around 25 million bushels per year. Korea’s total unmilled wheat imports 
were the least stable among these three countries.
Nominal import prices (U.S.$/bu) were very similar for all countries between 1962 
and 1965. Prior to 1973, unmilled import prices were relatively stable. After 1973, sharp 
increases in their value and volatility were observed in all countries. Prices increased during 
1973 and 1974, fell from 1975 through 1978, and went up again from 1978 through 1980. 
Likewise, prices declined again from 1981 to 1986, recovered slightly during 1987 and 
1988, but fell again during 1989 and 1990. Since 1991, import prices have maintained an 
upward trend, surpassing the five dollars per bushel mark in 1995.
Real Gross Domestic Product (bi U.S.S) for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan and Korea 
followed very different pattems. For Japan and Korea, real GDP increased constantly, 
reaching approximately 4540 and 325 billion dollars, respectively, in 1995. On the other 
hand, real GDP for Colombia has decreased steadily since 1962, reaching 23.5 billion
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dollars in 1995. Venezuela's GDP rose steadily from the early sixties to 491.79 billion 
dollars in 1980. However, by 1984, Venezuela's real GDP fell dramatically due to 
inflationary problems and a sharp depreciation of its currency.
For Morocco, real GDP ranged between 10 and 30 billion dollars for almost the 
whole period of study. Real GDP for the Philippines rose from 1962 to 1969. then declined 
from 1970 through 1972. Real GDP started rising again in 1973. reaching 122 billion 
dollars in 1980; however, beyond 1980. economic activity has decreased steadily in the 
Philippines, dropping to approximately 47 billion dollars in 1995. Sharp declines o f real 
GDP for Morocco and the Philippines were also caused by a sharp depreciation o f its 
currency.
The correlation analysis showed that real import prices (U.S.S/lb) and total imports 
(bu) of unmilled wheat were negatively correlated for all countries under analysis, which 
is consistent with economic theory. Likewise, there is a positive correlation between total 
imports and real GDP, for Japan, Korea and Morocco. There is a negative correlation 
between total imports of unmilled wheat and real income for Colombia. Venezuela and the 
Philippines. This may suggest a reallocation of resources has occurred given that as the 
economic situation deteriorated, food expenditures accounted for a larger proportion of 
total expenditures.
The t-ratios show that time was significant at 1 percent level in explaining the 
upward trend behavior of imports for all the countries under analysis. In contrast, real 
import prices followed a decreasing trend. Japan, Korea and Morocco show a statistically 
significant upward trend in GDP; whereas Colombia, Venezuela and the Philippines present
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negative trends. These results support the negative correlation coefficients found between 
real GDP and total unmilled wheat imports.
Japan was the largest single export market for U.S. unmilled wheat. Exports to 
Japan averaged 105.8 million bushels per year from 1962 to 1995. The second largest 
market was Korea with 55.3 million bushels per year. Venezuela, the Philippines and 
Morocco imported 22.35, 25.94 and 24.46 million bushels, respectively, from the U.S. 
Annual U.S. exports to Venezuela oscillated between 20 and 40 million bushels for almost 
the whole sample period, whereas U.S. exports to Colombia have remained below the 20 
million bushel mark. Korea shows a sporadic increase in U.S. exports from 1962 to the late 
1970s. From 1979 to 1988. U.S. exports remained stable in the vicinity of 65 million 
bushels per year; however, U.S. exports to Korea started to decline again in 1989.
U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Japan increased sharply from 1962 to 1976 and then 
remained stable at around 120 million bushels per year for the remaining years. The 
Philippines has been increasing imports of U.S. unmilled wheat. Before 1965. U.S. exports 
to the Philippines were below 20 million bushels: however, they increased steadily to over 
65 million bushels in 1994. U.S. exports to Morocco show the largest volatility of all 
countries under analysis. Since 1982, U.S. exports o f unmilled wheat to Morocco have 
fluctuated widely on a year-to-year basis.
Nominal export prices (U.S. $/bu) were very similar for all countries. In general, 
export prices followed the same cyclical pattern exhibited by unmilled wheat import prices. 
The correlation analyses shows that real U.S. export prices (U.S.$/lb) and U.S. total exports 
of unmilled wheat (bu) are negatively correlated for all countries. Likewise, there is a
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positive correlation between total unmilled wheat imports and U.S. unmilled exports for 
all countries. For all countries. U.S. unmilled wheat exports show an upward trend. The t- 
ratios show that time was significant in explaining U.S. exports to all countries. In contrast, 
real export prices showed a statistically significant decreasing trend for all markets.
U.S. unmilled wheat market share for Colombia averaged 78.97 percent from 1962 
to 1995. Market share oscillated between 20 percent in 1994 and 100 percent during most 
o f the 1970s and early 1980s. For Venezuela. U.S. market share o f unmilled wheat 
averaged 77.77 percent from 1962 to 1995. It ranged between 34.68 percent in 1993 and 
100 percent from the middle 1970s to the early 1980s. The U.S. unmilled wheat market 
share for Japan averaged 55.01 percent from 1962 to 1995 and oscillated between 34 
percent in 1962 and 67 percent in 1973. The U.S. market share for Korea averaged 82.77 
percent from 1962 to 1995. It oscillated between 15 percent in 1994 and 100 percent from 
the early 1960s up to 1983.
For the Philippines. U.S. market share of unmilled wheat averaged 82.66 percent 
from 1962 to 1995. It ranged between 47.33 percent in 1963 and 100 percent from 1978 to 
1984. A graphical analysis showed that U.S. market share in the Philippines has been very 
volatile on a year-to-year basis for the whole period of study. Finally, the U.S. market share 
for Morocco averaged 52.59 percent from 1962 to 1995 and oscillated between 13.40 
percent in 1995 and 100 percent in 1969, 1984 and 1987. As is the case for the Philippines, 
the graphical analyses depicts a volatile behavior in the U.S. share o f Morocco's market.
The optimal lag length for the system of equations o f import demand in VAR form 
was set at one for Colombia, Venezuela, Korea and Morocco. For Japan and the
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Philippines, the optimal lag was set at two. Both AIC and SBC statistical criteria were 
consistent with LR given that the minimization o f the AIC and the SBC took place at the 
same lag length chosen by the LR. For the export demand equations, the optimal lag length 
was set at one for Venezuela. Japan, the Philippines and Morocco. For Colombia, the 
optimal lag was set at two and for Korea it was set at three. Again, the AIC and SBC 
statistical criteria were consistent with LR
Import Demand
The block exogeneity test at the first stage in VAR form failed to reject the null 
hypothesis of weak-separability for all countries. Therefore, we get appropriate first-stage 
utility aggregates when modeling import demand of unmilled wheat as a function of its 
own-price and income in VAR form for all countries. For Venezuela, import demand was 
modeled as a VAR with imports in levels and GDP and prices in differences, with a trend 
exogenous variable included to account for the trend component present in total imports. 
Homotheticity was not tested given that this is a long-run restriction (i.e. only tested in 
cointegrated VARs or ECMs). The VAR system seemed well specified given that neither 
residual autocorrelation nor heteroskedasticity was found. The import demand equation 
explains 99 percent of the total variation in unmilled wheat imports.
For Japan, the stochastic properties of the data are not conclusive. If the P-P results 
were taken as the true ones, the rank test yielded cointegration. The cointegration test 
included not only unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and real GDP, but also real 
import prices of barley (SITC043) com (SITC044) and other unmilled cereals (SITC045). 
If one cointegration vector is selected, then it reflects the presence of the stationary variable
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within the cointegration space given that the ECM is normalized by total imports. Likewise, 
if two cointegration vectors are selected, the first one will be capturing the presence of the 
stationary variable, while the second will represent a cointegation relationship between the 
non-stationary variables prices and GDP. Normalizing the ECM by prices or GDP is not 
an attractive solution.
If the KPSS results are taken as the true ones, then Japan's import demand could 
be modeled as a VAR with total imports in differences and prices and GDP in levels. 
Given that weak separability holds for Japan’s import demand, this was the choice 
followed. The VAR system for Japan is well specified given that no residual 
autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present. The import demand equation explains 29% 
of the total variation in the rate of change of unmilled wheat imports which is considered 
high. The R- for import prices and GDP were 70 and 99 percent, respectively.
For Korea, total unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and GDP were non- 
stationary. Because neither other product is a permanent import for Korea, a test for 
cointegration including only wheat imports, import prices and GDP was implemented. No 
cointegration was found; thus, Korea’s import demand model was specified as a VAR 
system with all variables in differences. The VAR system for Korea is well specified given 
that no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present. The import demand 
equation explains 26 percent of the total variation in the rate o f change of unmilled wheat 
imports. The R‘ for import prices and GDP were 3 and 23 percent, respectively.
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For the Philippines, total unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and real GDP 
were all non-stationary. Because other commodities within division SITC04 were 
permanent imports for the Philippines, they were included in the cointegration test. Once 
again no cointegrating was found. Thus, the Philippines’ import demand model was 
specified as a VAR system with all variables in differences. The VAR system for the 
Philippines seems well specified given that no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity 
is present. The import demand equation explains 42 percent o f the total variation in the rate 
o f change of unmilled wheat imports. The R- for import prices and GDP were 43 and 36 
percent, respectively.
For Morocco, total unmilled wheat imports, real import prices and real GDP were 
non-stationary. Given that no other commodity within division SITC04 is part of 
Morocco’s permanent imports, the cointegration test included only unmilled wheat imports, 
import price and economic activity. One cointegrating vector was found for Morocco's 
import demand equation. The adjustment to the long run equilibrium path was 6.5 and 
almost 12 times faster for imports than for import prices and income. A likelihood ratio 
test imposing homotheticity failed to reject the null hypothesis and, therefore, the 
assumption that inter-sectoral substitution takes place in a CES functional form is deemed 
appropriate for Morocco’s import demand. The LM and L-B tests suggest that the model 
is well specified, even though normality for the system is also rejected. The univariate 
statistics and graphical analysis o f the residuals showed that the import demand equation 
has normal errors. The test for parameter constancy in the cointegration space shows that
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the null hypothesis is accepted in all the investigated sub-samples and. therefore, it was 
concluded that parameters are constant.
For Colombia, real import price and real GDP were non-stationary. whereas import 
demand was stationary along a trend. Given that other unmilled wheat is part o f Colombia's 
permanent imports, it was included in the cointegration test. Results showed there were 
four cointegrating vectors for Colombia. Therefore, import demand was estimated as a 
VAR differentiating the non-stationary variables and including a trend variable to account 
for the trend present in import demand and other unmilled wheat import prices. Results 
indicate that the VAR system for Colombia is well specified, for no residual autocorrelation 
or heteroskedasticity was found. The import demand equation explains 82 percent o f the 
total variation in unmilled wheat imports. The R* for import prices and GDP were 12 and 
38 percent, respectively.
Export Demand
At the second stage, the block exogeneity fails to reject the null hypothesis o f weak- 
separability for Venezuela and Japan. Thus, weak-separability among exporting sources 
holds for all countries analyzed. For Venezuela, total unmilled wheat imports and U.S. 
unmilled wheat exports were stationary along a trend; whereas there was ambiguity 
regarding relative prices. Given that weak-separability holds, the U.S. export demand to 
Venezuela was specified as a VAR in levels including a trend exogenous variable. The 
VAR system for Venezuela seems well specified, for no residual autocorrelation or 
heteroskedasticity is present. The export demand equation explains only 6 percent o f the
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total variation in the U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Venezuela. The R.' for import demand 
and U.S. relative prices were 83 and 39 percent, respectively.
Once again, for Japan the stochastic properties o f the data are not conclusive. U.S. 
relative prices are stationary along a trend but there is ambiguity regarding U.S. exports to 
Japan. The strategy followed was to model U.S. export demand as a VAR with all variables 
in levels including an exogenous trend variable. The VAR system for Japan is well 
specified given that no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present. The export 
demand equation explains 94 percent of the total variation in U.S. exports to Japan. The R- 
for import demand and relative prices were 96 and 4 percent, respectively.
For Korea, U.S. unmilled exports and U.S. relative prices were non-stationary. The 
cointegration test included U.S. exports, total imports and U.S. relative price only. One 
cointegration vector was found. Export demand is negatively related to relative prices and 
positively related to import demand. Export demand is elastic with respect to relative 
prices. Because the model is homothetic. the assumption that intra-sectoral substitution 
takes place in a CES functional form was deemed appropriate for Korea's export demand.
The speed of adjustment to the long run equilibrium path is 10 and 8.5 times faster 
for U.S. exports and total imports than for relative prices. U.S. exports and total imports 
adjust almost at the same speed given that the U.S. kept almost a 100 percent share of 
Korea's unmilled wheat market from 1962 to 1983. The L-B, LM and normality tests 
indicate that the system is correctly specified. Likewise, the univariate statistics and 
residual analysis showed that the import demand equation has normal errors. Furthermore.
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the test for parameter constancy in the cointegration space shows the hypothesis of 
parameter constancy is accepted in all the investigated sub-samples.
For the Philippines, U.S. unmilled wheat exports and total unmilled wheat imports 
were non-stationary, while relative price was stationary along the trend. Given that no other 
exporting country is part of the Philippines' permanent unmilled wheat suppliers, the 
cointegration test included only U.S. exports, total imports and U.S. relative price. One 
cointegrating vector was found. Export demand is negatively related to relative prices and 
positively related to import demand. As for Korea, export demand is elastic with respect 
to relative prices and homothetic. thus the assumption that intra-sectoral substitution takes 
place in a CES functional form is deemed appropriate for the Philippines's export demand.
The speed of adjustment to the long run equilibrium path is 2.65 and 6.8 times 
faster for U.S. exports than for total imports and relative prices. The L-B. LM indicated that 
the system was correctly specified even though normality for the system was also rejected. 
However, the univariate statistics and residual analysis show that the import demand 
equation has normal errors. Likewise, the test for parameter constancy in the cointegration 
space fails to reject the hypothesis of parameter constancy in all the investigated sub­
samples.
The U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Morocco and relative prices were stationary 
along the trend, whereas total unmilled wheat imports was non-stationary. Thus, the U.S. 
export demand to Morocco is modeled as a VAR with imports in differences and U.S. 
exports and relative prices in levels. The VAR system for Morocco seemed well specified, 
for no residual autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity is present. The export demand equation
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explains only 11 percent o f the total variation in U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Morocco.
which is not surprising given the instability o f U.S. unmilled wheat exports to Morocco.
measured as total exports or U.S. market share.The R* for import demand and relative 
prices were 12 and 32 percent, respectively.
Forecasting Evaluation
The forecasting evaluation for the import demand models were based on the Mean 
Error (ME), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and 
Theil’s U coefficient. Theil’s U coefficient suggests that the VAR in differences has a 
better forecasting ability than the VAR in levels. For all VAR models, Theil’s U coefficient 
is less than one which indicates an improved forecast over the naive scheme o f forecasting 
no change overtime. According to Theil’s U coefficient, the worst forecast is for Colombia 
and the best one is for the Philippines’ import demand. Japan's import demand model has 
the best forecasting ability across measures The superior forecasting ability o f Japan's 
import demand is not surprising given the stability o f Japan’s unmilled wheat imports.
In general the forecast performance for export demand is worse than the import 
demand models based on any of the measures in either levels or differences. The most 
likely reason is the greater volatility in U.S. exports than in total imports. Based upon 
Theil’s U statistic, Colombia presents the best forecast and Morocco. Venezuela and the 
Philippines present not only the worst forecast but also the models forecasted consistently 
above the actual data. This finding is not surprising given the irregularity o f U.S. exports 
o f unmilled wheat to those countries. U.S. market share for Morocco and the Philippines 
has been the most volatile of all the countries analyzed.
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Conclusions and Implications
The first point to address is model appropriateness. At the first stage, we conclude 
that the data support the theoretical and empirical specifications when cointegration was 
found. Results are not that conclusive when co integration is absent. On one hand, for 
Colombia. Venezuela, Japan. Korea and the Philippines no long-run relationship between 
income and total imports was found. Even though weak-separabilit>- holds in the short-run. 
the long-run restrictions of homotheticity and separability were not tested given the short- 
run nature o f all import demand specifications. On the other hand, for Morocco one 
cointegration vector was found indicating a dynamic effect of income and prices on import 
demand. Long-run homotheticity was satisfied indicating a one-to-one relationship between 
real income and unmilled wheat consumption in the equilibrium model.
The working hypothesis at the first stage and the restrictions implied by using a CES 
functional form were fully satisfied only for Morocco. Furthermore, the tests for parameter 
constancy and residual analysis support the appropriateness o f dynamic import demand 
specifications at the first stage for Morocco. For all the other countries, homotheticity was 
assumed in the short-run in order to estimate the import demand equations in VAR form. 
The residual analysis also support the appropriateness of the V AR specifications. Likewise, 
for all countries weak-separability holds, which in turn enables the assessment o f the 
second stage
At the second stage, we also concluded that both the theoretical model and the 
empirical specifications were satisfied when cointegration was present. On one hand, no 
cointegration relationships were found for Venezuela, Colombia, Japan and Morocco,
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which suggests a temporary relationship between foreign expenditure in unmilled wheat 
and U.S. exports only. On the other hand, for Korea and the Philippines, one cointegration 
vector was found, indicating a dynamic effect of relative prices and total imports on U.S. 
export demand. Likewise, the theoretical restrictions imposed by the CES were satisfied. 
The tests for parameter constancy and residual analysis support the appropriateness of the 
dynamic export demand specifications at the second stage for both countries.
Beyond functional form and the theoretical model, dynamic modeling has shown 
to be a flexible approach, proving critical to appropriate econometric modeling when the 
stochastic properties o f the data are taken into account. It was shown that the stochastic 
properties of the time series were different from country to country and from variable to 
variable, reflecting the uniqueness ofeach market. Furthermore, dynamic modeling through 
cointegrated VAR allowed for the incorporation of short-run and long-run effects within 
the same empirical specification. Both points proved to be critically advantageous when 
modeling import and export demand in this dissertation.
The second important point to address involves the policy implications derived from 
these results. A positive steady-state relationship between income and unmilled wheat 
imports implies that income enhancing policies will result in larger unmilled wheat imports 
in the long-run. Results clearly indicate there is cointegration between economic activity 
and unmilled wheat imports for Morocco only. Likewise, the fact that aggregated own- 
import price belongs to the cointegration space suggests that changes in the aggregated 
price would have a long-run effect on total imports for Morocco.
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The absence o f a steady-state response o f total unmilled wheat import demand to 
economic activity in Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea and the Philippines suggests that 
improvements in their economy may not translate into larger unmilled wheat imports. Thus, 
as economic activity expands, their demand for unmilled wheat may not increase in the 
long-run. The best example of this behavior is for Venezuela, Colombia and the 
Philippines. Descriptive statistics clearly showed there is a negative correlation between 
real GDP and total unmilled wheat imports for those three countries. During the period of 
study economic activity has declined, whereas unmilled wheat imports actually increased. 
This fact may reflect a reallocation of resources already in place given that as the economic 
activity deteriorates, food expenditures account for a larger proportion of total expenditures. 
Thus, an increase in economic activity in the future may not have a positive long-run effect 
on unmilled wheat imports.
The lack o f response of total imports to changes in income for Japan and Korea is 
supported by the data. In Japan economic activity increased from less that U.S.S 100 billion 
in the late 1970s to U.S.$4540 billion in 1995. However, Japan's total unmilled wheat 
imports (bu) were stable since the late 1970's in between 200 to 225 million bu/year. For 
Korea, the data show that total imports o f unmilled wheat increased steadily up to 1983. but 
then increased sharply from less than 75 million bushels in 1983 to 150 million bushels in 
1988 and 1989. Since then, imports have oscillated widely. For example, in 1994, Korea 
imported 225 million bushels but only 80 million in 1995. Changes in income have been 
more stable even though the rate of change in economic activity accelerated sharply after 
1986, corresponding with the most volatile period of Korea's unmilled wheat imports.
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At the second stage, a positive steady-state relationship between U.S. exports and 
total unmilled wheat imports implies that as foreign expenditures increase. U.S. wheat 
exports will also increase in the long-run. Results indicated cointegration between these 
two variables for Korea and the Philippines. Thus, as economic activity expands in Korea 
and the Philippines, their demand for total unmilled wheat increases and demand for U.S. 
unmilled wheat is expected to increase in the long-run.
Likewise, the fact that U.S. relative prices belong to the cointegration space 
suggests a steady-state relationship between prices and exports in the Korean and 
Philippinean markets. It is important to remember that, in Lord's view, differentiation of 
a commodity exists at the level o f the exporter. Therefore, relative prices measure how- 
competitive exporters are with respect to each other. The highly elastic estimates for U.S. 
relative prices clearly indicate the importance of remaining competitive in the world wheat 
market in the long-run.
The absence of a steady-state response of U.S. exports to total unmilled wheat 
imports for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan and Morocco reveal the lack o f a dynamic effect 
between total unmilled wheat expenditures and U.S. exports. This suggests that increases 
in import demand will not be translated into larger U.S. exports in the long-run for these 
countries. Results are not surprising for Colombia, Venezuela and Morocco. Descriptive 
statistics clearly show that U.S. exports, U.S. market share and total unmilled wheat 
imports were the most volatile for Morocco. Likewise, the U.S. market share in Colombia 
and Venezuela has deteriorated dramatically since the early eighties. The surprising result
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is Japan, given that U.S. market share in Japan has been the most stable of all countries 
analyzed. However, the lack of cointegration could be attributed to the stochastic properties 
of the data. U.S. exports, total imports and relative prices are stationary variables, which 
preclude, at least under the Johansen ( 1988) methodology, the assessment o f cointegration. 
Limitations
This study computed import and export prices by dividing value by volume. Lipsey 
and Kravis (1971) argued that customs data are often inaccurate and thus, the derived prices 
may not always be a true measure of actual international transaction prices.
Another limitation was that the commodity, unmilled wheat, actually consisted of 
several subgroups (durum wheat, other wheat and meslin); thus, the aggregate commodity 
prices reported for this commodity may not provide accurate reflections o f the relationship 
between prices and volumes over the period studied. Future studies should be conducted 
using more disaggregated data based on revision 3 of the SITC coding.
Finally, most o f the statistical tests used in this dissertation for stationarity. lag- 
length determination and cointegration are asymptotic tests. This is particularly critical for 
the Johansen (1988) methodology where the Lambda-Max and the Trace tests are 
asymptotic tests. Because determination of the cointegration rank is central to cointegration 
analysis and further hypothesis testing, a finite-sample size correction was included. 
However, caution must be exercised given the low power o f all statistical tests used.
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APPENDIX 1. EXCHANGE RATES
Venezuela
i l
Figure 1 Appendix 1. Exchange Rate in Dollars per National Currency Units 
(S/ncu) for Venezuela, 1962-1995.
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Figure 2 Appendix 1. Exchange Rate in Dollars per National Currency units 
($/ncu) for the Philippines, 1962-1995.
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Figure 3 Appendix 1. Exchange Rate in Dollars per National Currency Units 
($/ncu) for Morocco, 1962-1995.
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APPENDIX 2. STATIONARITY RESULTS
Table 1 Appendix 2. Results of Philiips-Perron Test for Unit Roots on Market
Shares and Relative Prices for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan. 
Korea, Morocco and the Philippines. 1962-1992.
Test Statistic
Market Relative Critical
Share Price Values
COLOMBIA
Constant With Trend
a = a,= 0 5.1100 15.2060 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 -2.5900
VENEZUELA
nn -2.57
Constant With Trend
a = a,= 0 7.4350 27.3230 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 nn
JAPAN
nn -2.57
Constant With Trend
a = a,= 0 15.3570 7.6825 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 nn
KOREA
nn -2.57
Constant With Trend
a = 0 5.3089 3.6000 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 -1.9753 1.7102 -2.57
THE PHILIPPINES
Constant With Trend
a = Ü2= 0 4.0688 6.5997 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 -2.8917 nn -2.57
MOROCCO
Constant With Trend
a = a,= 0 7.8220 34.9220 5.34
Constant No Trend
a = 0 nn nn -2.57
Critical values are at the 10% level of significance. 
Shaded values indicate that the series is stationary, 
nn = not needed because variable is trend stationary.
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APPENDIX 3. STATIONARITY RESULTS WITH KPSS.
Table I Appendix 3. Results o f the KPSS Test for Unit Roots Logarithms o f Total
Imports (bu). Real Import prices (U.S.$/bu) and Real GDP (bi 
U.S.S) for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea, Morocco and 
the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Test Statistic
Import Import Real Critical
Demand Prices GDP Values
COLOMBLA
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( T ) 0.1297 0.3529 0.4196 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 1.6375 1.6916
VENEZUELA
1.6189 0.463
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( T ) 1.4769 1.2110 0.9455 0.146
Constant, No T rend
ETA (p) 0.0813 0.4150
JAPAN
0.4215 0.463
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( T ) 0.9299 0.5924 1.2132 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 0.2883 0.0578
KOREA
0.0643 0.463
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( T ) 1.5199 1.7136 1.3795 0.146
Constant, No T rend
ETA (p) 0.1599 0.0887 0.2565 0.463
TH E PHILIPPINES
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( X) 1.1503 1.2222 0.8276 0.146
Constant, No T rend
ETA (p) 0.1541 0.2259
MOROCCO
0.1851 0.463
Constant, W ith Trend
ETA ( T ) 1.3278 1.2848 0.8117 0.146
Constant, No T rend
ETA (p) 0.2202 0.2958 0.3159 0.463
Critical values are at the 5% level o f  significance. 
Shaded values indicate that the series is stationary.
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Table 2 Appendix 3. Results of the KPSS Test for Unit Roots Logarithms of U.S. 
Exports (bu) and Relative Prices for Colombia, Venezuela, 
Japan, Korea, Morocco and the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Test Statistic
Export Relative Critical
Demand Price Values
COLOMBIA
Constant, With Trend
ETA (T) 0.1584 0.1278 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 0.1875 0.8916 0.463
VENEZUELA
Constant, With Trend
ETA (T) 0.0532 0.1819 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 0.0531
JAPAN
1.0939 0.463
Constant, With Trend
ETA (T) 0.3663 0.1169 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 1.2018
KOREA
0.1168 0.463
Constant, With Trend
ETA (t) 0.21.77 0.1639 0.146
Constant, No Trend
e t a  ( p ) 0.6161 0.6499 0.463
THE PHILIPPINES
Constant, With Trend
ETA ( T ) 0.0720 0.1347 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 1.5944 0.0962 0.463
MOROCCO
Constant, With Trend
ETA ( T ) 0.0397 0.1244 0.146
Constant, No Trend
ETA (p) 0.2305 0.5443 0.463
Critical values are at the 5% level o f significance. 
Shaded values indicate that the series is stationary.
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Table 3 Appendix 3. Summary o f the KPSS test for Unit Roots in Import Demand and
Export Demand for Colombia, Venezuela, Japan, Korea. 
Morocco and the Philippines, 1962-1992.
Source
Country
Colombia Venezuela Japan Korea Philippines Morocco
Total Imports l(0)/t l(0)/t 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1)
Import Price 1(1) 1(1) l(0)/t l(0)/t 1(1) 1(1)
GDP 1(1) 1(1) l(0)/t 1(1) 1(1) 1(1)
U.S. Exports 1(1) l(0)/t 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) l(0)/t
Relative Price l(0)/t 1(1) l(0)/t 1(1) l(0)/t l(0)/t
1(1 ) indicates the presence o f  a unit root.
1(0) / 1 indicates that the series is stationary but a trend is present.
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APPENDIX 4. VARIANCE DECOMPOSITION.
Table I Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Venezuela’s Import Demand.
Periods ahead: 2 5 10 20
Percentage o f Variance
Shock to Imports
Total Imports 86.99 86.84 86.84 86.84
Import Price 9.42 9.44 9.44 9.44
GDP 3.59 3.72 3.72 3.72
Shock to Import Price
Total Imports 1.02 1.07 1.07 1.07
Import Price 96.23 96.15 96.15 96.15
GDP 2.75 2.78 2.78 2.78
Shock to GDP
Total Imports 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12
Import Price 3.32 3.40 3.40 3.40
GDP 95.56 95.48 95.48 95.48
Table 2 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Japan’s Import Demand.
Periods ahead: 2 5 10 20
Percentage o f  Variance
Shock to Imports
Total Imports 65.10 63.82 63.58 63.57
Import Price 4.90 5.90 6.18 6.19
GDP 30.00 30.28 30.24 30.24
Shock to Import Price
Total Imports 0.28 0.31 0.32 0.31
Import Price 96.00 76.23 76.09 76.07
GDP 3.72 23.46 23.59 23.61
Shock to GDP
Total Imports 0.00 0.28 0.29 0.29
Import Price 20.06 28.15 29.69 29.73
GDP 79.94 71.57 70.02 69.98
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Table 3 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Korea’s Import Demand.
Periods ahead: 2 5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to Imports
Total Imports 73.90 74.63 74.63 74.63
Import Price 14.68 14.14 14.14 14.14
GDP 11.42 11.23 11.23 11.23
Shock to Import Price
Total Imports 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.06
Import Price 99.82 99.78 99.78 99.78
GDP 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16
Shock to GDP
Total Imports 13.94 14.56 14.57 14.57
Import Price 4.28 4.37 4.37 4.37
GDP 81.78 81.07 81.06 81.06
Table 4 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for the Philippines’ Import Demand.
Periods ahead; 2 5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to Imports
Total Imports 88.25 80.18 80.18 80.18
Import Price 0.94 6.05 6.14 6.14
GDP 10.81 13.77 13.77 13.77
Shock to Import Price
Total Imports 2.19 3.62 4.02 4.07
Import Price 87.94 77.92 76.49 76.46
GDP 9.87 18.45 19.47 19.47
Shock to GDP
Total Imports 2.24 2.59 2.59 2.59
Import Price 17.72 18.42 18.48 18.48
GDP 80.03 78.99 78.93 78.93
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Table 5 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Colombia's Import Demand.
Periods ahead: 2 5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to Imports
Total Imports 96.42 96.33 96.33 96.33
Import Price 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27
GDP 2.31 2.40 2.40 2.40
Shock to Import Price
Total Imports 4.50 4.54 1.54 4.54
Import Price 86.14 86.09 86.09 86.09
GDP 9.36 9.36 9.36 9.36
Shock to GDP
Total Imports 2.04 2.13 2.13 2.13
Import Price 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52
GDP 92.44 92.35 92.35 92.35
Table 6 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Venezuela's Export Demand.
Periods Ahead
2 5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to U.S. Exports
U.S. Exports 85.63 85.61 85.61 85.61
Total Imports 8.41 8.42 8.42 8.42
U.S. Relative Prices 5.96 5.97 5.97 5.97
Shock to Total Imports
U.S. Exports 5.17 5.17 5.17 5.17
Total Imports 86.16 84.23 84.23 84.23
U.S. Relative Prices 8.67 10.60 10.60 10.60
Shock to U.S. Relative Prices
U.S. Exports 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05
Total Imports 12.37 12.43 12.43 12.43
U.S.Relative Prices 87.60 87.52 87.52 87.52
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Table 7 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Japan's Export Demand.
Periods Ahead 
5 10 20
Percentage o f Variance
Shock to U.S. Exports
U.S. Exports 50.85 37.48 35.08 34.88
Total Imports 44.30 59.09 61.74 61.97
U.S. Relative Prices 4.85 3.43 3.17 3.15
Shock to Total Imports
U.S. Exports 2.87 3.79 3.95 3.96
Total Imports 96.87 96.04 95.90 95.89
U.S. Relative Prices 0.26 0.17 0.15 0.15
Shock to U.S. Relative Prices
U.S. Exports 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.04
Total Imports 3.67 4.18 4.32 4.33
U.S.Relative Prices 96.33 95.79 95.64 95.63
Table 8 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Morocco's Export Demand.
Periods Ahead
2 5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to U.S. Exports
U.S. Exports 84.73 84.73 84.73 84.73
Total Imports 2.46 2.46 2.46 2.46
U.S. Relative Prices 12.80 12.80 12.80 12.80
Shock to Total Imports
U.S. Exports 5.03 5.49 5.49 5.49
Total Imports 94.54 93.93 93.93 93.93
U.S. Relative Prices 0.43 0.58 0.58 0.58
Shock to U.S. Relative Prices
U.S. Exports 4.67 4.89 4.89 4.89
Total Imports 1.77 14.81 14.81 14.81
U.S.Relative Prices 80.56 80.30 80.30 80.30
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Table 9 Appendix 4. Variance Decomposition for Colombia's Export Demand.
Periods Ahead 
5 10 20
Percentage of Variance
Shock to U.S. Exports
U.S. Exports 72.80 61.37 60.73 60.70
Total Imports 18.14 20.47 20.63 20.64
U.S. Relative Prices 9.06 18.16 18.64 18.66
Shock to Total Imports
U.S. Exports 3.59 4.06 4.06 4.06
Total Imports 95.91 89.87 89.73 89.72
U.S. Relative Prices 0.50 6.07 6.21 6.22
Shock to U.S. Relative Prices
U.S. Exports 0.36 0.69 0.70 0.70
Total Imports 9.45 17.41 17.61 17.62
U.S.Relative Prices 90.19 81.89 81.69 81.68
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APPENDIX 5. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF RESIDUALS
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Figure 1 Appendix 5. Residual Analysis for Morocco's ECM. 1962-1992.
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Actual and Fitted for DLUSQE
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Figure 2 Appendix 5. Residual Analysis for Korea's ECM, 1962-1992.
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Figure 3 Appendix 5. Residual Analysis for the Philippine’s ECM. 1962-1992.
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